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ABSTRACT 
This research focused on understanding the process of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion, including challenges, opportunities, and critical decision points. A 
qualitative case study design was used. City Year and Citizen Schools, two Boston-
based, youth-serving organizations, served as the subjects of this study. Data collection 
included interviews with founders/leaders, board members, staff members, and other key 
informants; observation; and a review of internal and external documents . Using the 
principles of grounded theory, a Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model 
was developed through analysis of the two cases. Several major themes that emerged 
from the analysis were explored. This discussion of themes led to a Revised Nonprofit 
Geographic Expansion Model. Further study is required to test the generalizability of the 
Revised Nonprofit Expansion Model and relevant insights . 
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NONPROFIT GROWTH THROUGH GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
OVERVIEW 
This dissertation reports on a qualitative case study of two Boston-based, youth-
serving nonprofit organizations which have experienced rapid growth through geographic 
expansion. The organizations are Citizen Schools and City Year. Since its founding in 
1988, City Year has expanded to 14 sites in a total of 12 states; and Citizen Schools, 
founded in 1995, has 20 campuses in 5 states. This study examines the growth strategies 
and processes taken by the two organizations through interviews with senior 
administrators, board members, and staff members. Observations were made at large 
organizational meetings including City Year's national convention, Cyzygy, 1 and Citizen 
Schools' Summer Institute. Data was also collected from the organizations ' Websites, 
annual reports, and other printed sources. A Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model was 
developed through cross-case analysis of the cases. Itis hoped that this model will fill a 
void in the literature and provide direction for future research and practice. 
Following this brief overview, Chapter 1 has six additional sections. These 
include sections on the purpose of the study, the rationale for the study, the major 
research questions, the significance ofthe study, defmitions of key terms, and a summary 
of the chapter. 
1 According to the organization 's Website, the made-up word, "Cyzygy," is deri ved from the Greek work, 
syzygy, that means a " ... rare alignment of celestial bodies" (City Year, 2004, Cyzygy '04) . 
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Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature that is pertinent to this study. 2 
Included from the nonprofit field is literature on nonprofit entrepreneurship, 
organizationallifecycles, models of the structure and forms of nonprofit organizations, 
and nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. From the for-profit field, literature 
on growth is reviewed and two growth models are presented. These include the 
theoretically-derived complexity management model of Jeffrey G. Covin and Dennis P. 
Slevin ( 1997) and an empirically-derived model of growth through geographic expansion 
developed by Bruce Barringer and Daniel Greening (1998). 
Chapter 3 describes the research methods used in this study. It explains the 
choice of a qualitative, case analysis, theory-generating research design. It reviews the 
procedures for data collection and data analysis and presents a brief description of the 
two nonprofit organizations that are the subjects of the study. The researcher's 
relationship to the study is made explicit. 
Chapter 4 explicates the growth of City Year and Chapter 5 tells the growth story 
of Citizen Schools. In Chapter 6, a Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model 
that is grounded in the two cases is presented. The major themes that emerge from the 
analysis are then compared and contrasted with the literature in Chapter 7. Based upon 
this discussion, a Revised Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model is provided. 
Implications for practice, directions for future research, and strengths and limitations of 
the study are also presented. 
2 This dissertation draws heavily upon both for-profit and nonprofit literature. Because there are important 
differences between for-profit and nonprofit organizations that should be considered when evaluati ng the 
relevance of data cited, the researcher will always make explicit when citations are from the for-profit 
literature. 
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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to develop a preliminary conceptual model for 
nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. Audrey Morgenbesser, the researcher, 
read and reviewed the literature pertaining to nonprofit organizational growth through 
geographic expansion. She developed case studies of two nonprofit organizations that 
have experienced growth through geographic expansion. Morgenbesser generated a 
Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model based upon the case studies. She 
discussed the emergent themes with respect to the literature and proposed implications 
for practice and directions for continued research. Based upon her discussion of themes 
and findings, Morgenbesser developed a Revised Nonprofit Geographic Expansion 
Model. 
RATIONALE 
The rationale for this study is summarized in a few brief points: 
• Growth is important for nonprofit organizations. 
• Geographic expansion is one of the major ways that nonprofit organizations can 
grow. 
• There are several growth challenges that are unique to geographic expansion of 
nonprofit organizations. 
• Presently, there are no models of nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. 
• Each of these points will be discussed below. 
Growth is important for nonprofit organizations. Growth is important for all 
organizations, large and small, for-profit and nonprofit. It is critical for small 
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organizations because small size is a liability that contributes to organizational mortality. 
In fact, research of for-profits has shown that "The main motive driving new firms to 
strive for growth is to overcome liabilities of smallness which can threaten their survival" 
(Day, 1992, 128). One study from the for-profit literature found that 78 percent of 
companies with a sales growth of ten percent or greater per year continued to operate six 
years after starting. Only 27.5 percent of companies with stable or decreasing sales were 
still in business after six years (J. Timmons, 1998, in von Krogh and Cusumano, 2001, 
53). 
Research of nonprofit organizations has confirmed that small size is a liability for 
them as well and contributes to their mortality (Bielefeld, 1994, 20). In "What Affects 
Nonprofit Survival?" (1994) Wolfgang Bielefeld reported on his study of the mortality 
patterns of nonprofit organizations in Minneapolis and St. Paul between 1980 and 1988. 
Nonprofits that died during the period of the study tended to be younger, have fewer 
employees and volunteers, and have smaller expenditures than the ones that survived. 
Many believe that growth is equally important for large organizations. In 
"Meeting the Change Challenge: Managing Growth in the Nonprofit and Human Service 
Sectors," Richard L. Edwards and Douglas C. Eadie wrote, "Any organization that is 
content with maintaining the status quo is likely to find its resource-base eroded over 
time" (1994, 121). Similarly, in their discussion of for-profit growth, Georg von Krogh 
and Michael A. Cusumano wrote," ... [a company] must be committed to continued 
growth. It can't afford to become complacent. Companies that aren't steadily growing 
might very well be on their way to steadily dying" (2001, 61). 
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For organizations of every age and size, growth can provide a vehicle for doing 
more of what they do well. In the words of Paul Connolly and Laura Klein, growth 
provides "the opportunity to get more mileage out of a good idea- either by serving more 
people over a broader area or by replicating a successful program in new locales" (1998, 
unpaginated). In other words, growth may be seen as a way to more fully realize the 
nonprofit organization's mission. 
Geographic expansion is one of the major ways that nonprofit organizations 
can grow. In writing about for-profit growth, von Krogh and Cusumano explained that 
there are three major growth strategies: scaling,3 granulation, and duplication (2001, 54). 
Scaling is a method of growth through economy of scale. Granulation is growing 
specific aspects of the organization. The third strategy is duplication, or growth through 
geographic expansion, and includes franchising and direct ownership. 
In writing about small businesses, Daniel Greening and colleagues explained that 
geographic expansion is a common growth strategy.4 It is useful for small businesses that 
have already maximized the benefit of economies of scale in their original location and 
have a product or service that may be desirable in other markets (1996, 234). 
Furthermore, Greening and colleagues noted that geographic expansion is a less 
complicated growth strategy than acquiring unrelated businesses and developing new 
products or services, approaches which would fall into von Krogh and Cusumano's 
granulation category. 
3 Several authors use the term "scaling" to refer to geographic expansion in their writing about nonprofit 
growth. Melissa A. Taylor, J. Gregory Dees, and Jed Emerson distinguished between "scaling up" through 
~eographic expansion and "scaling deep" through growth at the original site (2002, 236, 242-243). 
Greenberg and colleagues distinguished franchising from geographic expansion through direct ownership 
and management. In this book, geographic expansion encompasses both franchi sing and direct ownersh ip 
as well as growth through affiliates. 
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Although von Krogh and Cusumano and Greening and colleagues wrote from a 
for-profit perspective, their ideas about organizational growth seem fitting for nonprofit 
organizations as well. Like for-profits, nonprofits may grow through scaling, 
granulation, and duplication. Similarly, duplication may be a useful strategy for 
nonprofits that have already grown to scale in their original location and may be a 
simpler strategy than developing new products or services. 
There are several growth challenges that are unique to geogmphic expansion of 
nonprofit organizations. While growth through geographic expansion is a common 
growth strategy for nonprofits and has several advantages, there are also many challenges 
associated with this strategy. In "Managing Multisite Nonprofits," Allen Grossman and 
V. Kasturi Rangan wrote that "the moment an affiliate is created by a nonprofit, a new set 
of challenges must be addressed" (2001, 332). 
The nonprofit literature describes the challenges of building strong, healthy, and 
productive relationships between headquarters and local sites. Grossman and Rangan 
have described the relationship between a nonprofit headquarter and its local offices as a 
tension between their level of affiliation and their level of autonomy (200 l , 328) . Dennis 
Young has hypothesized that the structure of these relationships is based upon multi-site 
nonprofits' organizational identity (2001 , 294). 
In writing about the for-profit arena, Bruce Barringer and Daniel Greening 
identified several challenges which small businesses that engage in geographic expansion 
face. They wrote: 
. .. a small business that expands from one location to several locations is subject to a number of 
potentially unique challenges. For instance, during the course of opening a new geographic site, a 
small business manager will be confronted with the task of managing an existing business and a 
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"start-up" at the same time. Moreover, the business will be confronted with the task of 
transferring the knowledge, skills, and intensity of employee motivation that made it successful in 
its original location to a new geographic site ( 1998, 468-469). 
These challenges may be equally relevant to nonprofit organizations that grow from 
single site to multi-site . 
Furthermore, some argue that growth that is poorly planned or poorly 
implemented can be detrimental to nonprofit organizations. They contend that the 
growth process matters. In the words of Edwards and Eadie, "a mind-set which 
emphasizes growth will be essential for those organizations and managers who are to be 
successful. Yet, simply adopting a growth mind-set or attitude is not sufficient. There 
must be significant attention paid to how to grow the organization" ( 1994, 121 ). 
Connolly and Klein have cautioned that growth that is not well planned and managed can 
be damaging and potentially fatal for an organization (1998, unpaginated). Barringer and 
Greening ( 1998) have noted that small business ' geographic expansion requires planning 
in several areas. For example, the role of the business owner or manager must be 
redefined; the challenge of managing across physical distance must be addressed; and 
there must be a plan for overcoming some aspects of the liability of newness that affect 
established businesses ' new sites (1998, 470-471). Planning and managing these issues 
well seems equally relevant to nonprofit geographic expansion. 
Presently, there are no models of nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion. The literature on nonprofit organizational growth in general, and on growth 
through geographic expansion specifically, is limited. The literature on nonprofit growth 
will be reviewed in Chapter 2. The literature falls into four major categories: the 
structure of multi-site organizations, lifecycle theory, nonprofit entrepreneurship; and 
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nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. No models of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion were identified. 
Research on actions and practices that promote successful growth can lead to 
models that have predictive value. Donald Sexton and Raymond Smilor, in writing about 
for-profit growth, asserted that such research "will help move the field . . . to one that has 
real-time practical applications for entrepreneurs trying to expand their businesses" 
(1997, 97). It is the hope of this researcher that this study will begin to fill a void in the 
literature by generating a model for nonprofit growth through geographic expansion that 
can have pragmatic value for entrepreneurs in the nonprofit arena. 
MAJOR RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
This study seeks to explore and understand the process through which nonprofit 
organizations grow from single site into multi-site organizations. It examines the 
challenges and opportunities that nonprofits face during the growth process. This study 
documents the critical decisions that must be made throughout the process. The major 
research question is: How do nonprofits grow from single site to multi-site 
organizations? Secondary questions include: 
• What motivates nonprofit organizations to become multi-site? 
• What challenges and opportunities face nonprofit organizations as they grow from 
single site to multi-site? 
• What strategies do nonprofit organizations take to become multi-site? 
• To what degree is nonprofit geographic growth planned? 
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• What are the limitations of and problems associated with nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion? 
• What are the ingredients of successful nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion? 
SIGNIFICANCE 
Nonprofit organizations have existed in the United Stated since the colonial 
period and have played a major role in the United States for well over a hundred years. 
In Judith Sharken Simon 's words, "Nonprofit organizations are the binding threads of the 
United States ' social fabric" (2001, xi). Peter Drucker has written," .. . non-profit 
institutions are central to American society and are indeed its most distinguishing 
feature" (1990, xiii). 
Nonprofits provide a vehicle for the expression of religious, cultural, and ethnic 
diversity (Hammack, 2002, 1640). America's nonprofits include, for example, hospitals, 
universities, think-tanks, arts and cultural organizations, and social service organizations 
(Hammack, 2002, 1640). Across the world, only England has relied as heavily upon 
nonprofit organizations as the United States to fulfill public aims (Hall, 1987, 3). 
Developing nations look to the United States as a model in this regard (Hall, 1987, 3). 
Indeed, the United States ' nonprofit sector is large and rapidly growing. David C. 
Hammack has written, "For much of American history the nonprofit sector seems to have 
grown as fast as the American economy as a whole . In the past thirty years it has grown 
much faster" (1998, xvii). There are 1.6 million nonprofits, representing 5.8 percent of 
the total number of organizations, and they employ over 11 million people (Independent 
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Sector, 2001, 6,7). Nonprofit employees represented 1 percent of the workforce in 1900, 
3 percent in 1960, and 9 percent in 2000 (Hammack, 2002, 163 8). Seventy percent of 
American households donate money to nonprofit organizations and 55.5 percent of 
Americans volunteer through nonprofits (Independent Sector, 2001 , 3 ). A recent trend 
has been the establishment of degree-granting programs in nonprofit management. While 
in 1990, only 17 universities offered a graduate concentration in nonprofit management 
(Wish and Mirabella, 1998, 101-3), by 1998, there were 83 such programs (Mirabella and 
Wish, 2000, 219). Universities that have established such programs include prestigious 
and high-ranking institutions such as Harvard, Stanford, Yale, and Columbia (Mirabella 
and Wish, 2000, 229). 
Twenty-two percent of American nonprofits are affiliated with national nonprofit 
organizations (Hodgkinson et. al, 1993, 22). Sharon M. Oster has reported that over half 
of the top 100 charitable organizations are multi-site franchises (1992, 226). Some multi-
site nonprofits are huge - the United Way, for example, has 2,300 affiliates (Oster, 1996, 
84). On the other hand, 57 percent of existing nonprofit organizations were formed since 
1971 (Hodgkinson et. al, 1993, 326). 
Given the important roles that nonprofits play in American society; the size, 
scope, and growth of the nonprofit sector; and the prevalence ofboth large, multi-site 
nonprofit organizations and young, fledgling nonprofit organizations, this study of 
entrepreneurial nonprofit growth from single site to multi-site operations is both timely 
and needed. It may be of particular interest to the entrepreneurs who lead young, small 
nonprofit organizations and are in quest of growth. It may also be of interest to nonprofit 
executives and managers and board members in general, as well as management 
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researchers, theorists, consultants, and educators. Finally, this study of nonprofit growth 
may be valuable to foundation leaders and staff and to individual philanthropists and 
citizen volunteers. It is hoped that the model that is developed through this study will 
illuminate the process of nonprofit growth through geographic expansion and provide 
insight to both theory and practice. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Key terms that are central to this study are defined in this section. These terms 
include organization, nonprofit organization, entrepreneurship, and growth. The 
definitions presented are those used for the purpose of this study. 
Organization. In the first chapter of James G. March 's Handbook of 
Organizations, an organization is defined as an organized social entity (Cartwright, 1965, 
1 ). It is "an arrangement of interdependent parts, each having a special function with 
respect to the whole" (Cartwright, 1965, 1). Behaviors are patterned, predictable, and 
limited to a specific set of activities. The combined activities of the individuals involved 
tend to lead to organizational accomplishments . 
Nonprofit organization. In America 's Nonprofit Sector: A Primer, Lester 
Salamon proposed that the six features that characterize nonprofit organizations are the 
following: 
• Nonprofits are organizations, which is to say that they are formal and 
institutionalized. 
• Nonprofit organizations are private, thus unlike government. 
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• Nonprofit organizations do not distribute profits, and in this way are different from 
private businesses. 
• Nonprofits are self-governing, having internal governing procedures. 
• Nonprofit organizations are voluntary, with volunteer boards and often volunteer 
staff. 
• Finally, nonprofits are ofpublic benefit, serving a public aim (1999, 10-11).5 
Entrepreneurship. Dennis Young has built upon the work of economist Joseph 
Schumpeter and has defined entrepreneurship as "the organizing and catalytic effort 
responsible for bringing about new economic activity (new goods or services) or the 
provisions of these products in some innovative way, or in Schumpeter's words, bringing 
about 'new combinations'" (1987, 168). 
Growth. In "Organizational Growth and Development," William Starbuck 
defmed growth as change in an organization's size as measured by its employment or 
membership (1965, 451 ). In the for-profit arena, growth is often operationalized in terms 
of sales. For nonprofits, Paul Connolly and Laura Klein have used the term growth to 
refer to increased budget size (1998, unpaginated) . According to Connolly and Klein, 
growth funds are commonly used to add staff, to serve more clients or serve a new group 
of constituents, to initiate new programs, or to bring a program to scale. This study 
focuses on growth from a single site to a multi-site nonprofit organization, also referred 
5 Several definitions of the term nonprofit organization exist. In "A Historical Overview of the Private 
Nonprofit Sector," Peter Dobkin Hall defined a nonprofit organization as "a body of individuals who 
associate for any of three purposes: (1) to perform public tasks that have been delegated to them by the 
state; (2) to perform public tasks for which there is a demand that neither the state nor for-profit 
organizations are willing to fulfill ; or (3) to influence the direction of policy in the state, the for-profit 
sector, or other nonprofit organizations" (1987, 3). More simply, Peter Drucker wrote that nonprofit 
organizations are institutions whose purpose is to change human beings or to change society (1990, 3). 
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to as duplication or growth through geographic expansion. This includes growth through 
franchising, affiliation, and branching. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter 1 has several goals. First, the chapter seeks to provide a basic overview 
of the structure of this dissertation. Second, it describes the purpose, rationale, major 
research questions, and significance of the study. Finally, the chapter defines several key 
terms. 
To summarize, the purpose of this study is to develop a tentative model of 
nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. The major research question is: How do 
nonprofits grow from single site to multi-site organizations? The rationale for this study 
is that growth through geographic expansion is one of the major ways that nonprofit 
organizations can grow, yet there are several challenges that are unique to geographic 
expansion, and there are no existing models of nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion. This study's significance is based upon the critical roles that nonprofits play 
in American society; the size, scope, and growth of the nonprofit sector; and the 
prevalence ofboth large, multi-site nonprofits, and young, small ones. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
OVERVIEW 
The literature on nonprofit organizations that is relevant to this study falls into 
four major categories: nonprofit entrepreneurship, organizationallifecycles, models of 
the structure and form of multi-site nonprofits, and nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion. These four bodies of literature are reviewed in this chapter. In addition, a 
brief review of the for-profit literature on growth is presented, and two specific models 
from the for-profit literature on organizational growth are described. They are Jeffrey G. 
Covin and Dennis P. Slevin's complexity management model ( 1997) and Bruce Barringer 
and Daniel Greening's growth through geographic expansion model (1998). 
NONPROFIT LITERATURE 
Nonprofit Entrepreneurship 
An important body of literature relevant to the topic of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion is the literature on nonprofit entrepreneurship. This is a new, 
small, and growing literature, dominated by the economist, Dennis Young. To 
paraphrase Robert D. Hisrich and colleagues, nonprofit organization research has by and 
large neglected the topic of entrepreneurship, and entrepreneurship research has devoted 
scant attention to nonprofits (1997, 322). Because the literature on nonprofit 
entrepreneurship is limited, much of this section is derived directly from the for-profit 
literature. However, the for-profit literature on entrepreneurship is vast, greatly 
exceeding what is touched upon here. 
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There is an advertisement for milk that says, "The key to life is what you add to it. 
Add something." This is the essence of entrepreneurship. The economist, Joseph 
Schumpeter, proposed that entrepreneurship is about creating "new combinations" (1949, 
in Hisrich et. al, 1997, 322). In describing for-profit entrepreneurship, Schumpeter 
wrote: 
. . . the function of entrepreneurs is to reform or revolutionize the pattern of production by 
exploiting an invention or, more generally, an untried technological possibility for producing a 
new commodity or producing an old one in a new way, by opening up a new source of supply of 
materials or a new outlet for products, by reorganizing an industry and so on ( 1952, 132). 
Young has built upon the insights of Schumpeter. According to Young, 
entrepreneurship is "the organizing and catalytic effort responsible for bringing about 
new economic activity (new goods or services) or the provisions of these products in 
some innovative way, or in Schumpeter ' s words, bringing about ' new combinations '" 
(1987, 168). 
Until recently, much of the research on entrepreneurship has focused on the 
qualities and characteristics ofthe entrepreneurial businessperson (Bygrave, 1995, 130). 
Newer research explores the entrepreneurial process- "all the functions, activities and 
actions associated with perceiving opportunities and the creation of organizations to 
pursue them" (Bygrave, 1995, 130). There has been a shift of emphasis from the 
qualities of the individual entrepreneur to the behaviors of the entrepreneurial 
organization. 
Whether the focus is the entrepreneurial individual or the entrepreneurial 
organization, key characteristics associated with entrepreneurship include risk-taking, 
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proactivity, and innovation. From a for-profit perspective, William A. Sahlman has 
written, "Entrepreneurship is a way of managing that involves pursuing opportunity 
without regard to the resources currently controlled" ( 1992, 1 ). Young has suggested that 
entrepreneurship requires the linkage of opportunities and resources, and the overcoming 
of obstacles, to bring a venture idea to fruition (1987, 168). 
The term "entrepreneurship" is more commonly associated with for-profit than 
nonprofit ventures. Young has written: 
Though its role is not fully appreciated outside the context of business, entrepreneurship is 
important to the vitality of organizations in all sectors because the environments of all 
organizations are constantly changing, often in a manner that either threatens their sources of 
sustenance or creates new opportunities for development - in either case, setting the stage for 
entrepreneurship (1987, 168). 
Stevenson and Gumpert, in writing about for-profit entrepreneurship, explained 
that rapid advances in technology, changes in social values, and changes in government 
policy are some of the ways that organizations' environments are changing (1992, 14). 
Robert Hisrich and colleagues have proposed that entrepreneurship is stimulated by the 
nonprofit sector (1997, 323). They have maintained that many nonprofit organizations 
are formed to bring about social change and that the missions of nonprofit organizations 
typically express the intention of solving problems. 
Not everyone is pleased with the recent trend toward nonprofit entrepreneurship. 
In "Survival of the Nonprofit Spirit in a For-Profit World," Richard Bush wrote: 
Businesslike means, more often than not, competitive. The nature of competition results ... in a 
service model in which human behavior is viewed as if it were strictly controlled by market 
demands and economic forces . Services that are most readily paid for or that promise significant 
profit making in some other sense are encouraged. Services are even duplicated by organizations 
interested in pursuing the sure thing over trying anything new, anything potentially and initially 
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costly, and anything carrying the risk of failure . The programs that do not contribute to indi vidual 
payoff and subsequently to organizational profit are, under this kind of analysis, to be avoided 
(1992, 402) . 
When used in the for-profit sector, the term "entrepreneurship" is commonly 
associated with profit-making. In a similar vein, Young has pointed out that, in the 
nonprofit field, the term "entrepreneurship" is often used to refer specifically to income-
generating activities that provide a source of revenues for the nonprofit. Hence, the 
nonprofit literature includes titles like, Filthy Rich: How to Turn Your Nonprofit 
Fantasies into Cold, Hard Cash (Steckel, 2000). Young has advocated for a broader 
understanding of entrepreneurship in the nonprofit arena. 
According to Young, entrepreneurship is almost always involved in the 
establishment of a new organization (1983, 24). New organizations provide a new or 
improved product or service, serve a new constituency, or are itmovative in some other 
way. In addition, new organizations impact the existing industry structure (Young, 1983, 
24). 
Many theorists view entrepreneurship as the start-up phase of a venture. The term 
is used this way in the title of Eric F. Flarnholtz's book on business growth, Growing 
Pains: How to Make the Transition from an Entrepreneurship to a Professionally 
Managed Firm (1990). It is also used this way in Ivan Bull and Gary Willard ' s question 
about for-profit entrepreneurship: "How do entrepreneurial start-ups become successful, 
established businesses?" (1995, 13). In this way ofthinking, start-ups are innovative and 
flexible while later stages of organizational development are more focused on 
standardization and bureaucratization. 
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Others argue that entrepreneurship can and should be sustained throughout the life 
of an organization. In the words of Howard H. Stevenson and David E. Gumpert, who 
wrote about business entrepreneurship, " ... the question for the would-be entrepreneur is: 
'How can I make innovation, flexibility, and creativity operational?"' (1992, 10). 
Alternatively, Slevin and Covin, who also have a for-profit perspective, have proposed 
that organizations should cycle between more entrepreneurial and more conservative 
management styles (1990, 46). 
Conclusion. Although the literature on the subject of nonprofit entrepreneurship 
is limited, it seemed appropriate to begin this review with this subject. Given the 
importance of entrepreneurship in new organizations and in the start-up phase of new 
ventures, geographic expansion appears to provide an ideal opportunity for 
entrepreneurship. This brief discussion of nonprofit entrepreneurship has identified the 
potential value of entrepreneurship for nonprofit organizations and has also raised 
concerns about the limitations and possible pitfalls of nonprofit entrepreneurship. 
Organizational Lifecycles 
Lifecycle theory has been used in both the for-profit and nonprofit sectors to 
understand organizational growth from the idea and start-up phases to organizations in 
their mature form. The concept of lifecycle theory is that organizations undergo similar 
developmental stages to one another during their "lives." At each stage, they face a 
common set of organizational challenges that must be successfully overcome for 
continued development to occur. In Stevens ' words: 
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Lifecycle theory assumes that organizations, like living organisms, develop through a process 
starting with conception and birth, and then may cycle through phases of growth, maturity, 
sometimes regeneration, and, eventual death . Similar to human development, some organizations 
die in infancy, others possess a maturity well beyond their years, while still others, despite their 
age, never seem to grow up (Stevens, 2001 , 23). 
Dozens of lifecycle models have been proposed to describe the stages of business 
development (Whetten, 1987, 337). The researcher has identified only two lifecycle 
models that specifically describe nonprofit organizational development. These two 
models are reviewed in this section. They are explicated in Judith Sharken Simon's The 
5 Life Stages of Nonprofit Organizations: Where You Are, Where You're Going, and 
What to Expect When You Get There (2001) and Susan Kenny Stevens' Nonprofit 
Lifecycles: Stage-Based Wisdom for Nonprofit Capacity (200 1 ). One lifecycle model 
from the for-profit arena is also reviewed in this section. It seemed appropriate to 
provide an example of a for-profit lifecycle model since the nonprofit lifecycle models 
are derived from for-profit models. The model selected is that of Neil C. Churchill and 
Virginia L. Lewis explicated in The Five Stages of Small Business Growth (1992). This 
model is frequently cited in the literature on for-profit growth and for-profit 
entrepreneurship. Because of its emphasis on small operations, it seemed more relevant 
to this study than other for-profit lifecycle models. Churchill and Lewis' model is 
reviewed first. 
Churchill and Lewis' Lifecycle Model. Neil C. Churchill and Virginia L. Lewis' 
lifecycle theory is intended for small and growing businesses. The framework has five 
stages, including stage one- existence; stage two - survival; stage three - success; stage 
four- take-off; and stage five -resource maturity ( 1992, 265). In the existence stage, the 
owner "is" the business and he or she aims to keep the business alive. The business has 
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few systems in place and operates in start-up mode ( 1992, 265-66). Businesses that reach 
the survival stage have attracted and maintained customers. The owner continues to be 
the business and there are still few systems in place. However, there is a shift of concern 
away from simply existing to bringing in sufficient revenues to cover expenses and to 
generate a profit (1992, 266-67). 
When the business reaches stage three, success, it has proven to be a viable 
organization capable of generating a profit. At this point, the owner has two basic 
choices -to maintain the business as is or to attempt to grow the business. Churchill and 
Lewis referred to these two choices as substages of the success stage. When an owner 
chooses stability, Churchill and Lewis referred to this as the success-disengagement stage 
and when an owner chooses to use the business ' profit to finance growth, they called this 
the success-growth stage. While both the disengagement and growth substages typically 
involve the hiring of additional staff members, owners of growth-oriented businesses will 
seek higher-caliber staff who can play an active role in helping to grow the business 
(1992, 268-269). 
Stage four is take-off. At this stage, the business has two major challenges, 
delegation and cash. First, as the business is becoming increasingly complex, the owner 
must delegate work to a responsible management team. Second, the business must 
continue to generate sufficient cash to cover expenses and to finance growth. Churchill 
and Lewis wrote, "This is a pivotal period in a company 's life. If the owner rises to the 
challenges of a growing company, both fmancially and managerially, it can become a big 
business" (1992, 270). 
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The fifth stage in Churchill and Lewis' model is resource maturity. The business 
has grown. It has the advantages of larger size, financial stability, and a strong 
management team. The challenges of this stage are to develop the management team so 
as to eliminate inefficiencies caused by growth; to professionalize operations through 
planning and standardization; and to maintain its entrepreneurial spirit (1992, 270). 
Simon's Lifecycle Model. Judith Sharken Simon's lifecycle model was designed 
specifically to reflect nonprofit organizational development. The five stages in Simon's 
model are: stage one - imagine and inspire; stage two - found and frame; stage three -
ground and grow; stage four- produce and sustain; and stage five -review and renew 
(2001 , 7). Simon also addressed "decline and dissolution," but does not include them as 
a stage in her model because, she maintained, they are not inevitable (200 1, 7). Simon 
proposed that there are seven major areas of nonprofit organizational life. These areas 
are governance; staff leadership; financing; administrative systems; staffing; products and 
services; and marketing (2001 , 12). She described the issues and concerns that nonprofit 
organizations experience in each of these areas at each stage in the organizational life 
cycle. 
"Imagine and inspire" is the visionary stage of a nonprofit, when there is an idea 
but no formal organization. The primary question at this stage of development is "Can 
this dream be realized?" (2001 , 14). "Found and frame" is the second stage in Simon 's 
nonprofit lifecycle theory. During this stage, the organization becomes a formal , legal 
entity, a board of directors is established, and start-up funds are acquired. There are still 
no paid staff and few formal systems. The primary question is "How are we going to pull 
this off?" (200 1, 17). "Ground and grow" is the third lifecycle stage. During this stage, 
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an executive director and other paid staff are hired and formal systems begin to be 
implemented. Programs begin to be refined. The primary question at stage three is, 
"How can we build this to be viable?" (200 1, 21 ). Stage four is called, "produce and 
sustain." The organization is now mature and functioning at its peak. The board, 
executive director, and staff are strong. There are fully developed policies and well-
designed programs. Marketing is highly professional and funds are stable. The primary 
question at this stage is "How can we sustain the momentum?" (2001 , 26). The final 
stage in Simon's nonprofit lifecycle is "review and renew." During this stage, there is 
organizational change- the mature organization chooses to reinvent one or more aspects 
of its being. "What do we need to redesign?" (2001, 32) is the primary question during 
this stage. 
Stevens' Lifecycle Model. Susan Kenny Stevens' lifecycle theory for nonprofits 
is quite similar to Simon's model. Stevens' model has seven stages, including idea, start-
up, growth, maturity, decline, turnaround, and terminal (2001 , 26). The idea, start-up, 
growth, and maturity stages are nearly identical to Simon's first four stages. Steven's 
fifth stage, decline, is when the organization begins to accept the status quo and loses its 
edge because it has stopped adapting to environmental changes (200 1, 41 ). The 
organization's ability to attract necessary funding is affected. Stevens ' sixth stage, 
turnaround, is comparable to Simon 's fifth stage, "Review and Renew." During this 
stage, the organization faces its problems head-on and makes a concerted effort to return 
to a healthy state (2001, 43). Her seventh stage is the terminal stage. This is the stage 
when the organization has lost the capacity to carry on due to loss of mission, funds, 
management, energy, or market (2001, 46). While the organization may be able to return 
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to the turnaround stage, the terminal stage usually leads to the closure of the organization. 
Just as Simon's model has seven areas of organizational life that are related to her five 
lifecycle stages, Stevens' model has five capacity-building components - programs, 
management, governance, financial resources, and administrative systems - that are 
associated with each of her seven stages. 
Conclusion. Lifecycle theory has shaped much of the thinking in the for-profit 
and nonprofit fields about organizational development. It provides a valuable tool for 
researchers and practitioners interested in understanding the general evolution of 
organizations from start-up through its full formation, and in some cases, through death . 
There are, however, several concerns about lifecycle theory, some of which are 
mentioned here, which have been raised primarily in the for-profit literature. As stated 
above, there is a proliferation of different models. Models that attempt to summarize the 
contents of the many lifecycle alternatives have three to five stages and are therefore too 
simplistic (Whetten, 1987, 337). There are concerns about the deterministic nature of 
lifecycle models and questions about whether the stages are linear or recursive (Whetten, 
1987, 337). In addition, lifecycle models tend to focus on the stages of growth and to 
downplay stages of decline (Whetten, 1987, 338). Some argue that organizations do not 
progress through the same developmental stages or display the same characteristics 
during these stages (Covin and Slevin, 1997, 111). 
Further, some argue that organizationallifecycle theory is inappropriately 
divorced from environmental factors. Jeffrey Covin and Dennis Slevin have written, 
"Certainly in a chaotic, hostile, and rapidly changing world, a model must be available to 
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researchers that does not suggest some sort of orderly, predictable metamorphosis from 
one stage to another as organizational life progresses" ( 1997, 111 ). 
Finally, lifecycle theory views growth as a stage in an organization's development 
(Hoy eta!., 1992, 345). In each of the three frameworks described above, growth was the 
third stage in an organization ' s development. An alternative perspective is that growth 
can be a "sustainable entrepreneurial activity" (Hoy et. a!, 1992, 345). 
Models of the Structure and Form of Multi-site Nonprofits 
Several researchers have studied the structure and form of multi-site nonprofit 
organizations. In "Reinventing a Large Nonprofit Lessons from Four Voluntary Health 
Associations" (2001), Anne P. Standley examined four large, mature, multi-site 
nonprofits, including the American Lung Association, the American Cancer Society, the 
American Diabetes Association, and the American Heart Association. What these four 
health associations have in common is that, since 1970, each of them has attempted to 
move toward a national identity and a centralized management structure. 
Standley examined the process taken by each organization to attempt to obtain the 
consent and support of member organizations in making this transformation. To do so, 
she interviewed board and staff members at the national and local level of each 
organization. Standley found that the American Lung Association experienced the most 
difficulty in obtaining the support and participation of local affiliates while the other 
three organizations experienced a much smoother transition. She attributed the difference 
to the inclusive, consensus-building process taken by the American Cancer Society, the 
American Diabetes Association, and the American Heart Association, the unified and 
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strategic approach taken by their national offices, and the explicit linkage made between 
the restructuring and the core mission of each association. 
Unlike Standley, other researchers have developed and tested specific models of 
the structure of multi-site nonprofits. Allen Grossman and V. Kasturi Rangan (200 1) 
developed a theory of autonomy and affiliation, Dennis Young (Young et. al , 1996, 
Young 2001) developed a theory of organizational identity, and Sharon M. Oster ( 1992, 
1996) proposed that the franchise is the ideal form for a multi-site nonprofit. 
Grossman and Rangan's Model. Grossman and Rangan (2001) identified 
common tensions that occur between national nonprofits and their local units and factors 
that contribute to these tensions. They proposed a set of management levers that can be 
used by organizational leaders to enhance organizational cohesion. Grossman and 
Rangan conducted field research at five multi-site nonprofits, including Outward Bound 
USA, Planned Parenthood of America, Habitat for Humanity, SOS Kinderdorf, and The 
Nature Conservancy. Their research included interviews with top management at the 
headquarters of each of the five organizations and visits to at least two local sites of each 
organization. 
According to Grossman and Rangan, a common management problem of multi-
site nonprofits is different perceptions of the national office and local units about who 
should hold decision-making power. Five particular issues that create tension include: 
(1) allocation of resources; (2) delivery of service; (3) use of parent name; (4) payments 
to headquarters; and (5) governance of system (2001, 327-328). Tension over allocation 
of resources occurs when the national branch conducts its own fundraising in a local 
office's operating area. Tensions related to service delivery occur when the national 
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office has performance standards that it expects will be upheld while local units feel that 
they are the experts on clients' needs and service provision. Use of parent name creates 
tension when local sites do not provide services that are consistent with the mission of the 
national organization. Multi-site organizations may be eager to grow and certify local 
groups without providing adequate supervision. In a similar vein, there is often tension 
between national offices and their local units when the latter feel that they are getting 
little support in exchange for their dues . Finally, with respect to governance, there may 
be tension in which both the national headquarters and the local sites feel that they have 
control over the local site's future. 
Grossman and Rangan believe that the forces that underlie these tensions are 
related to autonomy and affiliation (2001 , 328-329). The forces that promote autonomy 
are the need to localize and the need to customize. When local units serve local clients, 
they feel a need for autonomy and flexibility in service delivery. Furthermore, when 
local units are responsible for a substantial portion or all of their fundraising, they tend to 
behave more autonomously. The need to customize services in response to local 
conditions tends to increase the affiliate ' s level of autonomy. Programs that are highly 
standardized are associated with a lower level of local site autonomy. 
Degree of affiliation is related to associative value and enhancing value. 
Affiliation is stronger when local units perceive association with the brand name of the 
organization as positive. Furthermore, a sense of belonging and the opportunity to share 
best practices are forces that promote affiliation. National organizations can enhance the 
value of local units through professional expertise and technical support, and through use 
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of economies of scale to reduce costs. For local nonprofits, greater value enhancement is 
a force that encourages affiliation with headquarters. 
Grossman and Rangan concluded that brand name creation, value enhancement, 
expert assistance, scale economies, program customization or standardization, and 
resource localization or centralization are management levers that can be used by 
headquarters and local units to influence the forces of autonomy and affiliation. The 
authors suggested that multi-site systems should strive to optimize both autonomy and 
affiliation. They wrote: 
Headquarters should undertake actions to enhance system value and then sustain it, and affiliates 
should maximize local resources to enhance their credibility and increase their voice in running 
the system. In general, a healthy tension between the headquarters and operating units over their 
respective roles will emerge. The key for management is to develop a governance system that 
accommodates this tension in a constructive rather than destructive fashion (200 1, 335). 
Young and Colleagues' Model. Based upon their study of 183 multi-site 
nonprofit organizations, Dennis Young and associates developed a model of associational 
types. They proposed three types: the trade model; the federal model; and the corporate 
model. Those organizations which Young and colleagues described as trade-type 
identified themselves as "a collection of diverse, fully autonomous affiliate organizations 
operating in the same field of service, which belong to a national organization that 
represents the interests of affiliates and provides them with needed services" ( 1996, 350). 
Those which the researchers referred to as federal-type described themselves as "a 
collection of similar, autonomous affiliate organizations belonging to a national 
organization that provides leadership and direction, as well as services and national 
representation to its affiliates" (1996, 351) or as "a system of similar, local or regional 
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affiliate organizations, led by a national organization, in which authority over operations 
and programs is shared between the national organization and its affiliates" (1996, 351 ). 
Finally, those that Young and associates considered corporate-type identified themselves 
as "a centralized national corporation with local branch offices that are centrally directed 
and subordinate to the national organization" (1996, 351) or as "a decentralized national 
corporation with local chapters that have limited discretion but are subordinate to the 
national organization" ( 1996, 351 ). 
Of the 183 nonprofits that participated in Young ' s study, 47 percent fell into 
Young's trade-type category, 27 percent fell into the federal-type category, and 8 percent 
fell into the corporate-type category. The remaining participants ' responses did not fall 
into any of the three major associational types identified by Young and colleagues. 
Young found that the trade-type and the federal-type divided responsibilities between the 
national and affiliate offices in similar ways. However, federal-type associations focused 
on standards and regulations while trade-type associations emphasized the support 
provided to affiliates (1996, 356). Compared with both trade and federal associations, 
affiliates in corporate-type associations have less distinct identities and have less 
influence over the national office. Corporate-type associations also have more control 
over affiliates ( 1996, 360). With respect to accountability, Young and colleagues 
concluded that the corporate and tighter federal models offer national organizations the 
greatest opportunity to hold affiliates accountable to them while the trade or looser 
federal models provide affiliates the opportunity to hold their national offices accountable 
to them (1996, 361). 
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In "Organizational Identity and the Structure of Nonprofit Umbrella 
Associations" (2001), Young examined two multi-site nonprofit organizations, Girls 
Incorporated and CIVICUS. Data were gathered through interviews with board members 
and staff members and review of archival information. They were analyzed with respect 
to Young 's typology of organizational identities. These organizational identity types-
goal-seeking systems, economies, and polities - are a further development of the 
associational model described above. According to Young, "it is clarity around identity 
that allows an association to settle comfortably on an organizational structure and 
successfully move forward with it" (2001 , 294) . 
Oster's Model. In "Nonprofit Organizations as Franchise Operations" (1992), 
and "Nonprofit Organizations and Their Local Affiliates: A Study in Organizational 
Forms" (1996), Sharon M. Oster proposed that the relationship between many national 
nonprofit organizations and their local affiliates may be conceptualized as a franchise 
relationship. According to Oster, a franchise relationship is "a kind of halfway house 
between a freestanding entrepreneurial enterprise and the branch office" (1992, 224). 
There are four main characteristics of a franchise. First, the franchiser grants permission 
to the franchisee to use the franchise ' s trademark or to provide the franchise ' s product or 
service. Second, the franchiser provides technical support to the franchisee and controls 
operations. Third, the franchisee pays the franchiser. Typically, an initial lump sum and 
ongoing fees are paid. Finally, a franchisee's profits and losses belong to the franchisee 
(1996, 84) . Examples ofnonprofits that act as franchises are Goodwill Industries, United 
Way, and Planned Parenthood. 
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Oster believes that the franchise model responds to four specific attributes of 
nonprofit organizations (1996, 87-90). First, nonprofits require the trust of funders . 
Franchises provide headquarters with a mechanism to control local affiliates and thereby 
protect the nonprofit 's reputation. Second, nonprofits compete for funding and volunteer 
resources in a limited market. Franchises provide headquarters with a vehicle for 
controlling the geographic areas in which their affiliates can solicit funds and recruit 
volunteers . Third, nonprofits do not have adequate capital to pay up-front all of the costs 
associated with buying a trademark and the right to provide a particular product or 
service. The franchise relationship allows affiliates to pay an ongoing fee and this 
provides headquarters with the opportunity to maintain control over operations. Finally, 
there is a lack of quantitative means to measure nonprofit managers' performance. Oster 
likened franchise management to ownership and suggested that it provides incentives for 
strong performance. She concluded, " ... the franchise structure seems an almost ideal 
form for the nonprofit enterprise" based upon its balancing of autonomy and control 
issues (Oster, 1996, 90). 
Conclusion. Standley, Grossman and Rangan, Young, and Oster have all been 
concerned about the structure and form of multi-site nonprofits, and the relationship 
between headquarters and affiliates. Their research highlights the challenges and 
opportunities that arise when a nonprofit becomes multi-site. While the models and 
frameworks that they have developed seem appropriate for diagnosing and understanding 
the problems of multi-site organizations, they do not explain the growth process that 
organizations take to become multi-site. 
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Nonprofit Growth through Geographic Expansion 
A few works were found that directly address the issue of nonprofit growth 
through geographic expansion. This section describes these works. 
Jeffrey Bradach ' s, "Going to Scale: The Challenge of Replicating Social 
Programs," discusses key challenges and issues related to nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion (1999) . In this article, Bradach suggested that nonprofit 
organizations should only consider replication if they have a solid theory of change, 
promising results, and systems in place to monitor and evaluate future performance 
(1999, 20). He proposed that four major elements of geographic expansion are people, 
context, financial structure, and service recipients. Bradach emphasized the critical role 
of the local site manager. He wrote that it is important for organizations to identify the 
characteristics of the contexts in which their organizations will thrive . He explains that 
the financial structure of the organization must be standardized so that this, along with 
the program, can be replicated in different sites. Furthermore, Bradach maintained that 
the service recipients must be clearly defined and articulated. According to Bradach, 
replicating requires answering these three questions: where and how will the organization 
grow?; what type of network will the organization have?; and what will be the role of the 
central office or headquarters? ( 1999, 21 ). 
In "Pathways to Social Impact: Strategies for Scaling Out Successful Social 
Innovations," J. Gregory Dees, Beth Battle Anderson, and Jane Wei-Skillern put forth 
The Matrix of Strategic Options for Scaling Out, a conceptual framework for nonprofit 
organizations to use to identify a suitable strategy for geographic expansion (2002, 2). 
The matrix has two dimensions, the "what" and the "how." The "what" dimension offers 
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three general categories of expansion elements: program, organization, and principles. 
The "how" dimension proposes three expansion methods: dissemination, affiliation, and 
branching. Dees and colleagues offered five factors to consider in using the matrix to 
assess possible scaling approaches. These include readiness, resources, receptivity, risk, 
and return (2002, 8) . Readiness involves the organization's preparedness to expand, 
including organizational commitment to expansion, success that is transferable, and 
expertise in areas such as community building, training, and quality control systems 
(2002, 8). Resources include a sustainable, standardized, scalable fundraising strategy 
(2002, 8-1 0). Receptivity is the readiness of new communities to the proposed 
innovation and includes demand, or the communities ' willingness to pay for the 
innovation; comparability, which is the degree to which the characteristics of new 
communities compare to those of the original community in which the innovation 
succeeded; and openness, which is the capacity of individuals and organizations in the 
new communities to embrace people and ideas from elsewhere (2002, 1 0-12). Risks 
include whether the innovation will be implemented correctly in new communities and 
potential negative consequences for the organization's reputation if it is not (2002, 12). 
Returns are the benefits of geographic expansion and include branding, organizational 
learning, and economies of scale (2002, 13). Dees and colleagues encouraged social 
entrepreneurs to consider all of these factors when choosing an expansion strategy. They 
explained that organizations may consider pursuing multiple expansion paths at once or 
change strategies at different points in their development (2002, 13-14 ). 
Wei-Skillern and Anderson reported on the benefits and challenges of different 
expansion strategies in their paper, "Nonprofit Geographic Expansion: Branches, 
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Affiliates, or Both?" (2003). This report is based on their research which included field 
interviews and a web survey. There were 296 respondents to the survey, including 110 
from single site nonprofit organizations that did not intend to expand (2003, 11). Wei-
Skillem and Anderson found a preference for the branch method of expansion among 
both multi-site organizations and single site organizations that intended to expand (2003, 
11). However, their data also showed that branching is slower than affiliate growth or a 
plural approach and that it corresponded with a less ambitious growth strategy (2003 , 12). 
The researchers found that serving unmet needs was a primary motivator for geographic 
expansion (2003 , 14). The leader's interest in growth was also a primary motivator for 
expansion through plural methods (2003, 15). Brand and organizational learning were 
the primary benefits of expansion, regardless of method, identified by Wei-Skillern and 
Anderson (2003 , 16). Access to new funding streams was also identified as a benefit for 
affiliates but not for branches (2003 , 16). The benefits of growth were greatest in all 
areas except fundraising for nonprofit organizations with a plural expansion method as 
opposed to affiliate only or branch only organizations (2003, 17). Building 
organizational capacity was the most common challenge for all three types of expansion 
(2003, 19). For branches, maintaining the organizational culture and identifying the right 
local leadership were key challenges; for affiliates, defining the relationship between sites 
and the headquarters and the rights and responsibilities of each was a challenge; and for 
plural organizations, fundraising and avoiding excess bureaucracy were identified as 
major challenges (2003, 19-21). For all organizational types, cost savings did not meet 
expectations and brand building and organizational learning were greater than anticipated 
(2003, 22-24). 
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Wei-Skillem and Anderson's summative findings are: there is no single best 
structure for geographic expansion; branching is the preferred method although it is 
relatively slow and branch plans are less ambitious than those for affiliates and plural 
organizations; the benefits of economies of scale, at least initially, are less than 
anticipated; and finally, the benefits of brand building and organizational learning, again, 
at least initially, are greater than anticipated (2003, 25-29). Building from these findings, 
the researchers point to a number of possible avenues for future research. 
In "The Question of Scale: Finding an Appropriate Strategy for Building on Your 
Success," Melissa A. Taylor, J. Gregory Dees, and Jed Emerson described the benefits 
and costs associated with "scaling up" through geographic expansion and "scaling deep" 
through expansion at the original site (2002). They proposed that the pressures to scale 
up include a sense of moral imperative to serve more constituents; demand from outside 
communities to expand; organizational needs, such as the need to offer new career 
opportunities to personnel; expectations of funders; and personal ambition and drive 
(2002, 237). Potential benefits of geographic expansion, according to Taylor and 
colleagues, are increased chances of organizational survival and improved efficiency and 
effectiveness (2002, 237-239). Several risks were also mentioned, such as the risk of 
damage to the organization's reputation if quality is inconsistent and the risk of straining 
human and financial resources (2002, 242). 
Taylor and colleagues offered a four-step approach to deciding whether and how 
to go to scale. The steps are identify what it is that the organization wishes to scale and 
determine its potential for replication; assess the opportunity in terms of need and 
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demand; evaluate the organization's readiness for expansion; and determine an 
appropriate expansion strategy (2002, 251 ). Each of these steps is described. 
The literature on nonprofit growth through geographic expansion also includes a 
case study ofYouthBuild 's expansion. This case report was prepared by Ayse Guclu, 
research fellow at the Fuqua School of Business at Duke University, under the 
supervision ofDees and Anderson. Ayse explained that YouthBuild was formed in 1978 
by Dorothy Stoneman as a project of the Youth Action Program (YAP) of the East 
Harlem Block Schools. As a teacher and educational administrator in East Harlem, 
Stoneman became convinced that involving youth as leaders in community organizing 
was a powerful model for social change. Her vision was "' .. . to build a movement that 
could change the conditions of poverty and discrimination in which children and youth 
were growing up throughout America"' (Stoneman, in Guclu, 2004, 2). Stoneman 
continued, "'I didn 't set out to create a program to be taken to scale; I set out to create a 
movement of young people taking charge of their lives and changing their communities "' 
(Stoneman, in Guclu, 2004, 2). 
Stoneman asked the young people of East Harlem what they wanted to do to 
better their community and they identified the project of rebuilding abandoned buildings. 
From this idea, the Housing Model was built, funds were acquired through the federal 
Community Anti-Crime Program and talented staff were recruited. Guclu wrote, 
"Dorothy, several adult volunteers, and ten teenagers interviewed 60 candidates over a 
period of three months to hire seven community organizers ... " (2004, 3). 
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In the mid-eighties, the program was expanded to several additional sites in New 
York City with funds provided by the city, acquired through strategic coalition-building 
and advocacy work. According to Guclu, "Spurred by the good press the HREWE6 
program was receiving, people around the country interested in bringing this program to 
their communities had begun calling YAP" (2004, 5). Based upon the success of the 
New York City coalition in advocating for city funds, Stoneman organized a national 
coalition of community-based organizations to advocate for federal funds for national 
replication. A national nonprofit organization, Y outhBuild USA, was incorporated in 
1990 to organize the coalition and to support national replication. Y outhBuild legislation 
passed under the Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 as "Hope for 
Youth: Y outhBuild" and $40 million was allocated to the program. Two years later, local 
sites began to receive these funds. 
In the interim, funds were acquired from Ford Foundation, Mott Foundation, and 
DeWitt Wallace Reader's Digest Fund to support initial expansion efforts. These funds 
allowed Y outhBuild USA to provide training and technical support to launch twelve new 
sites across the country; including the three sites already functioning in New York City, 
this brought the total number of Y outhBuild sites to 15. 
Of the 12 new sites, Ford Foundation funded a five-site evaluation. The 
researchers observed: 
What YouthBuild USA had in 1991 was a philosophy, a vision, the outline of an effective 
program, and an obviously talented leader. Funders did not support the YouthBuild demonstration 
project because of the details of the curriculum. None existed. Instead, they supported it based on 
what they heard of (Dorothy) Stoneman 's success in New York, the vision that Stoneman 
articulated and the strength of her personality. Beginning with lists of program components and 
6 The city referred to the program as the Housing Related Enhanced Work Experience Program. 
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qualities, but no corresponding standards to calibrate compliance with either li st and no well-
defined curriculum, neither Stoneman nor anyone else knew for sure what was about to happen as 
the demonstration got underway. . . .In the end, the end point was not to replicate what happened 
at the two sites [in New York City] where YouthBuild was born .. . Instead, the point was to 
develop a system of guidance for sites around the nation that wanted to serve communities and 
young people according to the philosophy and principles of human development embodied in 
YouthBuild 's list of components and qualities" (in Guclu, 2004, 15). 
Of the evaluation, Guclu wrote: 
... the evaluation process and results offered some very significant learning for YouthBuild USA 
regarding the reliable transformation process that YouthBuild students could be observed to go 
through, providing valuable information that was incorporated into YouthBuild USA's training 
and technical assistance programs and materials (2004, 16). 
Another benefit of the evaluation was the development of a strong internal data 
management system which was critical for reporting to federal agencies and advocacy for 
continued funding. 
With federal funds through the Office of Housing and Urban Development 
(HUD), the number of sites grew from 15 to 108 between 1994 and 1996. 
In Stoneman's words: 
The replication was working at a rapid pace and a fairly large scale. It was working due to the 
clarity of the legislation and the comprehensiveness of the program design, the inspiration of 
YouthBuild USA's trainings and written materials, the close relationships our staff formed with 
the local directors, the dedication of the local leadership, the responsiveness of private foundations 
filling the gaps in public funding at YouthBuild USA, and the availability of adequate funding 
[primarily through HUD] for each local program (Stoneman, in Guclu, 17). 
Y outhBuild USA has no control over site selection for federal funding of local 
sites. Rather, community-based organizations and public institutions apply directly to the 
federal government for Y outhBuild funds. Y outhBuild USA receives HUD funding to 
provide technical support to the local Y outhBuild programs. 
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The national office seeks to develop leadership opportunities for youth as well. It 
does so through national youth conferences, a nationally elected Leaders ' Council and a 
national Alumni Council. 
Based upon feedback from local sites, Y outhBuild USA has also developed an 
Affiliate Network system through which sites are accredited and are eligible to receive 
certain benefits above and beyond funds they receive from the federal government 
directly. Furthermore, YouthBuild USA helps local community-based organizations 
launch Y outhBuild programs even if they do not have federal funds to do so. 
Stoneman explained that she opted in favor of a loose network offering a high 
degree of local control. In her words: 
... every success we have achieved has been dependent on the absolute and brilliant commitment 
of scores of local site directors whose energy seems unlimited. They are an amazing group whose 
energy has fueled this movement. Trying to over-control them would be counter-productive (in 
Guclu, 2004, 25). 
Today, there are about 200 YouthBuild sites across the country. An additional 50 
Y outhBuild sites were launched and have closed primarily because they were dependent 
upon HUD support, which was provided and then taken away. As of 2002, 116 of the 
200 sites received HUD funding at a level of 70 percent. The remaining sites received no 
HUD funds. 
Through Y outhBuild, young people ages 16 to 24 study for a GED or high school 
diploma while learning construction skills and building homes for homeless and low-
income families in their communities. Programs are typically one or two years. Some 
Y outhBuild programs are charter schools. 
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Conclusion. The literature on the specific topic of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion most directly relates to this study. The literature on this topic is 
limited. The fact that all works identified on this topic were written in 1999 or later 
suggests that it is a new area of study. The literature focuses primarily on whether to 
grow and potential forms of growth. 
FOR-PROFIT LITERATURE 
Rubenstein and Grundy have written: 
The days when there were three separate economic sets of rules for businesses, non-profits and 
educational institutions are over. Today they share common concerns about revenues, quality, 
employee and customer satisfaction, innovation and success ( 1999, ix). 
Because the nonprofit literature is limited, and given the convergence of for-profit and 
nonprofit concerns, a review of the relevant for-profit literature is warranted. This review 
will include a general discussion of organizational growth and the presentation of two 
growth models. 
Growth 
Show me an entrepreneur and I'll show you a growth company. 
(Storey, 1989, 25) 
The distinction made in this chapter between this section on growth and the 
earlier section on entrepreneurship is a rather artificial one, as the two topics are rarely 
separated from one another in the literature. However, it allows for a general distinction 
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between the literature that is primarily drawn from the nonprofit and for-profit sectors, 
although this distinction, too, is not firm. 
In Breakthrough Inc: High-Growth Strategies for Entrepreneurial Organizations 
(1999), Herb Rubenstein and Tony Grundy described five components of a high-growth 
strategy (1999, xii-xiv). The first component is organizational change. Growth can not 
happen without change, and as a general principle, the more there is growth, the more 
there will be change. The second component is that the growth is measurable. It can be 
quantified by sales, profits, employees, members, or in some other way. Third, high-
growth strategies require strategic planning. Fourth, they require a vision of success- a 
goal or aim that is the target. Finally, according to Rubenstein and Grundy, high-growth 
strategies are dynamic. They both create and must address internal organizational 
changes and external environmental changes. Therefore, growth requires organizational 
learning. In Rubenstein and Grundy ' s words: 
For organizations that want to pursue high-growth strategies, the goal of every employee should 
be to be able to do something by the end of eve1y day that he or she could not have done at the 
beginning of the day. And this should be the goal of the organization itself(l999, 156). 
Planning is referred to again and again in the literature on growth. In Chapter 1, 
one of the points for the rationale for this study was "Growth that is poorly planned or 
poorly implemented can be detrimental to nonprofit organizations ." Quotes from the 
nonprofit literature, by Edwards and Eadie ( 1994) and Connolly and Klein (1998), 
emphasized the importance of planning. The for-profit literature affirms the central role 
of planning in any growth process. For example, von Krogh and Cusumano have written, 
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"Managers can't leave growth to chance. They should have a strategy for growing ... " 
(2001, 53). 
However, growth can not be entirely planned. There are two major reasons for 
this. First, much in the growth process is entirely unpredictable (Storey, 1989, 9), which 
is why flexibility, adaptability, and organizational learning are such critical components 
of the growth process. Second, as suggested by lifecycle theory, reviewed above, there is 
a degree to which growth is a naturally unfolding, evolving process (Storey, 1989, 19). 
Pacing is another important theme, related to planning, in the literature on organizational 
growth. What ' s slow, what's fast, and what's just right? In Andrew Sherman 's words, 
"How can we continue to grow without sacrificing who we are now and what makes us 
special?" (2001 , 7). Rubenstein and Grundy wrote that a high-growth strategy must have 
a timetable (1999, 13). Further, they developed the following equation based upon 
several concepts from physics: 
Strategy is the governance (creative element - derived from insight, knowledge, experience, 
wisdom) and planned application (derived from "knowhow," scenario planning, research and 
applied learning) of force (action) to act on a mass (a situation, organization) to create acceleration 
or a change in direction to produce a desired resul t [growth] (1999, 38). 
This equation demonstrates how growth, planned and implemented well, develops 
its own momentum. Those leading the growth process must manage growth in order to 
maintain control of the momentum. 
Conclusion. This brief review of the for-profit literature on growth speaks to 
both the importance and the limitations of planning. Other important topics in the 
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literature on rapid growth include recruiting and motivating staff and maximizing the 
benefit of a board of directors and outside experts, and identifying needed funds . 
Complexity Management Model 
In "High Growth Transitions: Theoretical Perspectives and Suggested Directions" 
(1997), Jeffrey G. Covin and Dennis P. Slevin proposed a complexity management model 
for firm growth. They defined complexity as "the number of different heterogeneous 
elements in the system" (1997, 103). 
The first part of Covin and Slevin 's model describes the transformation of growth 
aspirations into growth in sales and was adapted from an earlier model developed by 
Donald Sexton and N.B. Bowman-Upton. In Sexton and Bowman 's model , marketing 
and management factors influenced whether and how growth aspirations will transform 
into growth in sales. The marketing factors in Sexton and Bowman' s model are the size 
of the market niche, the anticipated duration of the window of opportunity, and the 
product life cycle stage. These factors are subsumed under the "market 
constraints/limitations" heading in Covin and Slevin's model. Sexton and Bowman' s 
management factors include the entrepreneur 's propensity for growth, ability to manage 
growth, ability to identify future product or market opportunities, and ability to capitalize 
upon these opportunities. In Covin and Slevin's model, these "management factors" are 
subsumed under the heading "entrepreneurial capability." Covin and Slevin add as a 
third factor organizational resources, including staff, financial resources, intellectual 
capital and other intangible resources, facilities and equipment, technology capabilities, 
and organizational systems. 
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Covin and Slevin's model shows clearly how growth, once achieved, leads to 
managerial complexity. These authors wrote, "Many high-potential, high-growth firms 
have died because of an inability to manage the complexity that accompanies the growth 
process and a larger organizational size (1997, 106). This statement is in keeping with 
the research on the structure and forms of multi-site nonprofit organizations, which 
describe the tensions that exist between central offices and affiliate organizations. It is 
also in agreement with lifecycle theory, which shows that organizations must become 
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increasingly formal and complex as they grow, developing elaborate administrative 
systems. Finally, it is in keeping with point made by Connolly and Klein, discussed in 
Chapter 1, that growth that is not well planned and managed may be damaging and 
potentially fatal for an organization ( 1998, unpaginated). 
Growth can create tensions internally, in the administrative structure, or 
externally, with the organization's environment. These tensions must be reconciled for 
organizations to remain successful. In the words of Covin and Slevin, "The resolution of 
problems created during the process or as a consequence of finn growth is the essence of 
effective transition to a more viably functioning organization" (1997, 1 08). 
Depending on the nature of the growth that has occurred and the incongruence or 
imbalance it has created, different kinds of organizational change will be needed. By 
"managerial capability," Covin and Slevin meant the set of skills required to facilitate the 
organizational change that is needed (1997, 109). In other words, managerial capability 
is the organization ' s ability to respond to the challenges posed by managerial complexity 
(1997, 11 0). In the model, managerial complexity leads to organizational change 
aspirations and managerial capability is the mediator between these aspirations and their 
actuality (1997, 11 0). These organizational transitions are necessary for superior 
organizational performance and efficiency and are measured by organizational 
profitability. 
Conclusion. In summary, the major propositions of the complexity management 
model are: 
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• Desire for growth (growth aspirations) and growth enablers (market 
constraints/limitations, entrepreneurial capability, and organizational resources) lead 
to organizational growth. 
• When growth occurs, the organization and the environment become increasingly 
complex. As a result, management becomes more complex. 
• Complexity leads to a desire for change. Managerial capability affects the 
organization's ability to change. 
• With appropriate managerial capability, necessary transitions occur. The 
organization has grown and has made necessary internal changes to sustain itself. 
Covin and Slevin's complexity management model has several notable strengths. 
First, the model incorporates the structural issues and tensions that are a consequence of 
growth, and are especially real for organizations becoming multi-site, through the 
concept of complexity. Second, unlike lifecycle theory and theories of the structure and 
forms of multi-site nonprofits, Covin and Slevin's complexity management model 
adequately addresses the external environment. Third, Covin and Slevin's model 
includes both entrepreneurial capability and managerial capability. However, the model 
is very complex. Also, it is a theoretical rather than an empirical model. Finally, 
although it is a growth model, it is not specifically about growth through geographic 
expansiOn. 
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Growth through Geographic Expansion 
This section draws upon three works, those of Greening and colleagues ( 1996), 
Barringer and Greening (1998), and von Krogh and Cusumano (200 1 ). Greening and 
colleagues' article, "A Qualitative Study of Managerial Challenges Facing Small 
Business Geographic Expansion" ( 1996) is based upon a case study of one small business 
which they referred to as "Local Advertising Company" or "LAC." LAC was a 
successful small business in its original location from 1968 through 1990 (1996, 233). In 
1991, the business expanded to eight new locations and in 1992, the business again 
expanded to eight additional locations. The owners of the business approached the 
researchers involved in this study, requesting a managerial assessment, due to the failure 
of the expansion sites to generate a profit. 
Through telephone interviews with staff members of the 16 expansion sites and 
with the owners of the business, Greening and colleagues found the following issues to 
be most consistently referred to as problematic: training process; recruitment and 
selection of staff; the relationship of the expansion sites with the home office; 
compensation; workload; paperwork; and start-up problems. The training process was 
found to be too didactic and non-participatory. There were concerns that staff were 
underqualified and that the business owners were overly involved in the day-to-day issues 
of the expansion sites. Staff members consistently spoke about the poorly designed 
compensation system, a workload that was unrealistically and unfairly high, and 
inefficient paper systems. They also stated there was not enough time between staff 
members ' hire and business opening and that information about opening was 
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communicated to staff the day prior to opening when it ought to have been communicated 
long before that time. 
Greening and colleagues concluded that planning, managing growth, and reasons 
for growth are critical to the geographic expansion of small businesses ( 1996, 248). They 
noted that growing is a learning process so plans must be flexible to change. They also 
wrote that running a small business and growing a small business require different sets of 
skills, and that one's ability to successfully manage a small business does not necessarily 
relate to one's ability to effectively grow it. 
Bruce Barringer and Daniel Greening built upon this work is "Small Business 
Growth Through Geographic Expansion: A Comparative Case Study" (1998). They 
developed a model of growth through geographic expansion of small businesses based 
upon a review of the literature and a case study of five small businesses. The model 
includes reasons for growth, planning for growth, expansion site characteristics, 
managing growth, moderators, and expansion performance, as shown in Figure 2 below. 
According to Barringer and Greening, reasons for growth may be economic or 
personal ( 1998, 4 72). These motives affect the expansion site characteristics and 
ultimately, the success of the expansion endeavor. For example, in their case study of 
five small businesses, one of the businesses chose to expand to a particular geographic 
site due to the owner 's interest in relocating there. Another business expanded due to the 
owner's desire to involve friends in the business. Barringer and Greening concluded that 
personal reasons for growth are idiosyncratic and may positively or negatively influence 
site characteristics and expansion success (1998, 490). 
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Figure 2: A Model of small business geographic expansion (Barringer and Greening, 
1998, 484) 
Reasons for Growth 
-Economic (+) 
-Personal (neutral) 
Expansion Site Characteristics 
-Demographic make-up 
-Legitimacy of business concept 
-I mportance of location 
~-~-
Managing Growth 
Planning for Growth 
-Emphasis on formal planning (+) 
-Use of outside sources of 
assistance (+) 
-Define the role of the owner, 
manager in the expanded firm (+) 
-Recru itment and selection of 
qual ified staff(+) 
-Ongoing training (+) 
-Networking to establish 
stakeholder relationsh ips (+) 
-Establishment of contro ls to 
attenuate opportunities and 
provide incentives for 
performance (+) 
-Delegation of responsibility (+) 












Planning is a major factor in the geographic expansion of small businesses, 
affecting expansion site characteristics and managing growth ( 1998, 484 ). More fom1al 
planning may be needed due to the additional tasks that expansion requires and the new 
layers of organizational complexity that are created by geographic expansion (Barringer 
and Greening, 1998, 471). Barringer and Greening proposed that outside advisors might 
provide valuable insights into the growth process. 
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One aspect of planning, according to Barringer and Greening, is determining how 
the role of the owner/manager ofthe small business will change as the business grows. 
Barringer and Greening wrote that the owner/manager must be emotionally prepared to 
give up some of the control that he or she has had over the business and to share that 
control with others (1998, 485). Von Krogh and Cusumano affirmed this assertion. They 
wrote, "Companies must give managers the independence they need to balance 
adaptation to local markets with preserving what made the original business successful" 
(2001 , 56). 
Barringer and Greening identified the common challenges of managing 
geographic growth of small businesses. These include staffing and training, developing 
controls and providing incentives to monitor performance, delegating responsibility, 
developing relationships with stakeholders in the new locations, and establishing 
legitimacy in the new locations (1998, 472). Capacity to manage growth directly impacts 
expansion performance. 
While reasons for growth, planning growth, and managing growth were part of 
Barringer and Greening 's original model based upon their review of the literature and 
their past work, described above, (Greening et. al, 1996), expansion site characteristics 
and moderator variables were added to the model as a result of the case study. Planning 
for growth includes the establishment of criteria for site selection and thereby influences 
site characteristics. Furthermore, reasons for growth may affect site characteristics as 
well. Three variables were found to moderate the relationship between managing growth 
and expansion performance. These include the organization 's capacity for learning and 
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flexibility, which positively impact expansion performance, and environmental 
turbulence, which negatively impacts expansion performance (1998, 489). 
Von Krogh and Cusumano also emphasized the key role of organizational 
learning in growth through geographic expansion, or, in their words, duplication. They 
wrote, "A company that grows through duplication must be able to learn quickly, fixing 
procedures and products that don ' t work and making the people who created them aware 
ofthe new requirements" (2001 , 57). Further, they advocated for a careful balance 
between standardization of processes and systems and adaptation to local interests and 
needs. This lesson hearkens back to the earlier review of models of the structure and 
forms of multi-site nonprofit organizations. 
Conclusion. The literature on for-profit growth through geographic expansion 
serves as a complement to the literature on nonprofit growth. Barringer and Greening 's 
study is of particular interest because its goals and methods closely approximate those of 
this study, although it focuses on small businesses rather than nonprofit organizations. 
SUMMARY 
The nonprofit literature reviewed in this chapter includes the literature on 
nonprofit entrepreneurship, organizationallifecycles, theories of the structure and form of 
nonprofits, and nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. The nonprofit literature 
is rather limited and draws heavily upon the for-profit literature. The for-profit literature 
reviewed includes the general topic of growth and two specific growth models . 
Because this is a theory-generating study, rather than a study that tests or verifies 
existing theory, there is no conceptual framework at the outset of the study. However, 
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following the development of a conceptual model for nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion through analysis of the cases, the researcher will return to the 
literature to explore emergent themes. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODS 
OVERVIEW 
In Chapter 3, the research methodology for the study is presented. Following this 
overview, there are six sections, including the type of design and rationale, the role of the 
researcher, the population and sites, data collection procedures, analysis and 
interpretation of the data, and a summary of the chapter. 
TYPE OF DESIGN AND RATIONALE 
This is an exploratory, descriptive study of a topic that has by and large been 
neglected and has only recently begun to attract attention- nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion. The study will result in a model, derived from the data and from 
the literature, that, it is hoped, will contribute to theory and practice. The researcher 
determined that a qualitative case study design was most appropriate for this study. 
Qualitative research has many features that make it a good fit for this study; specifically, 
it is naturalistic; holistic; and descriptive. 
First, qualitative research is naturalistic. It explores real-life problems in their 
natural settings. Patton writes, "Qualitative designs are naturalistic to the extent that the 
research takes place in real-world settings and the researcher does not attempt to 
manipulate the phenomenon of interest" (2002, 39) . It makes sense for a study of 
nonprofit growth to use such a real-world approach. 
Qualitative research is holistic. It contextualizes problems and tells the whole 
story. In Matthew B. Miles and A. Michael Huberman's words, "The researcher's role is 
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to gain a 'holistic' (systemic, encompassing, integrated) overview of the context under 
study: its logic, its arrangements, its explicit and implicit rules" (1994, 6). A study of 
nonprofit growth ought to be holistic since an understanding and appreciation for the 
whole organization, its environment, and its people is needed. 
Another important aspect of qualitative research is that it is descriptive. 
Qualitative research conveys information primarily through words, not numbers. 
According to Patton, rich and textured description allows the reader " .. . to understand the 
phenomenon studied and draw our own interpretations about meaning and significance" 
(2002, 438). This research study seeks to describe a process; therefore, a qualitative 
design seems appropriate. 
There is a wide range of qualitative research design types . This study employs a 
case analysis design. In Case Study Research: Design and Methods, Robert K. Yin 
defined a case study as: 
... an empirical inquiry that: 
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context; when 
• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which 
• multiple sources of evidence are used (1989, 23). 
Case study research is commonly used to study organizational and management 
questions (Yin, 1989, 13). This is because the case study method is useful for exploring 
complex social phenomena (Yin, 1989, 14). It is especially helping for answering "how" 
and "why" questions (Yin, 1989, 19). 
The case study method has been used to explore the growth process of nonprofit 
organizations and the structure of multi-site nonprofits. For example, Emily Barman and 
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Mark Chaves (2001) explored the restructuring process of one large multi-site nonprofit, 
the United Church of Christ, using the conceptual frameworks of Allen Grossman and V. 
Kasturi Rangan (2001) and Dennis Young (2001). Their analysis was based upon a 
review of organizational documents and interviews with 24 of the most senior executives 
in the church 's national offices. 
Gary Bess used the case study method to assess organizationallifecycle theory by 
examining the wellness of fit to six first-stage organizations. As described in "A First 
Stage Life Cycle Study of Six Emerging Nonprofit Organizations in Los Angeles" 
(1998), Bess analyzed these organizations, not yet incorporated as legal entities , in terms 
of the entrepreneurial stage of Cameron and Whetten' s organizationallifecycle. Bess 
found general confirmation of the theory and noted the ways in which the framework, 
which was based upon a corporate model, did not appear to fit nonprofits. 
In Chapter 2, several other case studies of nonprofit organizations were reviewed 
(e.g. Standley, 2001; Grossman and Rangan 2001). "Organizational Change in Nonprofit 
Organizations," reviews ten case studies of nonprofits, the majority of which are 
considered classics: "they have long been recognized as enduring contributions to 
research on organizations" (Powell and Friedkin, 1987, 183). 
The case study method is also prevalent in the for-profit literature on growth. It is 
used, for example, in the two studies of small business growth through geographic 
expansion reviewed in Chapter 2 (Barringer and Greening, 1998 and Greening et. al , 
1996). 
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THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCHER 
Because this is a qualitative research study, the researcher is the instrument 
(Patton, 2002, 14). Therefore, it is important to understand the researcher 's relationship 
to this study. Audrey Morgenbesser's interest in the growth of nonprofit organizations 
stems from her work in nonprofit organizations during the past ten years. During this 
time, Morgenbesser has held two director positions in which she was the first person in 
the job and was responsible for bringing the program or the organization to life. In the 
earlier position, Morgenbesser was the fust director of the Family Autism Center, a 
program that is part of the South Norfolk County Association for Retarded Citizens in 
Westwood, Massachusetts . Presently, Morgenbesser serves on the steering committee for 
the center. In the later position, Morgenbesser was the executive director of a new 
community-based nonprofit called the Columbia Point Community Partnership. Through 
these as well as other experiences in nonprofits, Morgenbesser developed a keen interest 
in nonprofit entrepreneurship and growth. 
Furthermore, as an employee of the South Norfolk County Association for 
Retarded Citizens for four and a half years, Morgenbesser came to know well a local 
affiliate of an organization with state leadership, ARCMass, and national leadership, The 
ARC. For a time, she shared office space with a local chapter of the national nonprofit, 
Autism Society of America. Through these experiences, Morgenbesser became 
interested in national nonprofit organizations. 
Through Morgenbesser's international service, she learned about national 
nonprofit organizations in other countries as well as international organizations. As a 
Peace Corps Volunteer in Romania, Morgenbesser worked for Fundatia Bethany Servicii 
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Sociale (Bethany Social Services Foundation), an affiliate of Bethany Christian Services, 
based in Grand Rapids, Michigan. As a member of the Jewish Volunteer Corps, a 
program of American Jewish World Service, Morgenbesser worked for HelpAge Belize. 
HelpAge Belize is a national nonprofit with several sites across the country; it is also an 
affiliate of HelpAge International, an international organization based in London with 
member organizations in dozens of countries around the world. Morgenbesser 's 
international experience in nonprofit organizations has given her a broader perspective of 
nonprofits and the complexities of being multi-site. 
As a participant in and observer of Boston ' s nonprofit life, Morgenbesser was 
struck by the rapid growth of a few Boston-based organizations into multi-site operations 
with offices in several states. Her desire to understand that growth led her to the choice 
of this dissertation topic. 
During the process of writing her dissertation, the Columbia Point Community 
Partnership closed due to organizational and environmental challenges. The 
organization's untimely closure served to solidify Morgenbesser 's passion for the topic of 
nonprofit growth. Her interviews of individuals involved in the growth of City Year and 
Citizen Schools during and immediately following the period of the Columbia Point 
Community Partnership 's closure were a source of comfort and inspiration. 
In recent years, prior to beginning her research, Morgenbesser had some contact 
with the two organizations that are the subjects of this study. City Year has a presence at 
Columbia Point and several corps members became involved in the Columbia Point 
Community Partnership through volunteer initiatives and participation in its committees. 
Further, Hubie Jones, who served as chair of the Columbia Point Community 
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Partnership's board of directors until December 2002 and continues to be a mentor to 
Morgenbesser, now works out of office space at City Year. Citizen Schools also has a 
presence at Columbia Point and was one of the Columbia Point Community Partnership 's 
organizational partners. Citizen Schools was represented on the Columbia Point 
Community Partnership ' s board of directors and on some of its committees. 
Although Morgenbesser had some contact with both of the organizations that are the 
subjects of this study, she had minimal or no contact with the organizations ' leaders or 
headquarters prior to beginning her research. 
POPULATION AND SITES 
The population for this study is nonprofit organizations that meet the following 
criteria: 
• Has expanded from single site to multi-site. 
• Legally incorporated no earlier than 1988. 
• Headquartered in the Boston area. 
• Serving youth or young adults is integral to the organization 's core mission. 
This study is concerned with organizations that have grown from single site to 
multi-site. The focus is young, Boston-based organizations serving youth or young 
adults. This focus has several advantages. First, by focusing on organizations that are 
relatively young, it is possible to have greater confidence in institutional memory. In 
fact, both City Year and Citizen Schools have their founding leaders in place. Second, 
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focusing on one type of nonprofit, specifically, organizations serving youth or young 
adults, is useful because the organizations have related missions and constituencies and 
therefore may be more easily compared with one another than a more diverse sample of 
nonprofits. Anne P. Standley made a similar decision in her study of the restructuring of 
four large health associations (2001) . Third, by focusing on organizations that are similar 
in age and in constituency and are also headquartered in Boston, the environments for 
each of the organizations, or at least for their main offices, are held relatively constant. 
The literature review showed that the environment is a critical factor in growth through 
geographic expansion. Although the locations of the expansion sites of the organizations 
included in the study range widely, it may be that there are aspects of Boston that make it 
a particularly good headquarters site for a young and growing nonprofit. Interestingly, 
three of the organizations considered for inclusion in the study, United Leaders, 
Jumpstart, and Y outhBuild USA, were actually founded in other locations and later 
moved their headquarters to Boston. 
A complete list of the organizations that meet the criteria for inclusion in this 
study has not been developed. The researcher selected three organizations to study from a 
partial list of the population that she created in consultation with her colleagues. This list 
included United Leaders, Citizen Schools, Jumpstart, Peace Games National, The 
B.E.L.L. Foundation, City Year, and YouthBuild USA. Basic information about each of 
these organizations is provided in Figure 4. The final column, "number of states with 
sites," provides figures for each organization that reflect their status in spring 2003. 
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Figure 3. Organizations that Met Basic Criteria for Inclusion in this Study 
Organization Mission Year of Number 
Incorporation of States 
with Sites 
United Leaders "To inspire our generation, the Millenials, to 1999 5 
pursue honorable careers in political service by 
involving them in politics as a means for social 
change. To connect 18-24 year olds with the 
tools, resources, support, and network necessary 
for them to pursue careers in political service. To 
inspire a generation of United Leaders dedicated 
to revitalizing American politics" (United 
Leaders, 2003, About United Leaders).1 
Citizen Schools "Educating children and strengthening 1995 3 
communities" (Citizen Schools, License 
Agreement, Schedule C). 
Jumpstart "To engage young people in service to work 1993 15 
toward the day every child in America enters a 
school prepared to succeed" (Jumpstart, 
Organizational Fact Sheet) . 
Peace Games "Peace Games empowers students to create their 1992 2 
National own safe classrooms and communities by 
forming partnerships with elementary schools, 
families, and volunteers" (Peace Games, 2003, 
About Peace Games). 
The B.E.L.L. "To organize parents and students to help build 1992 3 
Foundation communities in which residents control the 
resources affecting the social and academic 
development of their children" (2003, The 
B.E.L.L. Foundation, Mission). 
City Year "To put idealism to work by tapping 1988 11 
the civic power of young people for 
an annual campaign of idealism that 
generates transformative community service, 
breaks down social barriers, inspires citizens to 
civic action, develops new leaders for the 
common good, and improves and promotes the 
concept of voluntary national service" (City 
Year, 2002, Annual Report, 23). 
YouthBuild "To create and sustain a broad-based national 1988 43 
USA movement in support of policies and programs 
which enable young people to assume leadership 
in order to rebuild their communities and lead 
responsible lives" (YouthBuild USA, 2004, 
About YouthBuild USA). 
7 A more recent visit to United Leaders' Website on July 22, 2004 showed an updated mission statement. 
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Case study research may involve one single case or multiple cases (Yin, 1989, 
24); this study explores two cases. Patton recommends "purposeful sampling" in 
qualitative case study research. In his words, "Cases for study .. . are selected because 
they are 'information rich' and illuminative, that is, they offer useful manifestations of 
the phenomenon of interest; sampling, then, is aimed at insight about the phenomenon, 
not empirical generalization from a sample to a population" (2002, 40). 
The researcher opted in favor of selecting organizations similar in their age and 
srze. Because the researcher wished to study organizations that have successfully 
expanded geographically, she first put aside those organizations that were youngest in 
age or smallest in size (United Leaders, Peace Games National, and the B.E.L.L. 
Foundation). These organizations ' growth is tentative in comparison with the other 
organizations, which have more sites and more years of success. On the other hand, 
Y outhBuild USA struck the researcher as being too large as well as too mature for this 
study. Although the organization was incorporated in 1988, the Y outhBuild model is 
more than a decade older than that. Therefore, Y outhBuild USA was also set aside. This 
left City Year and Jumpstart. Fifteen and 10 years old, respectively, with sites in 11 and 
15 states as of spring 2003, City Year and Jumpstart have strong track records of success 
and are still young enough and small enough to remember their growth stories. Wishing 
to study a third organization, the researcher returned to the organizations that had been 
set aside. She decided to include Citizens Schools as the third organization in the study. 
Although Citizen Schools is somewhat younger and smaller than City Year and 
Jumpstart, the organization has at least two notable advantages. First, Citizen Schools 
has a desire for national expansion and has a written growth plan. Second, the president 
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of Citizen Schools was formerly a staff member of City Year. The researcher is 
interested in learning if and how City Year's growth experience affected the decisions 
made regarding growth for Citizen Schools. Thus, the three organizations, City Year, 
Citizen Schools, and Jumpstart, were selected to be the subjects of this study. Both City 
Year and Citizen Schools agreed to participate in the study; however, Jumps tart did not. 
The process of seeking entry will be discussed further in the data collection procedures 
section of this chapter. City Year and Citizen Schools are introduced briefly below. 
City Year. City Year is a nonprofit organization that promotes community service 
through a youth service corps of 17- to 24-year-olds, service events, and leadership of the 
development of national service policies and initiatives. Its mission is "to put idealism to 
work by tapping the civic power of young people for an annual campaign of idealism that 
generates transformative community service, breaks down social barriers, inspires 
citizens to civic action, develops new leaders for the common good, and improves and 
promotes the concept of voluntary national service." Former president Bill Clinton wrote 
of his initial visit to City Year, "I was deeply inspired by those people of City Year and I 
thought, 'This is what I want for America'" (Beggy and Young, 2003 , D2). 
According to its Website, "An Action Tank for national service, City Year seeks 
to demonstrate, improve, and promote the concept of national service as a means for 
building a stronger democracy" (2004, City Year, Overview). The organization was 
founded in Boston in 1988 by Alan .Khazei and Michael Brown, who were then 
roommates and students at Harvard Law School. Both Khazei and Brown continue to 
lead the organization, Khazei as chief executive officer and Brown as president. In 1992, 
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City Year was awarded federal funding as aN ational Demonstration Project under the 
National and Community Service Act. 
During the summer of 1993, City Year ran its first program outside of Boston, a 
pilot program in Columbia, South Carolina. City Year' s first full-year expansion site was 
Rhode Island and was started in the fall of 1993. In 1994, City Year expanded to 
Chicago, Illinois; Columbus, Ohio; and San Jose, California. Furthermore, its Columbia, 
South Carolina site launched its first full year of service. City Year expanded to San 
Antonio, Texas in 1995, to Cleveland, Ohio in 1996, to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in 
1997, to Seattle/King County, Washington in 1998, to Detroit, Michigan in 1999, and to 
Washington, D.C. and New Hampshire in 2000. City Year' s most recent site was 
established in 2003 in New York City and a site will be launched in Little Rock, 
Arkansas in fall 2004. City Year anticipates opening its first international site in South 
Africa in February 2005. 
Citizen Schools. Citizen Schools is an out-of-school-time program that was 
founded in Boston in 1995 by Eric Schwarz and Ned Rimer. Schwarz and Rimer 
continue to manage Citizen Schools, in the roles of president and managing director, 
respectively. Of the pair, Marinell Yoders, senior program manager for The Boston 2:00-
to-6:00 After-School Initiative, said, "Ned [Rimer] and Eric [Schwarz] have been 
extraordinary leaders when it comes to delivering services to middle school students, and 
they hold a leadership position among their peers locally and nationally due to the depth 
and quality of the experience Citizen Schools offers children" (Vermont Quarterly Online 
Magazine, Fall2001 , unpaginated). 
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The program provides academic support to children ages 9 through 14 after 
school, weekends, and during the summer. In 2002, Citizen Schools established 
additional "campuses" in San Jose, California; Houston, Texas; and Worcester and 
Framingham, Massachusetts. In 2003, campuses were opened in Tucson, Arizona and 
New Brunswick, New Jersey. Two new Massachusetts ' campuses in Lowell and Malden 
were opened as well. Five additional campuses are planned for fall 2004, including two 
new Massachusetts campuses in Springfield and New Bedford, two new Houston 
campuses, and a campus in Redwood City, California. According to Schwarz, "'We ' re 
trying to build a national movement here"' (Vermont Quarterly Online Magazine, Fall 
2001 , unpaginated). 
Citizen Schools ' goal is " ... to prepare students for leadership roles in the 21 st 
century" (Citizen Schools, 2004, About us). Its objectives are to strengthen academic 
skills, develop personal leadership skills, facilitate access to resources, and build 
community connections. The Citizen Schools model has four major components : 
Apprenticeships, Explorations, Homework Investment Time, and Team-Building 
Activities. Citizen Schools ' innovative teaching fellows program attracts highly qualified 
staff through a unique employee-sharing model with other nonprofit organizations. Its 
citizen teachers program attracts a wide range of volunteers to work directly with youth 
and teach them valuable skills . 
In 2002, Citizen Schools was a recipient of the Commonwealth Medal awarded 
by the Massachusetts Institute for a New Commonwealth. 
Most of the interviews took place on site at the organizations ' corporate offices. 
Citizen Schools' main office is located at 308 Congress Street, Boston, in the same 
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building as The Children ' s Museum. City Year is headquartered at 285 Columbus 
A venue, Boston. The national headquarters is on the fourth and fifth floors while the 
Boston site office is on the third floor. 
DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES 
To gain access to the organizations, the investigator requested meetings with the 
heads of each of the institutions or their designates . The purpose of these meetings was 
to explain the scope of the study, to describe expectations of participating organizations, 
and to request the organization 's participation. Letters of informed consent were 
reviewed at the meeting. In addition to seeking organizational consent, the researcher 
gained written consent of each person who was interviewed. 
At Citizen Schools, a meeting was held with Adrian Haugabrook, executive 
director of Citizen Schools University, on Thursday, November 13, 2004 and at City 
Year, a meeting was held with Alan Khazei, chief executive officer and co-founder, on 
Wednesday, November 19, 2004. Neither Haugabrook nor Khazei were able to give 
. 
Morgenbesser an immediate response to her request at the time of the meeting. However, 
both responded affirmatively within a week's time. At Jumpstart, the third organization 
that was identified for this study, Marty Walz, vice president of development, was the 
point of contact for Morgenbesser. Walz and Morgenbesser communicated by phone and 
email regarding the scope of Morgenbesser' s project and her request for an in-person 
meeting. Walz responded to Morgenbesser by email that Jumpstart would not be able to 
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schedule a meeting or to participate in the study. She explained that the organization was 
strapped due to financial cuts and layoffs caused by the AmeriCorps crisis. 8 
In consultation with her dissertation committee, Morgenbesser decided to 
approach YouthBuild USA regarding participation in the study. Following email and 
telephone exchange with Tim Cross, chief operating officer for Y outhBuild USA, 
regarding the project and request, Cross advised Morgenbesser that a similar case report 
of the organization had been recently completed by the Fuqua School of Business at 
Duke University. To avoid redundancy, Morgenbesser decided not to pursue YouthBuild 
USA's participation in the study. Instead, this case report was included in the review of 
the literature in Chapter 2. After further consultation with her dissertation committee, 
Morgenbesser elected to focus her study on two rather than three organizations, 
specifically, City Year and Citizen Schools. 
As indicated earlier, case studies use multiple forms of data collection. The 
methods for gathering data for this study included interviews, observations, and review of 
internal and external documents. 
Interviews are one of the most important sources of data in case study research 
(Yin, 1989, 88) and are the primary source of data in this study. 
For City Year, Morgenbesser interviewed: Alan Khazei, chief executive officer 
and co-founder; Michael Brown, president and co-founder; Steven Spaloss, deputy 
director, City Year Boston; Hubie Jones, former member of the board of directors, in 
8 AmeriCorps is a federal program that provides funds for youth service. Jumpstart, Citizen Schools, and 
City Year are all funded in part through AmeriCorps. In fall2003 , AmeriCorps funds were severely cut; 
these cuts had a significant impact on the United States ' youth service sector. Funds were restored in 2004 
in response to the advocacy of concemed citizens and institutions. The AmeriCorps crisis will be discussed 
further in later chapters. 
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residence; Charlie Rose, vice president and dean; Nancy Routh, vice president of 
development; Ilene Jacobs, vice chair of the board of directors; Alyson Carpenter, 
director of government relations; Lisa Ulrich, former staffmember9, and Kristen Atwood, 
member of the board of directors and former staff member. 10 All of these interviews 
took place at City Year' s national and Boston site offices. 
Interviews for Citizen Schools were held with: Eric Schwarz, president and co-
founder; Ned Rimer, managing director and co-founder; Stephanie Harden, regional 
director for Massachusetts programs; Kate Carpenter, director of national partnerships; 
Shashi Rajpal, vice chair, board of directors; Charlie Schlegel, campus leadership 
manager, Lisa Ulrich, director of the national teaching fellows program; Anuradha Desai, 
director of organizational development; Adrian Haugabrook, executive director of Citizen 
Schools University; Sarrita Min, regional manager; Corinne Colgan, campus director, 
Walsh Middle School, Framingham; and Michaelene Cronin, assistant professor/program 
director, Lesley University. 11 These interviews took place at Citizen Schools' 
headquarters with the several exceptions. Sarrita Min was interviewed in the researcher 's 
mother's apartment in New York City; Anuradha Desai was interviewed at 
Morgenbesser ' s home in Boston; Shashi Rajpal was interviewed at a church library in 
Harvard Square; Cori Colgan was interviewed at her Citizen Schools campus at the 
Walsh Middle School in Framingham; and Michaelene Cronin was interviewed at her 
office at Lesley University. 
9 Ulrich is a former staff member of City Year and a current staff member of Citizen Schools. She was 
interviewed once and spoke about both organizations. 
10 One additional person was interviewed from City Year; however, there was a mix-up with consent forms 
and he has since left the organization. Therefore, his interview was not used for this study. 
11 Lesley University offers a Master 's program in out-of-school time education in partnership with Citizen 
Schools. 
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Figure 4. Interviews 
No. Participant Title On!. Date 
1 Stephanie regional director, Massachusetts cs 12117/03 
Harden 
2 Eric Schwarz president and co-founder cs 1/7/04 
3 Alan Khazei chief executive officer and co-founder CY 1128/04 
4 Michael Brown president and co-founder CY 2/3/04 
5 Ned Rimer managing director cs 2/5/04 
6 Kate Carpenter director, National Partnerships cs 2112/04 
7 Shashi Rajpal board member cs 3/4/04 
8 Charlie campus leadership manager cs 3/ 10/04 
Schlegel 
9 Steven Spaloss deputy director, Boston CY 3111104 
10 Kate Carpenter director, National Partnerships cs 3/12/04 
(2nd interview) 
11 Lisa Ulrich director, National Teaching Fellows CS, CY 3118/04 
Program 
12 Anuradha Desai director, organizational development cs 3/19/04 
13 Rubie Jones former board member, in-residence CY 3/24/04 
14 Adrian executive director, Citizen Schools cs 3/25/04 
Haugabrook University 
15 -- -- CY 3/26/04 
16 Sarrita Min regional manager cs 3/29/04 
17 Cori Colgan campus director, Walsh Middle cs 3/30/04 
School, Framingham 
18 Charlie Rose vice president and dean CY 4113/04 
19 Nancy Routh vice president, development CY 4/ 14/04 
20 Ilene Jacobs board member CY 4/ 14/04 
21 Alyson director, government relations CY 5/ 11 /04 
Carpenter 
22 Kristen Atwood board member CY 5/20/04 
23 Nancy Routh vice president, development CY 7/ 1104 
(2nd interview) 
24 Michaelene assistant professor/program director, cs 7/20/04 
Cronin Lesley University 
Interviews took place during the period December 2003 through July 2004. 
Those interviewed were asked for suggestions about others who should be interviewed. 
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This is referred to as the snowball or chain method for interview sampling (Patton, 2002, 
237). 
Morgenbesser requested an hour and a half from each of the participants for the 
interviews. Some participants, however, were only able to schedule an hour due to their 
busy schedules. Actual interview time ranged from a half-hour to an hour and a half. 
Follow-up interviews were held with Kate Carpenter of Citizen Schools and Nancy Routh 
of City Year. Their initial interviews were cut short due to space and time constraints, 
respectively. 
Interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed with the permission of participants. 
The researcher listened to nearly all the tapes three complete times to ensure accuracy of 
transcripts. Tapes and transcripts are housed at the home office of the researcher. 
Interviews were open-ended. To begin the interviews, Morgenbesser said, "Tell 
me the life story of [the organization]." 12 Morgenbesser listened to the response and 
asked follow up questions. Issues that were commonly raised during the interviews 
include, for example, growth challenges and successes, critical choice points related to 
growth, the roles of the board, consultants, and leadership, and the relationships between 
sites and headquarters. 
Although individuals were interviewed, the unit of analysis for this study is the 
organization. For observational purposes, the researcher attended several components of 
City Year's national convention, Cyzygy, which took place on June 1-5, 2004 and Citizen 
School's Summer Institute which was held on August 9-13 , 2004. Observational 
evidence can provide valuable information in case study research (Yin, 1989, 91). Such 
12 Cronin's interview was the exception. Her interview was launched with the lead," .. . tell me about the 
Master's program [in out-of-school time education]." 
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evidence may provide rich contextual data or may help to explain the phenomena under 
investigation (Yin, 1989, 92). 
Field notes recorded observations and documented questions and themes that 
emerged during the course of the study. These notes were extremely valuable for data 
analysis. Indeed, analysis began with the field notes . 
In addition to interviews and observations, data was also gathered through a 
review of internal and external documents relevant to the organizations ' growth from 
single site to multi-site entities. 
For Citizen Schools, key materials that were reviewed include: the organization ' s 
original concept paper; the 1997 strategic plan; a draft of a 1999-2003 strategic plan; the 
2000-2003 strategic plan; a draft of the 2003-2007 strategic plan; a sample grant 
proposal; the organization' s promotional video; a sample license agreement between 
Citizen Schools and an affiliate site; Citizen Schools' quality and assessment rubrics ; 
several newspaper articles; reports pertinent to Citizen Schools ' growth strategies; Power 
Point presentations about Citizen Schools ' theory of change; a 2004 organizational 
staffing chart; the fiscal year 2004 balanced scorecard; materials provided at the 2004 
Summer Institute, and the organization' s Website. 
For City Year, key documents reviewed were: the national headquarters 
organizational chart; the finance policies and procedures; a sample grant proposal; the 
site board charter; the universal site board by-laws; the annual reports from 1999 through 
the present; a program from the 2002 Starry, Starry Night fundraising event; a 
presentation from the 2003 Summer Academy; and materials provided at the 2004 
Cyzygy. 
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External documents reviewed include case reports of City Year and Citizen 
Schools, newspaper articles about the organizations, and journal articles and books with 
references to the organizations. 
In "Field Methods in the Study of Organizations," W. Richard Scott cautioned 
against accepting organizational documents at face value. Instead, he encouraged the 
researcher to critically evaluate these sources (Scott, 1965, 264). Similarly, Yin 
proposed, "For case studies, the most important use of documents is to corroborate and 
augment evidence from other sources" (1989, 86). 
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 
" . . . The fluid and emergent nature of naturalistic inquiry makes the distinction 
between data gathering and analysis far less absolute" (Patton, 2002, 436). As is typical 
in qualitative research, there was substantial overlap between the data collection and data 
analysis periods. 
For each case study, a case report was developed. In Patton's words, " . .. the 
analyst's first and foremost responsibility consists of doing justice to each individual 
case. All else depends on that" (2002, 449). The case reports, once completed, were 
shared with key point people from each organization to ensure accuracy, as advocated by 
Yin (1989, 143-44). The Citizen Schools case report was shared with both Schwarz and 
Haugabrook and the City Year case report was shared with Khazei. Follow-up meetings 
were held with Haugabrook on July 29, 2004 and with Khazei on August 19, 2004. 
This study uses a theory-building approach to case analysis. The method is drawn 
from Eisenhardt' s article, "Building Theories From Case Study Research" ( 1989) and 
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from Strauss and Corbin's, Basics of Qualitative Research: Techniques and Procedures 
for Developing Grounded Theory (1998). Through within-case and cross-case analyses, 
categories and themes and relationships between them emerge. The researcher continues 
to refine constructs and to compare the emerging model with each of the cases to ensure 
goodness of fit. 
Triangulation of the data was conducted by comparing interview data, observation 
data, and data from written records. Furthermore, the emerging themes were compared 
and contrasted with the relevant literature. 
Upon completion of the study, a copy of this dissertation was provided to the top 
leadership of City Year and Citizen Schools. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter 3 presents the research methodology for this study. The decision to use a 
qualitative, case study, theory-generating research design is explained. Qualitative 
research is holistic, naturalistic, and descriptive, features which lend themselves to the 
nature of this study. Furthermore, it is shown that the case study method is a common 
choice for organizational and management studies. The role of the researcher is clarified. 
The researcher has ten years of experience working in and with nonprofit organizations. 
The population and process of site selection are described, and brief introductions to the 
two sites for the study, Citizen Schools and City Year, are provided. The population 
includes Boston-based, youth-serving nonprofit organizations incorporated in 1988 or 
later which have expanded from single site to multi-site. The processes of data collection 
and data analysis are described. Data collection methods include interviews, 
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observations, and reviews of internal and external documents. A modified analytic 
induction method was used to analyze the data. 
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CHAPTER 4: CITY YEAR 
OVERVIEW 
... we've grown from an organization with very small resources, very homegrown, very kinda, urn, 
under-resourced, to an organization that's operating in 14 or 15 cities domestically and, and now 
starting our first international operations, 13 urn, grown from a corps of fifty to a corps of 1000. 
Urn, I think that we 've developed some very deep and unique and interesting partnerships, both in 
the service, uh, providing service and partnerships on service, but also in the corporate sector, wi th 
our, kind of, institutional partners. Urn, we have 7000, over 7000 alumni (Rose, 18, l-2) 14. 
This chapter will describe the growth of City Year from its birth as an idea 
formed by two college roommates through the piloting of the program in 1988 and 
through its expansion to fourteen cities across the United States today. "Genesis of City 
Year" describes the period of 1979 to 1988. In the early part of this period, Brown and 
K.hazei " ... fell in love ... " (Khazei, 3, 1) with the idea of national youth service during 
their college and law school years . This section describes their planning work through 
day-long plenaries that went on through the night which culminated during the summer 
of 1988 in a pilot program that was " ... a ten-week dream" (K.hazei, 3, 3). "Gaining 
Ground in Boston" discusses the period of 1988 through 1993. During these years, the 
yearlong program was planned and launched. In the years that followed, the Boston-
based program grew in numbers and the model was refined. City Year developed strong 
partnerships with corporate sponsors and inspired President Clinton to make national 
service one of his major priorities. The next section, "Expansion," describes City Year's 
evolution during the period of 1993 through 1999. With the establishment of 
13 As of this writing, there are 14 fully operational City Year branches. City Year Little Rock is in start-up 
mode and will be officially opening in fall2004 . A City Year program in South Africa is scheduled to 
open in February 2005 . 
1 All interview quotations are referenced with the speaker 's name, the number of the interview, and the 
page number of the quotation in the transcript. 
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AmeriCorps, a national service program that was modeled after City Year, the 
organization transitioned from a single site organization to a multi-site nonprofit with 
branches in several states. In "Building the Infrastructure and Leading the Movement," 
City Year's recent past, 1999 to 2004, is described. This includes the City Year 
Challenge, which is the organization's initiative to establish an infrastructure to support 
further growth. It also includes City Year's emergence as the leader of the national 
service movement through its efforts to save AmeriCorps, which had experienced a 
drastic budget cut due to mismanagement of funds. Finally, this section describes City 
Year's international initiatives through the establishment of the Clinton Democracy 
Fellowship in 2002 and City Year South Africa, which is scheduled to open in February 
2005. "The Future of City Year" describes the organization's ultimate vision for growth 
and the challenges it must overcome. 
1979-1988: GENESIS OF CITY YEAR 
Alan Khazei and Michael Brown were college roommates from 1979 through 
1981 during their first two years at Harvard University. The following year, Brown took 
a year off from school to work in Washington, D.C., for Congressman Leon Panetta. 
This is when Brown first became introduced to the concept of national service and the 
dialogue between Brown and Khazei about the potential for a youth service corps began. 
According to Brown," ... Leon had legislation that, urn, if passed would have studied the 
idea of national service ... " (Brown, 4, 19). When the staff member who had been 
working on this legislation left, Brown jumped at the chance to be involved in it. Brown 
recalls Khazei's reaction when he first mentioned his work on the national service 
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legislation: "he [Khazei] said, 'that's the most important idea in the country. That would 
most change the country for the better"' (Brown, 4, 20). Khazei describes the value that 
he and Brown saw in national service, particularly youth service: 
... it empowers young people when they're just coming of age to be full-time active duty citizens, 
to work together from different backgrounds for the common good, to put their energy and ideals 
to work, uh, making a tangible difference in the lives of kids, in the environment, in the elderly, 
homelessness ... " (Khazei, 3, 1). 
Khazei says that he and Brown, " ... fell in love with that idea ... " (Khazei, 3, 1). 
During the summer of 1982, Khazeijoined Brown in Washington, D.C. , working for 
another congressman. According to Brown: 
... we were working on, urn, a hearing that we got on Capitol Hill for Leon 's bill at the 
subcommittee level. We worked on that together and ev- basically ever since then since the 
summer- what was essentially would have been our junior year- we 've been working on national 
service together (Brown, 4, 20). 
Similarly, Khazei says, " ... we're both trained as lawyers, so, y'know, we like to 
joke that City Year is, y'know, a 17-year long or 18- to 20-year long oral argument. And 
it's just a constant conversation about what works, what doesn't work ... " (Khazei, 3, 25). 
Upon graduation from college, Brown went to New York City to work for City 
Volunteeer Corps. Brown recalls, " .. .I had gone into Mayor Koch's office and found the 
person who was directing this project. It hadn't started yet and I said, I said, 'I wanna 
work on this. This is my life 's dream to work on something like this '" (Brown, 4, 20-21). 
Brown was both inspired and frustrated by his experiences at City Volunteer Corps. 
There were certain elements of the program that Brown believed could have been 
stronger. For example, the program started in November, when students were already in 
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school. This automatically limited the kind of young person who would be available to 
participate in the program. Also, City Volunteer Corps was launched exclusively with 
public funds. In Brown's view, it was a mistake to exclude the private sector. 
That same year, Khazei began law school at Harvard. According to Brown, 
" ... we 'd be on the phone almost every night 'cause this was the big experiment..." 
(Brown, 4, 20). Brown shared with Khazei by phone both the joys and frustrations of his 
experiences at City Volunteer Corps. He says, " .. .I remember Alan just finally saying to 
me one night on the phone, he said, 'look, just learn as much as you can, and then we're 
gonna go do our own program one day [laughs] and see if we can do it the way we wanna 
do it'" (Brown, 4, 21). 
Brown joined Khazei at law school and their discussion about the concept of 
national service deepened. They visited a wide range of service organizations and the 
idea of City Year began to emerge. In 1986, they began to involve friends from law 
school and other interested people in meetings where they fleshed out the model. Lisa 
Ulrich was among the original team members. Ulrich was a colleague of Brown's at City 
Volunteer Corps. An article published in the local papers brought in other interested 
citizens. The following year, Neil Silverstein, an acquaintance of Brown's and Khazei's 
who had just graduated from the Harvard Business School, and Jennifer Epplet Riley, 
another acquaintance who was an analyst working for EF Hutton, joined Brown and 
Khazei for an intensive year of planning and development work. Kristen Atwood, who 
had recently returned from a month of service in Africa and had read a concept paper 
about City Year, was inspired to join the team as well. None of them were compensated 
for their planning work that year; most continued to do other work to support themselves. 
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In spring 1987, Khazei graduated from law school and City Year became his full-
time occupation. Brown graduated the following year. Throughout this period, the City 
Year team would host plenaries in locations they were able to use through a friend at 
Harvard University. Brown recalls, " ... we just put these big agendas together, okay, 
what should the program look like? And how should we recruit? And how should we 
raise money? And we would just sort of hash this stuff out all day" (Brown, 4, 22). 
Atwood recalls that the plenaries would continue through the night and the early hours of 
morning. She remembers returning home from them at 4 A.M. (Atwood, 22, 2). Brown 
and Khazei, who were again roommates, often continued the dialogue at home. 
The vision that emerged out of these conversations was of an organization that 
would serve as an "action tank" for youth service. Khazei coined the term "action tank" 
to describe the role that City Year would play in testing service theory through action. 
Our notion was to create an action tank that could sort of take the theory, the think tank stuff, and 
put it into action like a program would do and use that as a lever to try to create larger public 
policy change. With the idea being that if we could actually produce something that could be a 
model , we could get policy leaders and business leaders and others to come and participate in it, 
see it, witness it, support it, and then they 'd get inspired to help make it become a national 
program. Uh, and that's basically what happened (Khazei, 3, 1-2). 
The early vision of City Year was a local program that would inspire national policy: 
... the whole goal was to try to set up an organization that could, y'know, lever, um, to try and 
create national policy. Our vision is that the most commonly asked question of an 18-year-old 
will be, "where ya' gonna do your service year?" The only way that's gonna happen is if we have 
a very broad national commitment to national service (Khazei, 3, 2). 
Brown envisioned that the federal government might be inspired to create a program akin 
to the Peace Corps, that is, an initiative funded and organized directly by the government. 
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The early vision was not that City Year would itself become a national organization. 
Brown says, " .. .if you had asked me in the very beginning whether I thought City Year 
would be in more than one city, I, I probably would have told you fifteen years ago, 
'well, no. That doesn 't make sense. We're here to demonstrate an idea '" (Brown, 4, 2) . 
Following a year of planning and fundraising, City Year's first pilot program was 
launched in the summer of 1988. Although the plan was to develop a yearlong service 
program, City Year's leaders decided to pilot the idea as a summer program. Fifty young 
adults participated in a ten-week summer program. Lisa Ulrich planned the service 
component, which included projects at the Pine Street Inn, a homeless shelter; the 
Massachusetts Hospital School, a school for children with developmental disabilities; and 
other local nonprofit organizations. 
Kristen Atwood was responsible for recruiting a diverse corps. From the 
beginning, diversity was one of City Year's core values, and Atwood assumed the 
responsibility of recruiting a diverse corps with a clear sense of purpose and mission. 
She mapped out the city, observing where different populations resided, and made efforts 
to recruit young people from a wide range of ethnic groups and socioeconomic levels. 
The commitment to diversity did not end with the recruitment of a diverse corps 
of volunteers. Much of the planning team's work was focused on engaging a diverse 
corps and ensuring inclusiveness. Rose says: 
In order to make it work, you have to create or we had to create a culture that included everybody, 
that made people feel valued, listened to and didn 't, urn, kind of allow people to prejudge one 
another or took them through a process of kind of exploration around those kinds of issues ... 
(Rose, 18, 5-6). 
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In addition to the young people's service, City Year also piloted a community-
wide Serve-a-than which involved 250 citizens in a full day of service activities. 
The program cost $200,000 to run. The first grant to come in was for $25,000 
from Bank Boston. Atwood remembers feeling like they had won the lottery. Hubie 
Jones says that this initial grant from Bank Boston " ... was the beginning signal to 
Boston's corporate leadership that here was something worth thinking about and possibly 
investing in" (Jones, 13, 2). 
Of that first summer, Khazei recalls: 
.. .it was extremely idealistic. It was very high energy. Urn, it was designing it as we went along. 
We were just making it up. We didn't know what we were doing. We just, y ' know, we were 
trying to take bits and pieces from other programs - what would work, urn, so a real strong sense 
of community that we were changing the world, uh, high sense of possibility, urn , uh, strong 
community engagement, uh, I mean it was like it was like a dream. The summer program was like 
just a ten-week dream. It had its ups and downs and challenges but, um, it was very powerful and 
I remember feeling at the end of it that the vision was possible. The vision of national service. 
Y'know, I saw it in action. I saw young people from all different neighborhoods and all different 
backgrounds coming together, working together, making a real difference even though they were 
only 17, 18, 19 years old, having an impact... (Khazei, 3, 3-4). 
In designing the pilot, the City Year team adopted principles and themes from 
businesses, nonprofits, universities, the military, and government (Khazei, 3, 3). From 
the business world, City Year took entrepreneurship, piloting a prototype, effective 
leadership and management, and an emphasis on results. From the nonprofit arena, City 
Year took a grass-roots approach to social change and a sense of mission. It borrowed 
from the universities a commitment to reflection, an interest in policy, and an 
understanding of the broader social context of which City Year was a part. City Year 
borrowed from the military the ideas of calisthenics, teams, uniforms, a code of conduct, 
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and a sense of pride, purpose, and discipline. Finally, Khazei explains that City Year 
adopted the government's concern for the public good. 
1988-1993: GAINING GROUND IN BOSTON 
Following the successful summer pilot, the team spent the 1988-1989 academic 
year planning and preparing to launch its ftrst full program year. According to Khazei, 
" ... we took a year to basically raise the money and build the organization and recruit the 
staff and the corps members and design the projects for a full year program" (Khazei, 3, 
4). 
Like the summer program, the first yearlong program also involved 50 young 
people. Twenty-ftve service projects were completed over the course of the year. Camp 
City Year, an educational camp for schoolchildren that is offered during the winter and 
spring school vacation weeks, was launched. In addition, City Year held its first full 
Serve-a-thon which involved 450 community members in service projects around the 
city. Senator Edward Kennedy joined City Year for the graduation of its first yearlong 
corps. 
For four years, from 1989 through 1993, City Year operated exclusively in 
Boston, steadily increasing its funding, developing new partnerships, and growing the 
size of its corps. In 1990, City Year began to have long-term service assignments and 
two years later, teams of corps members were assigned to a site for the entire program 
year. 
Steven Spaloss was a corps member during City Year ' s second full year of 
service. He was required to participate in City Year by a court order and, in the 
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beginning, referred to it as City Jail. Quickly, however, Spaloss was captured by the 
spirit of City Year and, in his words, found that it, " .. . awoke a piece in me that I never 
knew I had" (Spaloss, 9, 1 ). City Year helped Spaloss find his internal power and helped 
him set goals for himself that he had never allowed himself to consider before. Spaloss 
has never left City Year and has served the organization since 1991 as a staff member in 
a variety of leadership positions. 
City Year was initially funded with private funds only, primarily through grants 
and in-kind support from corporations and foundations . Atwood explains: "We had no 
government money. Because we wanted to dictate how we were gonna run the 
organization, and launching a new organization, that was important to us" (Atwood, 22, 
2). From the beginning, City Year raised funds through team sponsorships. The five 
team sponsors for the summer pilot were Bain, BankBoston, Equitable, General Cinema, 
and Citizen's Bank. The corporate team sponsorship program was modeled after the 
1984 Olympics. According to Spaloss, " ... that was the first Olympics to make revenue, 
and we replicated it" (Spaloss, 9, 11). Jones says that City Year " ... had them [the 
corporate sponsors] believe that they owned a team" (Jones, 13, 6). Teams wear the 
name of their corporate sponsors on their t-shirts and usually become involved through 
participation in City Year events and activities as well. 
Rubie Jones, a local community leader and activist, maintains," ... they were .. . 
able to get corporate leaders connected with what they were doing and to get some of 
them ab- absolutely on their board" (Jones, 13, 2). They did so by giving corporate 
leaders the opportunity to " ... see and feel and experience the product" (Jones, 13, 2). 
According to a case study entitled, "Timberland and Community Involvement," '"Our 
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goal,' explained Brown, 'was never to just get a check. From the beginning, we asked 
sponsors to get involved, come out and do service, and begin seeing service as a vehicle 
to bring people together'" (Elias, 1996, 4). 
In 1989, the organization's relationship with Timberland, its closest corporate 
partner, was initiated with a request for fifty pairs of boots for that year's corps. Jeff 
Swartz, chief executive officer of Timberland, has written: 
I received a letter one day, the standard, well-intentioned plea for charity from yet another worthy 
nonprofit. This one, City Year, was an urban peace corps of sorts, starting up in Boston, near 
where I live. The letter described 50 young people, out to save the world, lacking only boots for 
their feet. Would I send along the boots? (Swartz, 2002). 
Khazei later paid a visit to Swartz at his office and invited him to join City Year for a few 
hours of service. Moved by this experience, Swartz became increasingly drawn to City 
Year and sought out ways to bring its principles and practices to his company. In 1993, 
Swartz joined City Year's board of directors and in 1994, he began an eight-year term as 
board chair. The Timberland Company has donated over $15 million dollars to the 
organization, both in cash and in kind. The company is the official outfitter of the City 
Year uniform. When City Year opened a branch in New Hampshire in 2000, in large part 
due to Swartz's prompting, Timberland agreed to house the site in its global 
headquarters. 
The giving has been two ways. Swartz has adopted City Year's principles and 
practices into Timberland's organizational culture. Rose says, " .. .I know we've had 
major impact on that company [Timberland], urn, on their ethic, on their workforce, on 
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their employees, on their, on their business itself, on people's, y'know, how they feel 
about their employer, a whole range of things" (Rose, 18, 22). In Atwood's words: 
. .. we've changed the culture of his [Swartz's] company. Urn, so that they are doing Serv-a-
Paloozas, they call them, that are kind of a- I think they originated 'cause he came to our City 
Year Serve-a-thon and saw the entire community doing service and said, "I gotta do this in my 
company." So he did it in his company (Atwood, 22, 16). 
According to Swartz, the Serv-a-Palooza is "an annual celebration of community and 
service that unites employees, vendors, community partners, and youth from our home 
community and 20 nations worldwide in a day of transformational service" (Swartz, 
2002). 
Furthermore, Timberland employees can use up to 40 hours of service time per 
year. They are also allowed a six-month sabbatical to do service work. Jones says, 
" ... having a champion like Jeff Swartz who is also making a big, big time investment 
made it possible to get others to, to come on, y'know, and, and, and, and embrace it" 
(Jones, 13, 2-3). 
City Year is now supported by a wide range of corporations including Adobe 
Systems, Inc., AOL, Time Warner, Bain & Company, Bank One Corporation, the 
Chicago Bulls, Cisco Systems, Inc., Comcast Corporation, CSX Transportation, Inc. , 
FleetBoston Financial Corporation, Hewlett-Packard Company, KeyBank, MFS 
Investment Management, PepsiCo, RPM, Inc., and The Timberland Company. In 2004, 
City Year Boston's team sponsors included Bain and Company, Bain Capital, Fleet, 
Keyspan, Johnson and Johnson, State Street Bank, MFS, Millipore, PTC/Summit, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Timberland. 
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In tandem with fundraising and building the City Year program, its leaders 
worked during this period to bring national attention to the concept of youth service. 
Senator Edward Kennedy was one of the early supporters of City Year. With his support, 
City Year received its first federal funds in 1991. According to Khazei: 
... he [Senator Kennedy] , uh, got very involved right from the very beginning. He wrote legislation 
that, working with President Bush '41 , that established the Points of Light Foundation and the 
Conunission on National Service and we were named a national demonstration program, one of 
only eight in the country, by the Bush administration. And we received our first federal funds to 
do that (Khazei, 3, 2). 
City Year received $7.2 million over a two-year period through its first federal 
grant. In addition to being awarded these funds, 1991 marked the year that City Year 
hosted presidential candidate Bill Clinton. Clinton visited in November of that year. 
Khazei recalls: 
... he'd [Clinton] heard about us from people who were interested in this idea. And he was a big 
believer in national service. He'd read all the policy papers. And then when he came to City 
Year, as he 's put it, the lights came on. And he said, "y'know what? This, I can see this , thi s 
works . I wanna make this a national program" (Khazei, 3, 2). 
Jones, who served at the time as an advisor and mentor to Khazei, encouraged him to 
prepare to launch City Year as a national program. In Khazei's words, "He [Jones] was 
the one who said, 'look, you- you're not ready. You gotta get ready"' (Khazei, 3, 13). At 
a lunch meeting with Khazei and Brown in March 1992, Jones recalls, "I said, 'well, I'm 
here to tell you that in November, Bill Clinton is going to be elected president of the 
United States. And he will either run over your program with his big national program or 
you ' re gonna fmd a way to continue to lead this movement"' (Jones, 13, 3). 
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In November 1992, as Jones predicted, Clinton was elected president. Clinton 
recruited Eli Segal to start a national service program and in September 1993, legislation 
was signed to establish the AmeriCorps program. Through AmeriCorps, citizens provide 
one or two years of full -time service in exchange for a modest living stipend. At the end 
of their service period, they are entitled to close to $5,000 toward college education; there 
is a seven-year limit to make use of these funds. 
AmeriCorps is not a direct service provider but rather a conduit for funds . In 
1994, AmeriCorps began to distribute funds to nonprofit organizations to run service 
programs through a competitive application process. 
Rose says that City Year' s foremost accomplishment to date is inspiring the 
establishment of AmeriCorps. In Brown's words, "That [Clinton 's] visit made this 
national service policy idea flesh for him and then he got elected and then he, he said, 
' that's one of my top priorities is national service '" (Brown, 4, 14). He continues, "well, 
all of a sudden . . . we had this new opportunity. We needed a planning cycle" (Brown, 4, 
14). 
It was at this time that Khazei and Brown transformed their vision of City Year 
from that of a Boston-based demonstration project to that of a national youth service 
organization. In Khazei 's words, " ... we sort of reacted to events" (Khazei, 3, 6) . 
Bain and Company, an international consulting firm and one of City Year 's early 
corporate supporters, helped the organization to develop a growth model and plan, 
including budget and staffing and related issues. Khazei recalls, " ... they did a whole 
review of how organizations roll out, replicate, expand. And they compared the private 
sector and the nonprofit sector" (Khazei, 3, 11). From this review, one ofBain's major 
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recommendations was to grow the organization as one large nonprofit organization with 
branches. There were several reasons for this recommendation. According to Khazei, 
" ... we were still very young, we didn't have ten point manuals on every little thing ... " 
(Khazei, 3, 11). The organizational knowledge and culture was in people rather than on 
paper. Khazei says, " .. . our biggest asset was our people. We wanted to be able to move 
them around. Urn, so that argued for a more tightly integrated organization" (Khazei, 3, 
11 ). Further, City Year wished to affect public policy and needed to have " ... strategic 
coherence .. . " (Khazei, 3, 11). Other benefits that Bain pointed to were the opportunities 
for organizational learning throughout the system and the ability to take advantage of 
economies of scale. 
Overall, City Year's leadership is pleased with the model that they chose. They 
have found that it is particularly well suited to their vision of influencing national policy 
because they are able to mobilize large bodies of people in many parts of the country. 
Brown pointed out that structure has made it possible to have a successful national 
convention each year and that it was particularly helpful during the Save AmeriCorps 
crisis of 2003, which will be discussed further later in the chapter. Alyson Carpenter 
says: " ... Alan [Khazei] would never want to give up control. He'd never wanna 
franchise. As he will put it, if you asked him ... 'I can mobilize a thousand people on a 
moment's notice. We need that. I'm not gonna give that up"' (A. Carpenter, 21, 7). 15 
City Year was also aware of the challenges to growing as one single multi-site nonprofit. 
Growth is labor-intensive and slower than many in the organization would like. 
15 Interview participants are typically be referred to by their last name. However, to avoid confusion, 
Alyson Carpenter of City Year and Kate Carpenter of Citizen Schools are referred to by their first and last 
names. When cited in parentheses, their first name initials are used. 
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1993-1999: EXPANSION 
City Year began to expand outside of Boston even before AmeriCorps funds 
became available. In 1993, City Year launched a summer program in Columbia, South 
Carolina, and a full year-program in Rhode Island. Marie-Louise Ramsdale was a lawyer 
in Columbia who became passionate about the City Year model and was committed to 
bringing it there. Rhode Island was selected through the planning work done in 
conjunction with Bain and Company. According to Khazei, Rhode Island was selected 
because there were local supporters there, it is close to Boston, and there was the 
possibility of leveraging funders, such as Bank of Boston and Fleet, which had a presence 
in both cities (Khazei, 3, 9). These expansion efforts helped to make City Year more 
competitive for AmeriCorps funds by providing evidence of City Year's capacity to 
thrive in multiple cities. Khazei says: 
A lot of people said, "well, City Year is great, but the only reason it works- it was started in 
Boston and that's where Alan [Khazei] and Michael [Brown] are and that's where the history is," 
and we never believed that, like, but that's what a lot of people's biases were. So we wanted to 
show that we could do it even before there was a, a new federal program (Khazei, 3, 10). 
The start-up team began with a few "home-grown" staff who were experts in the 
City Year model and culture, including Chad Olcott as executive director, a development 
director, and a service director. This small team sought out bright, civic-minded, active, 
and connected people in Providence to join them, making a staff of about seven. The 
staff worked out of a tiny office for several months, building the program from the 
ground. Spaloss recalls: "We had to find the service partners. We had to do all the 
outreach. We had to raise the money" (Spaloss, 9, 7). Of course, the staff received 
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substantial support from the Boston office. At the same time, the Boston office began to 
gain a sense of the infrastructure it would need to develop in order to support branches. 
Of the Rhode Island expansion, Khazei says, " .. . overall, it went very well. And it 
showed us that we could do it and it showed the rest of the world that we could do it and 
so in that sense it was very inspiring" (Khazei, 3, 11 ). 
When funds became available through AmeriCorps in 1994, City Year was 
among the first cohort of beneficiaries. Thus, City Year had its largest expansion to date, 
opening new sites in Chicago, Columbus, and San Jose, and expanding the Columbia 
program from a summer program to a full year program. In each case, there was a local 
champion who supported the cause. In Chicago, Khazei and Brown' s college roommate 
wanted to help start a program. In Columbus, a parent of a City Year staff member, who 
ran a hospital and was a local leader, emerged as a champion for the cause. In Columbia, 
there was Ramsdale, the lawyer referred to earlier. And in San Jose, it was actually the 
mayor, Susan Hamill, who led the charge in bringing City Year to her city. 
These sites were launched very quickly. Routh says that it was just " . . . a matter of 
months ... " between the time that the four start-up teams arrived at each site and the 
recruitment and launching of the corps, " .. . and we picked the sites just soon before we 
started to identify the start-up team" (Routh, 19, 5). Since these early expansions, the 
timeline has extended substantially, with most sites having a minimum of a two-year 
planning period. In some cases, sites are discussed for four or five years before actually 
being launched. 
During these early expansions, the push to expand was primarily internal. City 
Y .ar wished to expand and selected cities based upon its own priorities. Although there 
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was typically a local champion, few other relationships were established. Spaloss says, 
"Before it was kind of like, okay, well, you have a corporate base. You have local need. 
You have diverse young people. We think we fit in there. We're just gonna go. 
Y'know, we'd arrive in a city and we'd find like a local champion and try to power map 
it that way" (Spaloss, 9, 7). This approach often had serious repercussions for City Year 
which have only recently begun to dissipate. Alyson Carpenter relates: 
... when we were launching programs, particularly in the early years, it was, it was seen that we had 
no regard for the local community at all: we just plucked funding, plucked it away from other 
programs, moreover, y 'know, blew our red jackets out everywhere, were really loud, and did 
absolutely nothing. Had rotten service but we looked good in a camera, in front of a camera. That 
was, that was the impression, uh, and we have just worked for years, years, to undo that" (A. 
Carpenter, 21 , 10-11 ). 
Spaloss says that City Year "kinda got the rep. of the big red machine" (Spaloss, 9, 6). 
Routh explains that City Year learned to target for expansion sites where a team of 
supporters naturally emerged. She says: 
... with some of the earlier sites, we landed without really generating the groundswell of need for us 
from that community. And, so after that, we improved on the model and we built sort of what are 
the guideposts that a city has to do in order to earn a City Year in their community. And flipped it, 
flipped the dynamics, required letters, the Mayor's support, corporate champions, three years' 
worth of funding, y 'know, and so, we really tried to land more successfully and set up that site for 
success, urn, from the start ... (Routh, 19, 2). 
As Routh indicates, City Year strengthened its model of entry by developing seven 
guideposts. These guideposts are: a community delegation visits City Year's 
headquarters; start-up grants are awarded; multi-year funding is acquired from 
AmeriCorps, businesses, and the city; letters of support are written by business, political, 
and civic leaders; housing, transportation, and office space for a start-up team is 
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identified; a local champion emerges who commits two years to start the local branch of 
City Year; and finally, the site makes a unique contribution to City Year. 
City Year staff admit that there is some truth to the criticisms. Rose says, 
" ... we 've been accused of being just a marketing machine without a lot of substance. 
And I think, y'know, there 've been times when that's true and times when it ' s not" 
(Rose, 18, 25). Ulrich, too, says, " .. .I think the service that City Year does is mixed. And 
I, y'know, I ran it, so I'm just being really honest" (Ulrich, 11, 9). 
There are two primary ways of evaluating the impact of City Year. One is the 
impact it has on corps members and the other is the value of the service corps members 
provide to their communities. There appears to be general consensus that City Year is 
successful as a leadership development organization. From the start, it was able to 
engage youth, excite them, and empower them. The criticism of City Year was directed 
toward the quality of the actual service that the corps provides. Spaloss says that 
sometimes he had to spend more time directing volunteers than they spent providing the 
actual service (Spaloss, 9, 4). 
City Year is, however, committed to providing excellent service and to making 
discernible impact in the communities in which it serves. Spaloss says that City Year 
aims to be " ... yeast in the bread" (Spaloss, 9, 4) . One concern about City Year's service 
was that it was too broad to be able to explain succinctly. In Spaloss ' words, "So, you 
know like when you look at a Coca-Cola can, you know exactly what's inside of it? 
Well, the problem with our service focus, we weren't able to do the same thing with City 
Year" (Spaloss, 9, 4). In recent years, City Year has worked to narrow and strengthen its 
service component. According to its media kit, "City Year's service mission is to help 
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children and youth grow and develop as successful, confident, caring and actively 
engaged citizens" (City Year, 2004, Service Summary). This goal is accomplished 
through activities such as after-school programs, camp, mentoring and tutoring programs 
in schools, and through City Year's three service learning programs, Starfish Corps, 
Young Heroes, and City Heroes. In Spaloss ' words: 
... for example, here in Boston, we're very- we've narrowed it down to three things that we do 
really, really well. We know we do afterschool programming really, really well. We know we do 
issue based curricula really, really well. And we know we do this model around what we call the 
Building the Beloved Community which is our kind of specialized curriculum that we do that just 
teaches civics to a child, y'know, and how you become civically active in a community (Spaloss , 
9, 4) . 
While City Year has made efforts to clarify and refine its service focus , the range of 
service activities provided remains quite broad. Alyson Carpenter says: 
... we did an extensive interview with the sites, it might have been last year, last fall , of exactly 
what the service was that they were doing, and then charted it all out. It 's still all over the map. 
Still , they still do a hundred different things. But if we have our druthers, we'd be tutoring at 
school partnerships, we 'd be doing civic awareness projects, uh, young heroes, the heroes corps , 
City Year's Young Heroes Service Corps (A. Carpenter, 21, 12). 
City Year's service remains broad in large part due to its efforts to respect and respond to 
the needs and wishes of the local communities in which it serves. City Year has also 
developed a robust research and evaluation department that works to develop and 
implement appropriate measures to evaluate service quality and impact. 
In launching sites, City Year's strategy has been to use insiders, people from 
within the City Year organization, to start up the new branches. This has been 
instrumental to City Year in transferring its organizational culture to new sites. Jones 
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believes that this has been very effective. He says, "I was always amazed when I would 
go into a City Year site someplace else and, to see the same culture operative" (Jones, 13, 
7). 
However, using so many of City Year Boston's staff for the development of the 
first new sites took its toll on the Boston site. In Spaloss' words: "We basically took all 
the best talent out of Boston, y'know, and kinda left, not bad talent, but people that were 
more junior to do it. And from that, you just kinda have generations of kind of a negative 
ripple. Y'know, that you have to work yourself out from" (Spaloss, 9, 16-17). 
With the weakening of City Year Boston's leadership came the diluting of the 
site's organizational culture and practices. Spaloss says, " ... you lose people that are 
really good at explaining the why" (Spaloss, 9, 17). It has taken several years for the 
Boston site to regain its strength. While City Year continues to use intemal people to 
develop new sites in partnership with local leaders, the hit to any one site has never been 
as hard as that initial hit to Boston. This is because the growth pace has been slower and 
there are many more sites from which to pull people. 
A milestone of 1994 was the launching ofCyzygy, City Year ' s "national 
convention of idealism." This event, typically hosted by a different City Year branch 
each year, was launched in Columbus in the summer of 1994. The idea for such a 
convention belonged to Jones, proposed during the Summer Academy of 1993, where 
leaders from the Boston, Columbia, and Rhode Island sites came together for training, 
resources, and support. Khazei recalls: 
... he [Jones] said, "y'know, this is great that you're all coming together here as a staff, but you 
want to create a real social movement. You won't do that unless you do the same thing with your 
young people - you bring all of them together so they realize that they' re part of something much 
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larger than just one little program in their community. They're part of a national effort that's 
trying to change the country" (Khazei, 3, 22-23). 
Khazei was inspired by this idea. One night that fall , Khazei was on a site visit to the 
Chicago branch and was speaking on the phone with Greg Ricks, a staff member now 
serving as senior program officer, who was then visiting the Columbia site. Both were 
thoroughly excited about the experience of witnessing City Year in these different cities. 
They agreed, "We've really gotta pull off the national- we gotta get other people to 
experience what we're experiencing- how powerful this is ... " (Khazei, 3, 23). In a board 
meeting that December, Khazei and Jones successfully made the case for moving forward 
with City Year's first national conference that upcoming summer, even though it hadn ' t 
been budgeted for. Khazei points to this as one ofthe examples ofthe benefits of being a 
single 50lc3 nonprofit. In his words, " .. .if we had had to go to six separate site boards 
and get all them to approve it as well, we'd still be discussing it now ... " (Khazei, 3, 23). 
Ulrich explains the value of Cyzygy: 
. .. Cyzygy was, urn, is kind of the national convention of idealism and brings together all ofthe 
sites and becomes kind of a focal point for, urn, showcasing the best of the culture or the service or 
the program. And a place to each year, uh, bring the key leaders in the nation who we care about 
involving, engaging, to the organization. So I think Cyzygy was a huge - the na- y'know, that 
kind of - it was like, every year you kind of bring the family together. And it ' s more work than 
you would ever believe but I think it's pro- a very worthwhile investment of more work (Ulrich, 
11 , 10). 
A second major accomplishment of 1994 was the launching of Young Heroes. 
Through the Young Heroes program, City Year corps members engage middle school 
students in service learning. According to its Website, "corps members lead their Young 
Heroes in a curriculum that explores the values of compassion, courage, commitment and 
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cooperation, providing opportunities for participants to work on teams, perform service 
and study important issues such as diversity" (City Year, 2004, Service Summary). The 
Young Heroes model has spread across the network and has spawned off new initiatives, 
including City Heroes, which focuses on high school students, and the Starfish Corps, 
which engages elementary school children. 
A third milestone of 1994 was the launching of Starry, Starry Night, City Year's 
annual fundraising gala. Starry, Starry Night is now a feature of all City Year sites. The 
Philadelphia fundraiser rivals that of Boston, both of which bring in over $1 million 
annually. 
Several of the participants in this study pointed to City Year's major expansion in 
1994 from two to six yearlong sites as a significant organizational achievement. Growth 
since then has been slower, typically at the rate of one new branch per year. This slower 
pace has allowed the organization to build the foundation for success at each site. From 
1995 through 1999, City Year grew steadily, adding one new site each year. City Year 
San Antonio was initiated in 1995, City Year Cleveland was launched in 1996, City Year 
Philadelphia was founded in 1997, City Year Seattle was started in 1998, and 1999 
marked the beginning of City Year Detroit. City Year was brought to San Antonio by a 
local champion. The Cleveland Bicentennial Commission advocated forcefully for a City 
Year site. City Year' s national leadership was not particularly interested in opening a 
second branch in Ohio. According to Routh: " .. .it was their bicentennial year and their 
bicentennial commission wanted, as part of the bicentennial legacy, a youth corps. So 
they had been going all over the country looking for, y 'know, what the youth corps that 
should be their legacy. And they were bound and determined that it was gonna be City 
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Year" (Routh, 19, 3). Because the interest was so strong and consistent, City Year 's 
leadership ultimately relented and City Year Cleveland has proven to be among the 
organization's most successful sites. 
The Philadelphia site is also very highly regarded and is presently City Year ' s 
largest site, larger than even the flagship Boston program. Atwood says, "Philly has 
become the largest corps and, urn, it 's mostly because of the leadership in Philly. 
They've been extraordinary" (Atwood, 22, 13). They have also experienced spectacular 
success in fundraising. 
City Year went to Seattle to build its west coast hub. Until then, the San Jose site 
was on its own. Although there were supporters in Seattle, the Washington Commission 
on National and Community Service did not favor City Year ' s entry. More recently, it 
has become supportive of the agency. 
City Year Detroit was launched in 1999 through the efforts of a strong advisory 
board. The Kresge Foundation awarded City Year Detroit a $1.5 million challenge grant 
toward a site endowment fund. Excited by this show of support, the Michigan 
Commission on National and Community Service used some of its state AmeriCorps 
funds to help launch the program. 
According to Brown, " ... from the time we decided to roll out with AmeriCorps 
and go to from two to six cities to where we are now at 15, we spent most of that time 
trying to fill in what all that meant" (Brown, 4, 4) . During this period, City Year's 
leadership began to create an infrastructure for its growth. In Brown' s words, " ... we 
rolled out, we did this opportunity driven roll out, but we began to realize that, y' know, 
we didn't really have a national headquarters, really. We had this Boston program and 
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now some people are trying to run things all over the country" (Brown, 4, 14). In 1996, 
City Year developed a three-year plan to build a structure for the national headquarters. 
The plan was funded by Atlantic Philanthropies with a grant of $5 million, City Year's 
largest grant ever at that point. "And that was a three-year process of doing a lot of work 
and we began, y'know, building out some HR [human resources] structures and 
management structures and recruitment structures and doing the kinds of things that you 
do when you're a national organization" (Brown, 4, 14). Brown summarizes : 
And really looking back on it, what we really did there, was build the concept of a national 
headquarters . And begin to say, "we're not running a Boston program anymore" or "things aren 't 
being run through Boston. This is a national headquarters here ." It has to partner through 
functions and capabilities. And that three-year process was really just about that. And it was 
really sti ll skeletal. And we clearly overpromised even ourselves what we thought we could do in 
three years. But it was critical. We created a platform (Brown, 4, 14-15). 
1999-PRESENT: BUILDING THE INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND LEADING THE MOVEMENT 
In recent years, three additional City Year branches have opened. In 2000, 
branches were opened in New Hampshire and Washington, D.C. and in 2003 , a site was 
launched in New York City. Little Rock, City Year's fifteenth domestic branch, was in 
start-up mode in 2003 and will be officially launched in fall 2004. Jeff Swartz 
successfully advocated for a site in his home state of New Hampshire; similarly, the 
Little Rock site was "born of a connection with President Clinton" (A. Carpenter, 21, 6). 
The New York City site is the first site that was created by a team of committed City 
Year alumni, while the site in D.C. was founded due to City Year's strategic interests in 
having a site in the capital city. 
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In 2000, City Year began a two-year strategic planning process that was the next 
iteration of building the infrastructure for national expansion. The end product of this 
process was a three-year strategic plan for the period 2002 through 2005. The plan 
focuses on four priority areas: impact, sustainability, scale, and leverage. The idea is to 
build the internal organizational capacities to facilitate City Year's going to scale. Jacobs 
says, " ... the only way we can, urn, grow is to have the capability internally to replicate 
the model" (Jacobs, 20, 3). 
City Year also developed a $30 million initiative entitled, "The City Year 
Challenge: Strengthening our Capacities to Serve," to build the infrastructure and 
capacity needed to achieve the plan. Twelve capacities were identified for development, 
in the three general areas of program, fundraising and public relations, and management 
and organizational development. Khazei says, "We've now actually adjusted it to 16 
capacities. Urn, y'know, basically things tbat the organization has to be able to do well, 
things like recruit our corps, uh, focus our services, impact is about recruiting the most 
powerful corps we can in a unified way" (Khazei, 3, 7). The capacities include: corps 
recruitment; service development; program; alumni engagement; new site development; 
national sustainability and resource development; site sustainability and resource 
development; communications and marketing; public policy; management information 
systems; human potential; strategic planning and organizational development; research 
and evaluation; financial management; board development; and international expansion 
(City Year, 2003, Summer Academy '03, 12). In November 2001, Atlantic Philanthropies 
agreed to contribute $1 0 million toward this work as a challenge grant requiring a two to 
one match on its funds. City Year's goal is to have raised the full match by January 
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2005. With only $2 million in match funds left to raise as of July 2004, City Year is well 
on its way to achieving this goal (Routh, 23, 2). 
City Year has already made significant gains in several of the targeted capacity 
areas. For example, until recently, every City Year branch implemented its own 
recruitment process with no coordination of the whole system. In some cases, applicants 
may have applied for slots at three or more City Year branches without anyone knowing. 
Under the leadership of Jean Seigle, director of site management, the goal of a 
coordinated recruitment process has been attained. 
Concurrently with the development of the strategic plan, City Year developed a 
site board charter under Brown's leadership. Through the charter, " .. . the decision rights 
between the sites and the national organization and the governance structure .. . " (Khazei, 
3, 21) were defined and documented. The site board charter has seven sections that 
describe its purpose; the mission, vision, and history of City Year; the governance 
structure of the organization; the mission and role of the site boards; site boards' 
participation in program management; the national leadership committee; and the process 
for amending the charter. Khazei describes the process of developing the charter and 
building consensus as a two-year, labor-intensive process. In his words, "It went 
through, I think, ten versions. It was like a constitutional process. And then ultimately 
getting it ratified by all the sites which happened, urn, and the good thing about that, it is 
that just exists now, so when we open City Year in DC, we say, 'here it is"' (Khazei, 3, 
21). 
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When the site board charter was completed and ratified, Brown went on to 
develop major financial policies for the organization. This was a similar kind of process 
that was negotiated with the sites. Brown says: 
... now, we've led a separate process for what we call the major financial policies of the 
organization - what happens to surpluses? What happens with deficits? How do the budgets get 
approved? Urn, can there be required elements to budgets? What do we do with in-kind things 
that we get donated? Do we charge our sites for them? For some kind of cost recovery? We just 
negotiated all these things out (Brown, 4, 9). 
An important notion that emerged through the writing of the major financial 
policies was that of "stone soup." There is a fable called "Stone Soup" in which a poor 
man goes begging for food house to house in a village and is turned down by everyone to 
whom he turns. The clever man then takes another approach. He makes a fire and begins 
to boil a pot of water. He puts a stone in the water since it is all that he has. As vi llagers 
pass by, they ask what he is cooking, and he responds, "stone soup." Each passerby adds 
another ingredient to the soup, and ultimately, there is delicious soup to feed the whole 
village. City Year calls the stone soup fable one of its founding stories, stories " ... that 
sort of represent the values of City Year" (Khazei, 3, 21 ). The idea is simply that the 
whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Brown says, " ... if you join this, in this way, 
and you're sort of selfless, you get this karma back," urn, so you know, Seattle joins the 
network and all of the sudden Microsoft is giving everybody the network software" 
(Brown, 4, 5). The major financial policies directly cite the stone soup story in reference 
to the 13 percent participation fee that is charged to each site to help maintain the national 
headquarters. The policy manual reads: 
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This participation fee is often referred to as "Stone Soup" because, like the children ' s fable, each 
site contributes to, and then has the benefit of and access to the entire set of services, capacities 
and opportunities of the national headquarters, which is, in tum, responsible for raising all 
revenues required to support the shared national infrastructure over and above Stone Soup 
contributions from sites (City Year, 2002, Major Financial Policies of City Year, Inc., 4). 
Khazei says, " ... every site puts something into the pot, and then we all share, y'know, the 
finance capability, the technology capability, the training capability, the evaluation 
capability, etc." (Khazei, 3, 21-22). 
One site is targeted for opening in February 2005, a site in Johannesburg, South 
Africa, bringing City Year to a whole new dimension of growth. When asked how City 
Year came to South Africa, Khazei responded, " .. .it was luck. Urn, I visited there when I 
went around the world and was totally inspired. But the reason we're there is really 
because of, of Bill Clinton and Nelson Mandela" (Khazei, 3, 16). Clinton 's relationship 
with City Year had continued to blossom over the years. In both 1998 and 1999, the 
president spoke at City Year 's national convention. In the latter year, which marked City 
Year's tenth anniversary, First Lady Hillary Clinton announced the launching of an 
organizational endowment fund. In February 2000, immediately following Clinton's 
stepping down from office, he visited City Year to continue the dialogue about how they 
could partner on their mutual missions of promoting citizen service. They discussed the 
possibility of starting a special fellowship program in Clinton 's name. According to 
Brown, " .. . we could use that to recruit outstanding young leaders from various countries, 
expose them to AmeriCorps and how it works, and hopefully get them excited about 
trying to do something similar in their home country" (Khazei, 3, 16). The next month, 
Mandela invited Clinton to join him in South Africa in April for a conference on the role 
of civil society. According to Khazei: 
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So President Mandela wanted President Clinton to come to South Africa and talk about the 
importance of building civil society and so, uh, Clinton, said, "sure I ' ll come and I'll even go one 
step better. I will bring with me, uh, young people from the organization that I used as a model for 
ArneriCorps which is the thing I did as president which I 'm most proud of that strengthened civil 
society because it got 50,000 people a year actually working in civil society in nonprofits schools, 
etc." (Khazei, 3, 17). 
Clinton called Eli Segal regarding his upcoming visit to Nelson Mandela. Segal is 
currently chair of the City Year national board of trustees and at the time, was a trustee. 
Segal worked as an assistant to President Clinton and played an important role in the 
founding of AmeriCorps. Clinton extended the invitation for City Year to participate in 
the delegation through Segal. Segal then called Khazei: 
... so, he like, called me, and I said, "we gotta go." And he said, "well , how are you going to pay 
for it?" I said, "I have no idea but, y ' know, if you get invited to South Africa by e lson Mandela 
to travel as part of President Clinton ' s formal delegation and we could get this fellowship program 
launched, you gotta grab that opportunity." So, um, so I dropped everything for a month and went 
crazy raising money to both pay for the trip and, ultimately, raise enough money to be able to 
launch the fellowship (K11azei, 3, 17). 
Within City Year, the push to expand to South Africa came from Khazei. Jones reports, 
"I think he was pretty much on a limb by himself' (Jones, 13, 5). 16 
A City Year delegation joined Clinton in his visit to Mandela. The first result of 
this trip for City Year was the planning and implementation of the Clinton Democracy 
Fellowship. A City Year publication states: 
16 At City Year's Cyzygy 2004, Millard Fuller, founder and president of Habitat for Humanity was 
presented with the Lifetime of Idealism Award. As part of his acceptance speech, he described a project 
that he was committed to implementing that was received with great resistance on the part of the 
organization's board of directors. The following moming, Khazei addressed the convention participants 
and referred to Fuller's story. He observed that he had experienced a similar response from City Year 's 
board about his wish to expand City Year to South Africa. 
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With the establishment of the Clinton Democracy Fellowship at City Year, President Clinton is 
now working with City Year to take his signature domestic policy initiative to an international 
level. The Fellowship's mission is to inspire young leaders in emerging democracies worldwide 
to utilize citizen service as a means of building democracy and fostering understanding, and to 
help Americans leam new ideas from inspiring citizens of other nations" (City Year, 2003 , 
Idealism , 11). 
The first delegation of South Africans carne to the United States during the 
summer of 2002. Based at City Year Boston, the fellows resided at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and they also visited several other City Year sites. According to 
a press release, the eleven "emerging leaders" were selected from an applicant pool of 
170 (City Year, 2002). 
For City Year South Africa, a board has been established and a director has been 
hired. Brown says that the hope is that there will one day be a "South AfriCorps" that is 
a federally funded national service program in South Africa along the lines of 
ArneriCorps (Brown, 4, 23). 
This past year has presented new challenges for City Year and for the field of 
citizen service. In the summer of 2003, ArneriCorps' funds were cut by 80 percent due to 
mismanagement and overenrollrnent of service programs. In the long-term, these cuts 
would have destroyed the service movement by incapacitating its programs. K.hazei led 
the entire service field in swiftly planning and executing a campaign to save ArneriCorps 
by restoring funds for fiscal year 2005. In Jones' words: 
.. . and the leader of this was clearly Alan Khazei and City Year. I mean, he, uh, put together this 
Save AmeriCorps Campaign. He put together his idea and City Year implemented it with the help 
and support of other City Year programs and other AmeriCorps programs around the country to 
hold a, a set ofhearings, continuous hearings, uh, at the capital. .. (Jones, 13, 10). 
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An article in Education Week states, "Topping off a summer-long push for support, 
Voices for AmeriCorps called together 670 federal , state, and local politicians, 
policymakers, corporate executives, youth-group leaders, co llege professors, 
policymakers, principals, and former AmeriCorps members for 100 consecutive hours of 
speeches that took place over four days in congressional hallways and office buildings" 
(Galley, 2003). 
One major positive outcome for City Year of the Save AmeriCorps campaign was 
that it cleared the organization 's reputation. Staff members feel confident that any lasting 
concerns that City Year was all show and no substance were cleared by the organization 's 
leadership and commitment to the field in the campaign. Alyson Carpenter says the 
campaign " .. .just helped considerably because of the investment that is obvious to anyone 
who works in the national service field that City Year has put into preserving it... " (A. 
Carpenter, 21, 10). 
Although the Save AmeriCorps initiative was successful, last year ' s cuts impacted 
City Year and its other programs. City Year went from a national corps of 1,000 
members in 2002 to a corps of750 in 2003. Jones says, "They [City Year] had to cut 
staff. They had, y'know, they had to get into a- I wouldn't call it a survival mode. They 
had to reposition themselves to be able to deliver, uh, services at a level that would not 
compromise the viability of the organization nationally and locally, in local sites" (Jones, 
13, 11). City Year maintained its commitment to each of its branches. No sites were 
closed. 
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THE FUTURE OF CITY YEAR 
Documents provided to the researcher give different figures for the number of 
sites City Year will have by 2005 or 2006. A 2002 document titled, "What is Scale?" 
states, "City Year will shift to more rapid growth, developing the capacity to launch 
multiple sites per year, nationally and internationally" (City Year, 2002, 1 ). It proposes 
that City Year jump from 13 to 15 sites in 2002, from 15 to 18 in 2003 , from 18 to 21 in 
2004, from 21 to 25 in 2005, and from 25 to 30 sites in 2006. An executive summary of 
City Year's strategic plan proposes a more conservative estimate of 20 sites by 2005 
(City Year, 2001 , 5). Unfortunately, the past few years have not shown an increase in 
City Year ' s growth rate, in large part because of the AmeriCorps crisis. 
The results of City Year ' s competitive bid for funds for fall 2004 were announced 
in June of 2004 and were discouraging. City Year ' s Chicago office was entirely 
defunded and funds for the Rhode Island branch were substantially diminished.17 Unlike 
last year 's cuts to City Year ' s AmeriCorps funds , these cuts have come at a time when 
AmeriCorps funds have been greatly increased. Alyson Carpenter says, "You have to 
realize AmeriCorps got a windfall. $100 million increase, first time in how many years? 
7, 8, 9 years since its inception. $100 million dollars . We really didn ' t think there was 
gonna be a problem" (A. Carpenter, 21 , 21). Jones suggests that this is the current 
administration's way of punishing City Year for its leadership of the Save AmeriCorps 
campaign in 2003. Regardless, City Year will continue to fight the fight to make national 
service a rite of passage for young people across the country and around the world. 
17 According to Routh, this situation has been ameliorated and City Year will receive some support for its 
Chicago branch (Routh, 23, 11 ). 
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Jacobs says, " .. . right now the, the focus is not on additional sites. The focus is on 
stabilizing and taking to the next level our existing sites and getting AmeriCorps, urn, 
back on track. Because without the funding from AmeriCorps, in a lot of, uh, cities, we, 
we just simply do not have sufficient local funding to be able to continue to operate even 
at our current level, never mind grow" (Jacobs, 20, 7). 
Once stability is assured, there are several prospective cities that have been 
discussed, such as Minneapolis and Los Angeles. According to Brown: 
.. . our ultimate objective is to get to 30 cities. Urn, and that's because there 's about 30 cities in 
every major league sports league. Literally, that's - that's why I proposed it. Urn, if you look at 
where sports has gone in the last 30 years, most sports leagues started around, y'know, 8/8 cities 
and in the modem era they get to around 30 (Brown, 4, 16-17). 
That is the vision for City Year in the United States. Khazei says, " ... the grand vision 
here is that we will become a global institution that is trying to be an action tank for 
youth citizen service all over the world" (Khazei, 3, 15). 
SUMMARY 
City Year 's growth story is a political one. The organization's founders sought to 
create a demonstration project in Boston that would serve as a catalyst for a national 
youth service movement. City Year succeeded in building the movement and was the 
inspiration for President Clinton's AmeriCorps. As a result, the organization expanded to 
several additional cities across the country. Although City Year is a model public-private 
partnership, it relies heavily on both sides of the equation. Despite cuts in AmeriCorps 
funding to the organization, City Year remains committed to its expansion efforts and is 
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resolute in its determination to achieve its aspirations for growth in the United States and 
internationally. 
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CHAPTER 5: CITIZEN SCHOOLS 
OVERVIEW 
This chapter will present the case of Citizen Schools. It will describe Citizen 
Schools ' general growth process from its inception in 1994 to the present. The chapter is 
divided into sections that coincide with Citizen Schools ' strategic planning processes. 
"Genesis of Citizen Schools" discusses the years 1994 through 1997, during which time 
Citizen Schools evolved from an idea into a pilot program and a fledgling organization . 
"Building the Citizen Schools Model" describes the period of 1997 through 2000. 
During these years, Citizen Schools developed its theory of change and strengthened its 
staffmg model. The next section, "Going Deep in Boston," describes the organization ' s 
growth from 2000 through 2003 , a period marked by a greater focus on quality, impact, 
and evaluation. Citizen Schools University emerges as the organization's internal center 
for research, evaluation, and developing human potential. Distilling Citizen Schools ' 
essential elements is a critical accomplishment during these years . Further, Citizen 
Schools begins to partner with Massachusetts 2020 and Work/Family Directions as it 
launches its first four affiliate sites outside of Boston. "Expansion" describes Citizen 
Schools' evolution from 2003 through the present. During this period, several additional 
affiliate sites have opened and there has been greater emphasis on management of the 
affiliate sites and the relationships between the sites. Furthermore, Citizen Schools has 
begun to work toward complementing its affiliate site model with a franchise model of 
expansion. "The Future of Citizen Schools" describes the organization' s ultimate 
expansion goals. 
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1994-1997: GENESIS OF CITIZEN SCHOOLS 
Citizens Schools was born first in the mind of Eric Schwarz, a young man who 
envisioned quality afterschool programming for youth as a tremendous need and an 
exciting opportunity. Schwarz had served as a staff member of City Year from 1990 
through 1994, ultimately serving as executive director of City Year Boston. In the words 
of Stephanie Harden, Citizen Schools' regional director for Massachusetts, "Eric 
[Schwarz] tells the story of being at City Year and seeing a lot of the corps members that 
would come to City Year and need to get their GEDs while they were in the program, 
urn, and just thinking, like, we've gotta catch these kids before. Like this is almost- like 
it's too late. We 've gotta catch these kids earlier" (Harden, 1, 20). 
Following his employment at City Year, Schwarz studied at the Kennedy School 
of Government as a public service fellow from summer 1994 through summer 1995 . 
Concurrently with the piloting of Citizen Schools, Schwarz studied part-time at the 
Harvard Graduate School of Education from fall 1995 through spring 1997. During thi s 
time, he researched and explored his interest in afterschool education. Schwarz saw that 
youth were failing and that schools were not adequately addressing their needs. He 
viewed afterschool programming as an opportunity to support schools in their efforts to 
educate youth. According to Lisa Ulrich, director of Citizen Schools' national teaching 
fellows program: 
.. .1 think Citizen Schools was founded on two core ideas, urn, and, or, I guess I 'd call them based 
on both need and huge opportunity. The need being that, urn, schools alone are not preparing 
children for the 21 - 21 51 century, urn, participation in the economy, or I would argue in the, kind 
of, life of society. Urn, and the unmet opportunity or the, or the sort of niche that we imagined 
filling in order to help to do that was the out-of-school time hours . Urn, which in Boston, as you 
know, comprise 80 percent of children's waking hours (U lrich, 11 , 1). 
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The Citizen Schools concept paper, which will be discussed in greater detail later in this 
chapter, laid out the needs that the organization would address and the opportunities that 
it could leverage in similar terms to those described by Ulrich. Moreover, it emphasized 
the opportunity of citizens to become involved in the education of youth through 
apprenticeships. The concept paper begins: 
There is a sleeping giant of education refonn and it is us : average citizens from all wa lks of life. 
More than any new curriculum, new funding source, or new management plan, what students need 
is more attention, love, teaching, and guidance from more adults. In our search for better 
outcomes for kids, we need to stop bashing schools and stop expecting school teachers to perfom1 
miracles in four hours a day, 180 days a year, the amount of in-class time for the average 
American student. The rest ofus need to pitch in (Citizen Schools, 1995, 1). 
Shashi Rajpal, a member of the organization's founding board of directors, says that for 
Schwarz, the identification of this need and opportunity measured up to "this vision and 
this dream of Citizen Schools" (Rajpal, 7, 1) to profoundly affect the afterschool sector in 
the United States and the academic outcomes for youth. This was the beginning. 
In the fall of 1994, Schwarz piloted the idea of Citizen Schools through a 
journalism apprenticeship taught during the school day. Ned Rimer, Schwarz's college 
roommate, assisted on a couple occasions. At the time, Rimer was completing his 
M.B.A. following ten years in the field of education. Rimer was attracted to the vision of 
Citizen Schools. In his words, "I had done a lot of work in Washington, D.C. and in 
Latin America around learning by doing so, urn, a lot of that idea really resonated a lot 
for me, the whole notion of apprenticeship, the power of learning by doing" (Rimer, 5, 1 ). 
The first Citizen Schools pilot programs took place at the Paul A. Dever 
Elementary School at Columbia Point in Dorchester. According to Schwarz, " ... starting 
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at the Dever was sort of, urn, opportunistic. I knew the principal there. I knew I wanted 
to work with kids that were kinda early adolescent, late pre-adolescent, urn, 5th, 6th grade 
and, uh, approached her. And so she had a group of 51h graders and said, 'why don ' t you 
work with them ... ?"' (Schwarz, 2, 13). Schwarz describes that first apprenticeship in the 
fall of 1994 as "an incredible learning experience for me and I think hopefully for them -
for the kids" (Schwarz, 2, 13). 
As Schwarz began experimenting with Citizen Schools in action, he also started 
to flesh out his ideas on paper. The concept paper was originally drafted by Schwarz in 
August 1994. The copy of the concept paper provided to the researcher is dated January 
27, 1995, and credits "The Citizen Schools Development Team." Along with Schwarz 
and Rimer, the team included Maureen Coffey, Schwarz's wife; John Werner, one of the 
original part-time apprenticeship teachers who continues to be on staff to this day; Anita 
Price, another original part-time apprenticeship teacher; Lisa Ulrich, a colleague of 
Schwarz's at City Year who later joined the Citizen Schools' staff; Marsha Feinberg, 
another former colleague of Schwarz 's at City Year who serves as a Citizen Schools 
founding board member; Shashi Rajpal, who was recruited at the time by Schwarz to 
serve on the board and continues to do so; Nydia Mendez, principal at the Dever 
Elementary School in 1994; and a few other early supporters . 
The concept paper lays out the original vision of Citizen Schools. The 
apprenticeship model is described as "the heart of Citizen Schools" (Citizen Schools, 
1995, 1 ). The curriculum components described include: leadership and community-
building, reading and writing, community exploration, service and special events, and 
apprenticeships (Citizen Schools, 1995, 7-8). Apprenticeships focus on practical skills 
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acquired through hands-on learning and culminate in products or performances that are 
presented to the public. 
Although the original concept paper primarily focused on the needs and 
opportunities in Boston for Citizen Schools, references are made to the possibility of 
national expansion. The paper states that the organization will have two primary 
purposes : "To develop and run a network of high-quality Citizen Schools to meet the 
demand in the greater Boston area" and "To advance the idea of Citizen Schools and, in 
general, to promote the role of volunteers in education reform across the country" 
(Citizen Schools, 1995, 11 ). The concept paper also refers to the possibility of an 
affiliate site in Atlanta, Georgia. During the summer of 1995, Citizen Schools was 
piloted again at the Dever Elementary School in Boston as well as in Atlanta. 
Of the summer 1995 Dever Elementary School apprenticeships, Rimer recalls, 
" ... we wanted to test the, the idea a little bit deeper. And, uh, we went back to the same 
school, the same teacher, the same - roughly the same group of kids, fifth graders at the 
time, and I had been a EMT [emergency medical technician] back in my college days. So 
I taught an, a, a first aide apprenticeship and Eric taught a journalism apprenticeship 
again" (Rimer, 5, 1). Rimer described the products that were the end results of these 
apprenticeships: "In the case of Eric, it was the newspaper. In the case of my team, it 
was teaching them enough skills so they became the first response team at the Dever, so 
if there was an accident on the playground, literally, there were two kids on duty each 
day" (Rimer, 5, 1). 
In Atlanta in the summer of 1995, Citizen Schools was piloted in Atlanta with a 
group called Hands On Atlanta. Schwarz recalls: 
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... it was just sort of a weird, serendipitous thing. We, urn, we were piloting Citizen Schools here 
just getting it going. A friend of mine who had been kind of a thought partner in the kinda early 
stages of, of developing the Citizen Schools idea had just moved to Atlanta, he was working with 
Hands On Atlanta which is the active volunteer group down there. And he said, "y 'know, what 
about if we pilot running a Citizen Schools down here?" and I trusted him a lot so I said, "sure, 
let's give it a try" (Schwarz, 2, 10). 
While it was a positive experience, Schwarz sums it up this way: " .. .it was ... obvious that 
we just weren't ready for that [expansion]" (Schwarz, 2, 11). Several years would pass 
before Citizen Schools would again attempt to start a program outside of Boston. Citizen 
Schools continues to be in dialogue with Hands On Atlanta about bringing the program 
back to Atlanta. 
Following the successful summer pilot program at the Dever Elementary School, 
the afterschool model of Citizen Schools was piloted there in the fall of 1995 and a 
Saturday program was piloted at the Wilson Middle School in the spring of 1996. 
According to Rimer: 
.. . we piloted an afterschool model at the Dever also two afternoons a week. I led that. Uh, we 
didn't we were very low on tina- funding at this time. We, we were saving every penny we could. 
We didn 't- we still didn't have an office. Urn, so we had four part-time staff, urn , come just on 
those two afternoons and, uh, we, we, it was a successful pilot of the afterschool model. We ran it 
for two afternoons, as I mentioned, for 11 weeks, and we had some really exciting apprenticeships 
and kids got into it. Then that following spring, we said, well, where - what other time of day can 
we go to aside from after school which is clearly Saturdays, so John had been involved all along, 
John Werner, led our Saturday pilot at the Wilson Middle School in the Ashmont area of 
Dorchester. So, by that time, we'd piloted a summer, an afterschool, and the spring was a 
Saturday. So we'd sort of piloted three domains of out-of-school time (Rimer, 5, 2). 
Citizen Schools was incorporated as a 501 c3 charitable nonprofit organization on 
January 18, 1995, in Rimer's words, " ... with no money in the bank, uh, and, urn, but an 
idea, and a plan ... " (Rimer, 5, 1). Schwarz and Rimer began Citizen Schools with 
$25,000 in seed funds from Echoing Green Foundation, a foundation that provides start-
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up capital to social entrepreneurs. In August 1995, the Reebok Foundation gave Citizen 
Schools its first major grant of $150,000 over a three-year period: " ... we had some other 
small grants. But that was the real big grant. That really helped us say, okay, we're 
gonna- we can, we can stay in business" (Rimer, 5, 2). 
Stephanie Davalos, now Stephanie Harden and Tulaine Montgomery, now 
Tulaine Marshall, signed on as associate directors of Citizen Schools on February 1, 
1996, just in time for the opening of the Wilson School program. At that time, John 
Werner and Anita Price were working part-time for Citizen Schools as well. During the 
summer of 1996, and then again the following fall, Citizen Schools operated programs at 
the Woodrow Wilson Middle School, the Timilty Middle School and the Dever 
Elementary School. The program was gaining ground. 
In the spring of 1996, Citizen Schools moved into its first office space, a 
basement office on South Street that was prone to flooding. Until then, Schwarz operated 
out of office space at Harvard University's Kennedy School of Government. 
From January 1995 through January 1996, the board of directors included Eric 
Schwarz, Ned Rimer, and Schwarz's wife, Maureen Coffey. Board members who joined 
shortly after this period and are also considered founding members include Shashi Rajpal , 
Marsha Feinberg, Rick Weissbourd, Tonya Harrison, and Priscilla Cohen. In Rajpal 's 
words, " ... so that was kind of the core group, the cabinet, I would call it. We would sit 
around at the kitchen table and strategize"18 (Rajpal, 7, 6). Rajpal recalls the informality 
and entrepreneurship of the board in those early days: " ... we were all doing 
18 The original board members recollected by Rajpal include Schwarz, Rimer, Coffey, Feinberg, and 
himself. Natasha-London Thompson, special assistant to the president, provided names of the additional 
founding board members listed in an email correspondence with the researcher. 
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apprenticeships ourselves and it was like a, urn, kitchen table cabinet, y'know, a few 
would sit in somebody's dining room and four or five board of directors and, uh, y'know, 
trying to save $60,000. And, uh, I think, in contrast, the budget today is 7 million and [it 
was] a hundred thousand [dollars] and sixty kids and today it's thousands of kids . So that 
was kind of the starting point..." (Rajpal, 7, 1). 
1997-2000: BUILDING THE CITIZEN SCHOOLS MODEL 
According to Schwarz, " ... we, ub, from the beginning have always wanted to 
build a movement and grow an idea and we 've been agnostic as to how to grow the idea, 
uh, and how to build a movement..." (Schwarz, 2, 1). In the winter of 1997, the Citizen 
Schools staff held their first strategic planning session. This was a retreat at Dartmouth 
College in Hanover, New Hampshire. Schwarz, Rimer, Harden, and Marshall " really 
thought about what we wanted this organization to be" (Harden, 1, 5). In Harden's 
words, "Did we want to run a boutique program in Dorchester at one or two schools and 
just be really great at what we did in that small community or did we want to grow a 
larger model that had a much greater impact on not just the young people in the program 
and the communities we served but on the broader national agenda?" (Harden, 1, 5). The 
staff expressed their commitment to building Citizen Schools into a national organization. 
The 1997 strategic plan states, "Citizen Schools seeks to grow through either a franchise 
and/or affiliate program that maximizes dissemination of the Citizen Schools idea" 
(Citizen Schools, 1997, unpaginated). Furthermore, the plan calls for the development of 
a Training Center that includes training for staff and for other organizations, a summer 
camp demonstration program involving children from across the country, and 
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conferences and publications. The document states, "The Training Center will support 
the Boston program and aid Citizen Schools in growing the program" (Citizen Schools, 
1997, unpaginated). Finally, the plan calls for growing the Boston program, documenting 
the model, and demonstrating its impact on children. 
The concept paper for Citizen Schools states: "By grounding academic skills in 
practical, fun tasks, Citizen Schools will aim to significantly improve student skills and 
outcomes, including scores on standardized tests; more important, Citizen Schools will 
aim to increase student motivation and love of learning" (Citizen Schools, 1995, 2). In 
the early years of Citizen Schools, the program emphasized fun and practical, hands-on 
learning, with little direct attention to academics. Harden explains: 
... we had a staff model of I: 12, urn, but two days a week we were, urn, running volunteer-led 
citizen-teacher-led apprenticeships which are the hands-on work with a volunteer expert to 
produce a product or perfonnance and those range in, y 'know, everything from Shiatsu massage to 
law to journalism depending on the volunteers we recruit (Harden, 1, 7). 
There had always been an evaluative component to Citizen Schools. Beginning in 
1995, "customers," including parents, students, volunteers, and staff members, were 
regularly surveyed and, starting in 1996, periodic focus groups were held as another 
vehicle for receiving feedback from customers (Citizen Schools, 2001, Appendix 2). 
It was during this second period of Citizen Schools' growth that greater attention 
was focused on the educational integrity of the model and on measuring the educational 
impact. Nydia Mendez, principal of the Dever Elementary School, expressed a desire to 
pull Citizen Schools out of her school because there was not enough connection between 
the Citizen Schools program and school and because the program was not intensive 
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enough to affect learning habits and student performance (Vickers-Willis, 2000, 10). 
Citizen Schools negotiated a semester-long sabbatical from the Dever Elementary School 
to retool the model to address these concerns (Vickers-Willis, 2000, 1 0) . 
.. .1 think probably ' 97/' 98, urn, we started to get pushback from Nydia Mendez, actually, one of 
our very first principals at the Dever who, uh, bas ically said, "you know, I want you guys to take a 
pause and with the MCAS [Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System] and the 
standardization that' s coming at us, like, we need more help than you ' re giving us after school and 
I need to really be able to justify you being in my building by making sure that your program is in 
line with what's happening during the school day and is rea lly a complement to what we do during 
the school day (Harden, 1, 7). 
At this time, the Citizen Schools model was enhanced with staff-led (as opposed to 
citizen-teacher-led) apprenticeships focused on data analysis, writing, and oral 
communication skills . During the next few years, Citizen Schools also added new 
evaluation and quality improvement initiatives to measure student outcomes. 
Specifically, in 1997, "wows," or public displays of all students ' final products or 
performances, were initiated. That same year, Citizen Schools began to hold three half-
day staff training workshops to review the results of evaluation efforts and to make 
programmatic and organizational improvements in response to the results . In 1998, 
writing, data analysis, and oral presentation rubrics began to be used to evaluate student 
progress. The following year, Citizen Schools began to survey classroom teachers 
regarding the program's impact on their students. 
Another critical component of strengthening the Citizen Schools model was 
professionalizing its staffing. In the original model of Citizen Schools, the program 
utilized part-time, short-term staff. Staff members were recruited semester by semester 
with little or no stability in staff at a given campus. Over time, the leadership of Citizen 
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Schools realized the weaknesses of this model in developing true partnerships and 
ongoing relationships with the schools and communities in which they worked. Hiring 
full-time, salaried campus directors to run each of the programs would give Citizen 
Schools greater presence and continuity in its schools and communities. In Rimer 's 
words: 
.. .I mentioned that we used to go sort of semester to semester. It wasn't until about '98 where we 
realized that this type of work is so much about community relationships that it was unrealistic to 
sustain our work with part-time graduate students sort of filtering in to lead these programs for ten 
weeks and then a new person next time and that the teachers would never even know who these 
people are and, and so around '98 or, I think it was about then, we, we, um, we changed our 
strategy. We basically said, no, we should have a full-time campus leader assigned to a campus, a 
professional leadership role ... (Rimer, 5, 8). 
Rimer believes that having salaried campus directors transformed Citizen Schools' 
relationships with its partnering schools and communities. By maintaining a lasting 
presence in communities, campus directors could "reach out and make those 
connections" (Rimer, 5, 8). Rimer gives the example of John Werner, one of Citizen 
Schools ' founding campus directors: " ... he has deep roots in Dorchester. And .. . he 
knows so many people because he 's stuck with it over time and he is part of the 
community. He 's part of the fabric, he's part of the glue ... " (Rimer, 5, 8). 
Another innovation of 1998 that addressed Citizen Schools' staffing challenges 
was the founding of the teaching fellows program. This shared staffing solution allowed 
Citizen Schools to offer full-time, benefited positions to its front-line staff members 
working directly in the afterschool programs, thereby attracting the quality and 
maintaining the stability that the program needed. As described in the 2003-2007 
strategic plan, "Citizen Schools developed the Teaching Fellows program to take a part-
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time, no-benefits job at Citizen Schools and combine it with a similar job at a local 
school, museum, or other community organization thereby creating a full-time, career-
track position with benefits" (Citizen Schools, 2003, 4). Rimer recalls: 
.. . the whole teaching fellows program sort of grew out of a belief that, urn , there was an 
opportunity here where we had a staffing dilemma. We needed to attract the best talent for the 
afternoon and we knew that some of our colleagues and compatriots in education such as the 
Children's Museum and other institutions in town, um, needed folks in the morning. So why not 
join together, get a great person, put 'em on salary, give them the benefits. You get ' em in the 
morning. We ' ll get 'em in the afternoon. That was sort of - that was the impetus, the, the 
beginning or the very early stages of that (Rimer, 5, 8). 
The teaching fellows program has grown and evolved substantially since its inception in 
1998. The program has been dispersed throughout the Citizen Schools network and is 
funded by AmeriCorps. Since 2002, the teaching fellows program has also included a 
Master's degree program offered through Lesley University. With these innovations, 
Citizen Schools not only provides quality afterschool programming for youth but also 
serves as a model and leader for professionalizing the afterschool field . 
Another key accomplishment of 1998 was building a relationship with New 
Profit, Inc., which would become one of Citizen Schools ' major investment partners. 
The organization works with nonprofits that are interested in and are perceived to be 
capable of replication by providing funds and consultation to support growth. It helps 
organizations develop a growth strategy, use performance-based management, strengthen 
organizational competencies, and build financial sustainability. Harden explains: 
... New Profit, Inc. developed, urn, and became an entity and, um, really wanted to become a new 
type of philanthropy and to be, um, a venture philanthropist and to look at organizations who were 
at this sort of critical stage of growth where you were sort of still young but had these big plans. 
You'd proven to a certain extent your impact on a smaller scale but wanting to make the transition 
to a national organization (Harden, 1, 9). 
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New Profit, Inc. played a critical role in helping Citizen Schools strategize around growth 
and worked closely with the nonprofit on its 2000-2003 and 2003-2007 strategic growth 
plans. However, the most immediate effect of the alliance in 1998 was, to paraphrase 
Anuradha Desai, to create a buzz around Citizen Schools: "people [will] be like, oh, if 
they 're interested in that, what does it mean? And what are they doing? And I think it-
there was - it created a certain level of buzz" (Desai, 12, 5). 
Other noteworthy events of that period were Mayor Menino ' s launching of The 
Boston 2:00-to-6:00 After-School Initiative and Chris Gabrielli ' s founding of 
Massachusetts 2020. Desai says that both initiatives were inspired by Citizen Schools. 
She says, " . . . right around '98, Mayor Menino, urn, launched 2:00-to-6:00 Initiative 
because he had been coming to some of our Citizen Schools' things and recognizing that 
afterschool space was really an important space to capture" (Desai, 12, 5). Desai says 
that at about the same time: 
Chris Gabrielli along with 9 other folks who were running for the, urn, Joe Kennedy ' s seat, 
y'know, uh, and, urn, and that time, our kids actually organized the debate and when all II 
candidates came, uh, and Chris Gabrielli was one of them, and that's the first time he got [to] hear 
about Citizen Schools and the kids, and he was like, "that is fascinating." And he got really 
captured by that idea and he started a program called Mass 2020 which is really supporting the 
afterschool time and building the educational reform from that angle (Desai, 12, 5). 
A light had been shone on Citizen Schools and the importance of and need for 
structured afterschool time. Citizen Schools built partnerships with The Boston 2:00-to-
6:00 After-School Initiative and Massachusetts 2020 as it worked to grow the agency and 
strengthen the field of afterschool education. 
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2000-2003: GROWING DEEP IN BOSTON 
By 1999, Citizen Schools had nine campuses in Boston and had an operating 
budget of $1.6 million. During the 1999-2000 school year, Citizen Schools served 610 
children. The leadership wanted to begin to expand the organization to multiple sites. 
Ultimately, however, they decided to spend more time developing the model and 
demonstrating its impact before moving forward with expansion. According to Charlie 
Schlegel, who was the campus leadership manager at the time of his interview and prior 
to that served as the director of research and evaluation, "In ' 99 or so, they have 
ambitions on a national expansion. The decision was made, I think, reluctantly, 
definitely reluctantly from Eric [Schwarz], but with help from the board, to, urn, go deep 
in Boston ... " (Schlegel, 8, 2). 
The researcher was provided with two different versions of strategic plans for this 
period, a draft version of a 1999-2003 strategic plan and a final version of a 2000-2003 
strategic plan. Most of this section will focus on the latter strategic plan. The former 
plan, dated November 1999, states, "Our initial focus will be on strengthening the Boston 
program and developing Citizen Schools University. These efforts will reinforce one 
another and prepare us with the knowledge and experience to achieve successful 
replication" (Citizen Schools, 1997, 15). Citizen Schools University, as described in the 
plan, appears to be an evolution of the Training Center idea that is called for in the 1997 
plan. Finally, the 1999-2003 plan focuses on preparation for replication through building 
intellectual capital and organizational capacity, through developing relationships with 
potential expansion partners, and through piloting expansion in 2002 (Citizen Schools, 
1997, 19). 
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The 2000-2003 strategic plan discusses building the Boston program into a 
national model. A graph in the plan showing the trajectory for number of students served 
per semester reads, "Grow deep in Boston to reach critical mass (12-15% of cohort) in 
order to position Citizen Schools as a regional and national model" (Citizen Schools, 
2001 , 1 0) . Growing deep in Boston was a prerequisite, not a substitute, for national 
expansion. In Schlegel's words, " ... going deep in Boston was, urn, holding off, urn, 
working, refining our program elements, getting a little tighter on what exactly we 're 
about, and then expanding. And I think that's pretty much the way, that's my perception 
of the way it, it's gone" (Schlegel, 8, 4). According to Rimer, " ... we started building 
organizational capacity in 2000 to really sort of reach beyond our current borders or 
boundaries" (Rimer, 5, 4). 
The 2000-2003 strategic growth plan describes three priority areas: impact; scale 
and sustainability; and national leverage through Citizen Schools University. The plan 
was developed with the support of Monitor Consulting. Each of these areas are discussed 
below. 
Impact 
One major accomplishment of the 2000-2003 strategic planning process was the 
elucidation of the organization 's theory of change. The theory of change explicates what 
Citizen Schools is trying to accomplish and how the organization is working to 
accomplish these goals. In Harden 's words, the theory of change " ... guides a lot of the 
programmatic work that we do with young people and sort of puts a stake in the ground 
as to what it is that makes the Citizen Schools program a Citizen Schools program" 
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(Harden, 1, 12). A consultant from Monitor Consulting assisted with the development of 
this theory. 
Known as CLASS, the theory is that Community connections, Leadership and 
positive values (originally life skills), Access, and Skills add up to Successful outcomes 
for youth. Kate Carpenter, Citizen Schools' director of national partnerships, describes 
the theory this way: 
And, so it's CLASS, but you want to engage the community and have young people feel engaged 
in the community. You wanna develop leadership which is a number of things but I think one of 
the biggest ones is the ability to make decisions in your own self interest. Well-informed 
decisions. Access, that you are connected to all the wonderful opportunities in a community, not 
just the ones in your neighborhood. That you have been up in an elevator in a law firm 19, and not 
just that, but that you feel comfortable and, hopefully, even a sense of entitlement to be in that law 
firm or that architecture firm. Because, I think we all know, if you feel uncomfortable or like an 
imposter, uh, in a particular enviro1m1ent, you're not gonna be your best self and you're certainly 
not gonna take risks and you need to be your best self and take risks in order to get anyplace. And 
so we want our kids, urn, feeling comfortable to speak out in a very professional, what's a lot of 
times, a very intimidating, to most people, environment. Because, y'know, we want them 
ultimately competing in that environment. And then so that ' s access. And then skills. So skills in 
oral presentation, teamwork, working in teams, writing, and data analysis, so the new basic skills. 
Urn, and then equal success, which to us means going to college. Because the, y 'know, the data 
shows that, uh, in this economy, you need at least 2 years of higher education in order to have a 
reasonable amount of professional mobility, and you really need a college degree. And, urn, so I 
think that if somebody wants, y'know, it 's just, it's, that's, just the bottom line and I don't really, I 
think it 's a mistake probably to qualify that (K. Carpenter, I 0, 9). 
Schlegel, who was at the time Citizen Schools' first director of research and evaluation, 
was charged with taking the theory of change and coming up with appropriate measures 
for each of its elements. Thus, Citizen Schools would be able to achieve its first priority 
area, establishing the program's impact. Schlegel says, " ... the theory of change was my 
work" (Schlegel, 8, 7). He explains, " ... my job was essentially to shepherd this along and 
19 According to Harden, "A lot of the kids who do go to the law firms for these apprenticeships have never 
been in an elevator before" (Harden, I , 13). 
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to create real assessments that guide skills ... and create credible measures that guided 
community building and access and then to measure that over time .. . " (Schlegel, 8, 7). 
A one-page document provided to the researcher entitled, "Citizen Schools 
Aspiration: Fundamentally Change the Life Trajectory of9-14 Year Olds" (Citizen 
Schools, 2000) relates the four outcome areas of community, leadership, access, and 
skills to a series of indicators, metrics, and goals. For example, the indicators for 
strengthening communities include improvement in the classroom and school 
environment, increased participation among parents in their children's education, more 
citizen teachers with stronger ties to Boston, and strong "wows" or culminating 
apprenticeship products. Metrics that relate to these indicators include surveys of 
teachers, principals, parents, and citizen teachers, the number of citizen teachers, and a 
rubric for assessing "wow" performances and products. The goals tied to these metrics 
include: 75 percent of teachers and principals report improvement in the school and 
classroom environment; 75 percent of parents report that Citizen Schools increased their 
involvement in their children's education; 75 percent of apprentices report that Citizen 
Schools strengthened their views of youth and their connections to Boston; and 75 
percent of apprenticeships receive a score of 3 or 4 on the "wow" rubric. 
With Schlegel's leadership, in 2000, the rubric assessment program was launched 
in its full form. This includes the "wow" rubric as well as rubrics for assessing students ' 
writing, data analysis skills, oral communication skills, and leadership skills. Assessment 
of these latter four areas occurs at the beginning and end of the year in order to measure 
improvement. 
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In its 2003-2007 strategic plan, Citizen Schools reported positive results for 
impact. It provided the percentage of students who have improved their writing skills 
one level or more on Citizen Schools' writing rubric. It reported on volunteers', parents ', 
and teachers' opinions of the program. For example, the plan reported that, "97% of 
volunteers agree that being a Citizen Schools Teacher was both rewarding and enjoyable" 
(Citizen Schools, 2003, 4). Further, it reported that "91% of 8th grade 'graduates' from 
Citizen Schools gained admissions to a preferred high school with a strong pre-college 
program" (Citizen Schools, 2003, 4). Finally, the strategic plan announced the launching 
of a longitudinal investigation of Citizen Schools' impact in partnership with Policy 
Studies Associates, an evaluation firm based in Washington, D.C. Rajpal explains: 
... it's an outside and objective person working with the staff, setting up the rubrics of how to 
measure and setting up the database and measuring it and, uh, giving us feedback and the funders 
and the board and the staff on, uh, the quality of the program as it evolved and the impact on the 
kids and which is really the ultimate test (Raj pal, 7, I 0). 
The Policy Studies Associates study is measuring parent involvement, leadership, access, 
and school performance through parent and student surveys, site visits, staff interviews, 
campus logs, and school performance data compared with non-Citizen Schools students 
(Citizen Schools, Citizen Schools Theory of Change and Impact Study). Furthermore, 
Policy Studies Associates is using data from a Boston Public Schools study of its students 
to measure Citizen Schools' students later enrollment in college (Citizen Schools, Citizen 
Schools Theory of Change and Impact Study). 
Citizen Schools hopes that it will soon be able to demonstrate its impact on 
students' test scores. Schlegel reports: 
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... we're expanding, urn, but everybody wants to know, urn, y'know, legislatures, funders , they 
wanted to know, okay, so what's your impact on kids' schools, school life? Are they doing any 
better, better in school? Are they doing better on the MCAS [Massachusetts Comprehensive 
Assessment System], the state test? Urn, and the quick answer is no, not, the, the data says no, and 
so as an organization, we've had to stop, uh, and think deeply about like, okay, so how can we 
ramp up? How can we meet this challenge? (Schlegel, 8, 6) . 
Schlegel notes that Citizen Schools continues to invest heavily in evaluation and ongoing 
improvement. 
One concrete way that Citizen Schools has enhanced its program to better prepare 
students academically is through the launching of its 81h Grade Academy. The academy 
was the brainchild of John Werner, who continues to serve as its director. Harden says 
that the staff, " ... became concerned because at that point some of our very first students 
were entering middle years of high school. . . so, urn, John who was a connector was 
aware of a lot of these students that he had worked with over the years and knew that they 
were not thriving in high school" (Harden, 1, 26). According to Harden, " .. . he started 
pushing the organization to really think about how we were helping our apprentices 
effectively make the transition from eighth grade to, urn, to high school so we could 
ensure that success" (Harden, 1, 26). 
The 81h Grade Academy was initiated in 2001 to more directly address the middle 
school to high school transition challenge. The academy includes intensive skill building 
activities and also helps families evaluate Boston's high schools and make informed 
decisions related to school choice.20 Harden explains: 
20 The Boston Public Schools have a system of school choice at the high school level , including application 
and exam schools. In Harden's words, " .. .in Boston it's a real kind of quagmire around school choice and 
knowing what is a quality high school and so much of it for parents and students is word of mouth and who 
your friend picked and, y'know, and not really based on any real data on which schools are the ones that 
are gonna be the best for you and your personal desires and needs" (Harden, I , 22). 
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... they, [the students], um, uh, learned all about the high schools. They created a kids ' guide to 
high school and did a lot of data analysis around the numbers- like how many students were 
actually graduating from Charlestown High versus the Burke? How many of the students were 
actually going on to college? What were the demographics? What are the student-teacher ratios? 
What are the special programs? What about the charter schools? And they did like a ranking of 
the schools based on the students' research ... (Harden, 1, 26). 
The gth Grade Academy also includes visits to a minimum of ten colleges. The program 
began with 60 students in 2001 and now serves well over a hundred Boston students. 
Werner is now focused on replicating the program across the network. 
One final aspect of impact during this period was the implementation of the 
balanced scorecard in 200 1. The concept of a balanced scorecard was introduced to 
Citizen Schools by New Profit, Inc. , a venture philanthropy organization, and has been 
led by Ned Rimer. The purpose of the balanced scorecard is to ensure that the 
organization is meeting its objectives in pursuit of the major goals established in the 
strategic plan. According to Harden, the balanced scorecard " .. .is a tool to assess your, 
urn, the quality of the work that you're doing ... " (Harden, 1, 27). In Desai's words, "And 
the idea is how do you really know that you are on the right track?" (Desai, 12, 11). To 
develop the scorecard, Citizen Schools ' leaders must " ... determine what objectives we're 
gonna look at to assess ourselves as an organization and how we 're gonna measure those 
things. We all go through a process to agree on that, sign off, and hold ourselves to it" 
(Harden, 1, 28). The balanced scorecard makes explicit what it is that the organization is 
working to accomplish quarterly and annually. It uses a wide range of evaluation tools to 
assess whether the organization is on course. Citizen Schools' balanced scorecard for 
fiscal year 2004 has 6 key objectives with 27 specific measures. Key objectives are to 
continuously improve program quality; to refocus on apprenticeships and citizen 
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teachers; to develop a financial model for sustainability and growth; to develop a 
foundation for deep national growth; to establish a performance-based, systems-oriented 
national culture; and to strengthen recruitment and personnel development functions. 
Measures include, for example, school grades, Massachusetts Comprehensive 
Assessment System scores, percent increase in volunteers, and customer ratings on 
satisfaction surveys. Staff bonuses are tied to the organizational goal of achieving 85 
percent of its objectives for a given year. 
Scale and Sustainability 
The 2000-2003 strategic plan reads, "Citizen Schools seeks to lead the field by 
growing to a large scale in Boston (12-15% ofBoston middle school students) and 
building organizational capacity for future leadership and innovation" (Citizen Schools, 
2001 , 12). Citizen Schools successfully grew from serving 708 children in the 2000-
2001 school year to serving 1,306 children in the 2002-2003 school year. This was 
accomplished by adding new campuses and increasing the number of apprentices at each 
campus. 
New Profit, Inc. and the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation appear on the title 
page of Citizen Schools ' 2000-2003 strategic plan as major investment partners. While 
New Profit, Inc. made its first fmancial contribution to Citizen Schools in 2001 , it had 
already been providing substantial consultative support prior to this grant, primarily 
through an affiliate group called Monitor Consulting. An article in City Limits dated 
April 2001 states: 
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Last year, New Profit gave them [Citizen Schools] the first installment of a four-year, $1 million 
grant, as well as hours and hours of hands-on input from Monitor Group, a leading management 
consulting firm. Together they've helped craft Citizen Schools ' business plan, done extensive 
CEO-style consulting with Schwarz, and developed strict performance measures they review 
quarterly and annually to make sure the nonprofit accomplishes everything it's promised to 
(Thompson, 2001 ). 
The relationship with Edna McConnell Clark began in 2001. The Clark Foundation 
awarded a major three-year grant to Citizen Schools that same year; through this grant, 
Policy Studies Associates is working closely with Citizen Schools to implement a 
longitudinal research project to assess the program 's impact, referred to earlier in this 
chapter. 
Citizen Schools University 
The 2000-2003 strategic plan called for the founding of Citizen Schools 
University for the purposes of training, both internally and externally, documenting and 
publishing best practices, and influencing national policy. While Citizen Schools 
University has evolved over the past few years with the leadership of its executive 
director, Dr. Adrian Haugabrook, its basic aims have not changed. Citizen Schools' 
Website describes Citizen Schools University as follows: 
Citizen Schools University (CSU) is our effort to directly strengthen the national after-school 
sector through interconnected research, training, curriculum development, publishing and pol icy 
initiatives. Citizen Schools delivers programs directly through our campuses around the country, 
which serve as laboratories for innovation. At the same time, CSU - the institute within the 
laboratory - leverages the Citizen Schools model by supporting integration, alignment, and 
dissemination of best practices; promoting state and national standards and funding for out-of-
school time; operating the first National Teaching Fellowship Program for after-school educators; 
and supporting comprehensive research and evaluation activities to benefit the Citizen Schools 
program and the out-of-school time field (Citizen Schools, 2004, Citizen Schools University) . 
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Sarrita Min, Citizen Schools' regional manager, describes Citizen Schools University as a 
"think tank" and a vehicle for continuous improvement (Min, 16, 24). In Min's words: 
.. . when you are a program staff all you do is do, do, do, y'know, and you have to stop and like 
remind yourself, "okay, what am I doing? How am I doing this?" And what Citizen Schools 
University, I feel like, does, is takes all that good thinking and they can, like, think a little more on 
it, urn, and then push it back to program staff and be, like, okay, this is what we think, based on 
what you guys have told us . Um, and so I think it makes us be a lot smarter in what we do and 
how we do things (Min, 16, 24). 
Beyond the Strategic Plan and Beyond Boston 
Citizen Schools chose to grow deeply in Boston before starting sites elsewhere. 
According to Harden, " ... around the time when we hit twelve [campuses] in Boston, we 
began to really think about the national, urn, uh, growth and bringing on -how were we 
going to really truly become a national organization" (Harden, 1, 8). Citizen Schools 
moved forward by pursuing strategy and opportunity simultaneously. On the one hand, 
the organization worked closely with several consulting groups to think through the form 
and pace of growth and other key factors. On the other hand, opportunities to develop 
affiliate sites became available and Citizen Schools jumped at these chances. Raj pal 
explains: 
We got some consultants in and some students from Harvard came in, other consulting firms. 
What are the different ways of growing? Uh, you could, y'know, do a franchise model, uh, 
company-store type model, uh, or, uh, an affiliation with some other people. And so what are the 
pros and cons of doing it all these ways? And maybe we should try a couple of different ways. It, 
it, in a way, uh, um, the organization, uh, approached this whole thing in a very opportunistic 
manner where - where the opportunities existed. But also with a very disciplined approach, in the 
sense that we'd experiment and learn and react. So it was not just haphazard. And, uh, so we 
were always re-evaluating and capturing data and, uh, uh , which we still do, and we call it a 
learning organization. And so then the opportunity came through some, uh, affiliate models and 
we could go through an affiliation to some community-based organizations, like the YMCA and 
someplace. And so there's already an organization. And, uh, so that would be the easiest way of 
growing (Rajpal, 7, 3). 
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Citizen Schools ' leadership and board worked closely with some consultant 
groups to determine its growth strategy. Schwarz says that staff members Kate Carpenter 
and Tulaine Marshall and Priscilla Cohen, a board member who served as a consultant 
that year, and he spent much of2001 focused on this question. Discussions were held 
with leading thinkers in the area of social entrepreneurship and nonprofit expansion 
including JeffBradach and Greg Dees. Meetings with heads of Boston-based national 
nonprofits, such as Aaron Lieberman, founder of Jumpstart, and Dorothy Stoneman, 
founder of Y outhBuild, were particularly valuable. Khazei, co-founder of City Year and 
a former colleague of Schwarz's at City Year, serves on the Citizen Schools board of 
directors, and was also a great resource to the organization at this time. A decision was 
made to initially use an affiliate growth model. Through affiliates, Citizen Schools 
would: 
... partner with other community-based organizations who had a track record of working during 
out-of-school time, who knew the lay of the land, who were, you know, leaders in that particular 
community to, urn, put them through a proposal writing process- a request - a RFP [request for 
proposals] process and have them apply to become a Citizen Schools affiliate and then we would 
provide our model, training, coaching, technical assistance and support (Harden, 1, 10). 
According to Harden, this decision " ... was, I think, linked to the vision of impacting the 
out-of-school time field and the sector. .. " (Harden, 1, 10). Similarly, Rimer explains that 
the affiliate model is inexpensive compared to creating branches through one large multi-
site nonprofit and easier to start than franchising: 
.. . what we really wanted to export or to share broadly was the model and the model 's quite 
powerful. Urn, and we had learned a lot through trial and error of what is robust, what could carry 
well, what works well , urn, and we wanted to get it out there, uh, fast, and the advantage of the 
affiliate model was it's not ramping up an institution, it ' s ramping up a model and an idea to an 
existing institution (Rimer, 5, 4). 
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He continues: 
So when we partner, for example, with the YMCA, it's, y'know, Citizen Schools offered by the 
YMCA, so there's a little co-branding there, but the, the biggest point about the affiliate strategy is 
that it's, it's very cost-effective for us. We're not, we ' re not, no one at the affiliate campus is on 
our payroll. I mean, it's, it's staffed by that institution, urn, but we get paid for technical 
assistance, curriculum, the model, basically, urn and what does it take to succeed with the model 
(Rimer, 5, 4-5). 
While Citizen Schools was considering its expansion strategy, the organization 
was hired by Gear Up, another nonprofit organization, to provide training on running a 
quality afterschool program for middle school youth. Discussions were also underway 
with The After School Corporation in New York about providing similar training for 
their staff. Furthermore, Citizen Schools was considering creating a strong training 
component for existing afterschool programs so that they could learn from and adapt the 
Citizen Schools model. Ultimately, Citizen Schools decided against this path because, 
according to Schwarz, "What we learned from those conversations was that we were 
unlikely to have a lot of success working with existing organizations and existing 
programs that had real limitations around their staffing model, their, urn, conception" 
(Schwarz, 2, 3). Schwarz elaborated: " ... some of our innovations were unlikely to be 
successfully grafted onto them without a more fundamental rethink of, of their programs. 
Urn, and so that led us to think well maybe we really should be in the business of starting 
programs ... " (Schwarz, 2, 3). 
Schwarz and others believed that this would ensure that the afterschool program 
had a foundation for success. Therefore, in 2001, the organization began to pursue the 
idea of being paid to provide training and technical assistance to organizations wishing to 
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start new afterschool programs for middle school youth. That same year, Citizen Schools 
was approached by two organizations wishing to launch afterschool initiatives. 
Massachusetts 2020 wished to initiate programs in Massachusetts, and Work/Family 
Directions, representing the American Business Collaboration, sought to develop 
afterschool programs in other parts of the country. Schwarz recalls, "And as we got 
down that path, urn, sort of we - really they- our, our potential clients, uh, and us but 
them first, came to the conclusion, y'know what, if you guys are willing, we'd rather call 
this Citizen Schools" (Schwarz, 2, 4). 
This was Citizen Schools' opportunity. Kate Carpenter says, "we had two 
intermediaries who very fortuitously came to the table, or serendipitously, came to the 
table around that time, who wanted to fund our roll out, urn, for their own reasons" (K. 
Carpenter, 6, 5). In Schwarz's words: 
... we swallowed hard, thought, and said, well, you know what, that 's great. Urn, that's something 
we've always thought about wanting to do. We don ' t want to push it down people 's throats but if 
people want it, urn, that's awesome. And we see some real advantages to building sort of a 
national network of Citizen Schools campuses that could learn from each other and that did, urn, 
were branded to follow our core principles and, um, had real clear quality guidelines (Schwarz, 2, 
4). 
Catalyst Alliance's final report to Citizen Schools is dated May 16, 2002, and 
entitled "Expansion Strategy Benchmarking Project." This consulting firm benchmarked 
five nonprofit organizations, including Jumpstart, KIPP, YMCA, Habitat for Humanity, 
and STRIVE, with respect to their program expansion, program maintenance, actual 
program, finances, and political relationships and influence. Each of these five 
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organizations uses an affiliate model. This report provided a series of implications for 
Citizen Schools to consider in designing its affiliate strategy. 
According to Kate Carpenter, the benefits of working with Massachusetts 2020 
and Work/Family Directions were, "We had both financing from those people and also 
credibility because they had selected us" (K. Carpenter, 6, 5). Further, Carpenter says, 
" ... they also kind of took away some of our, uh, questions around geography in terms of 
where we would go because they kind of knew where they wanted us to go" (K. 
Carpenter, 6, 5). 
In September 2002, Citizen Schools opened its first four affiliate sites - in 
Houston, Texas; San Jose, California; and in two Massachusetts ' communities, Worcester 
and Framingham. As alluded to earlier, the way that the sites are organized is that 
Citizen Schools programs are housed in existing community-based organizations such as 
a local YMCA. That is to say, the Citizen Schools' program staff are salaried by 
community-based organizations, with the actual programs taking place within local 
public school buildings. 
Haugabrook says, "our first year of replication was really a pilot year" 
(Haugabrook, 14, 2). He continues, " ... there were a number of things that we wanted to 
try to, to, to discern and ascertain. Y'know, is, is Citizen Schools transferable? Right. Is 
the model itself transferable? If so, what are the essential elements of the Citizen Schools 
model that we know is transferable?" (Haugabrook, 14, 2). 
Citizen Schools, in fact, developed a series of essential elements that are 
considered the "non-negotiables" in becoming an affiliate site. These 16 essential 
elements fall into four general categories: mission, program design, program elements, 
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and quality and communication. Haugabrook suggests that the essential elements remain 
a work in progress. He asks, "Are those really essential when you go to a San Jose or a 
Tucson, urn, y 'know, or, y'know, or are they not as essential as we thought they were?" 
(Haugabrook, 14, 11). 
2003-PRESENT: EXPANSION 
When the first four affiliate sites were launched in 2002, the department of 
national partnerships included Kate Carpenter, director, and Sarrita Min, regional 
manager. Since that time, three additional staff members have been added to Carpenter' s 
team. Schwarz and Haugabrook were and continue to be active in the cultivation of new 
sites as well. 
In September 2003 , Citizen Schools added Tucson, Arizona; New Brunswick, 
New Jersey; and two additional Massachusetts' sites, Lowell and Malden, to its affiliate 
network. Two new campuses were also added to existing sites, one in Worcester and one 
in Houston. This brings the current total number of campuses to 20, with 10 in Boston 
and 10 outside of Boston. In the 2003 to 2004 school year, Citizen Schools served 1,568 
children with a total budget of $5.9 million. In September 2004, Citizen Schools will be 
adding an affiliate site in Redwood City, California, and two new sites in Massachusetts: 
New Bedford and Springfield. Also, Houston will be doubling its size from two to four 
campuses. 
During the first RFP process which began in 2001, 11 proposals were submitted 
for consideration. According to Kate Carpenter, the RFP is issued annually in October 
and due in December (K. Carpenter, 6, 12). Typically, there has already been a fair 
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amount of dialogue between Citizen Schools and the prospective sites as well as visits to 
the sites. Within Citizen Schools, there are primary and secondary readers who meet to 
discuss the proposals. Follow-up questions are generated during these discussions and 
further information is requested of the sites. Finalists are then selected and site visits are 
made around February. According to Kate Carpenter, "We go and we visit them. And 
we do very thorough, like, full-day interviews. And we start out usually with [the] 
community-based organization for a couple hours. We ask them everything, like about 
their organizational structure, their finances, their fundraising, their board, I mean, 
everything" (K. Carpenter, 6, 12). 
When final decisions have been made, Citizen Schools hosts a senior management 
roundtable. Min explains: 
The senior management roundtable is in March and it's the principal and the senior managers of 
the affiliate organization. And really it's just to bring them to Citizen Schools to introduce them 
in-depth [to] what our model is, what they can expect, urn. And I think the real goals are one, to 
build a sense of, like, buy-in and pride so that when they go off to their respective communities, 
they'll actually do some hard work [laughs] around it. Two, is to give them the tools that they 
need to hire their campus director and, urn, start to gather support around their steering committee, 
which is, like, the board. Urn, and then, the last one is just to start creating connections between 
all the different EDs [executive directors] , all the different principals (Min, 16, 4 ). 
Citizen Schools hosts a five-day campus director orientation in June, which means that 
sites are expected to have hired directors by this time. A more in-depth training for 
campus directors and staff called the Summer Institute is held for a week in mid-August. 
The purpose of the Summer Institute is to teach campus directors and their staff how to 
run a Citizen Schools program. Specifically, Min says that the institute answers 
questions such as, " ... how do you create curriculum? How do you engage kids? What 
are the- what is opening circle and what do you do?" (Min, 16, 4). She adds, "And so 
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that's kind of like our last, kind of, big hurrah with them and then we send them off' 
(Min, 16, 5). Cori Colgan, founding campus director for the Framingham site, reports: 
That was a really important week. It sort of - that's when I really got, y 'know, an in-depth 
understanding of what Citizen Schools was all about, um, and ideas about how to, y'know, handle 
all the different aspects of the job. We did do one or two site visits to some Boston sites that were 
running summer programs so we could see a little bit of the program in action (Colgan, 17, 4). 
From that point, the new sites are launched. Colgan recollects, " .. . and then it was 
just kind of crazy [laughs], just trying to launch everything. And, and at that point it was 
just focused on what needed to be done here at this community, to get registrations out, 
and get kids interested, y'know, build a relationship with the school, urn, figure our, our 
space, figure out our staff, our supplies, all that" (Colgan, 17, 4 ). 
Typically, a "start-up captain" is provided by Citizen Schools to the new site for a 
period of anytime between three months to a year. This is someone who has worked at 
Citizen Schools in Boston and is able to help the new program get off the ground. He or 
she is paid jointly by the affiliate and headquarters. Colgan recalls her start-up captain: 
His name was Chris DeBeers and he, so, I mean, he was incredibly helpful, just knowing these are 
all the kinds of things you ' re going to need, y'know, just getting the office set up. Like, he kind 
of, I think, set up our first, um, data table for our students, so as we were registering students, we 
knew exactly what information we were gonna need later on and that kind of thing. So, I mean, 
that was definitely hugely helpful and I know some campuses get to have a start-up captain for a 
full year and that would have been [laughs] great (Colgan, 17, 4). 
At the same time, the staff of the national partnerships office is available for technical 
support. Min says that during the first expansion year in particular: 
... my focus was a lot on how to train a campus director to be self-sufficient in their own part of the 
country. Um, and so it looked like, like phone calls technically are supposed to be phone calls 
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once a week, and kind of creating collateral materials to help them, urn, in what they were doing. 
What I found in the first semester was it's, like, on the phone every day [laughs] with them just 
kind of like, we made an analogy between like, y'know, how you can call up your tech 
department- (Min, 16, 2). 
There are several challenges that Citizen Schools faces in its early stages of 
national growth. Key challenges include building stability in its sites and creating a 
strong network. 
One major concern for the stability of the sites is campus director turnover. 
While retention of campus directors to date has been fairly high, Citizen Schools is 
concerned about the impact that turnover will have on sites. Typically, campus directors 
are the only full-time, permanent staff at the sites21 and they are the repository for most of 
the organization's history, knowledge, culture, and practices. With their departure, there 
is almost a need to begin again. Further, campus directors tend to be the champions of 
Citizen Schools within their communities. It is unclear whether the leadership within 
partner organizations has the level ofbuy-in needed to ensure Citizen Schools' longevity 
in a given site if there is campus director turnover. 
Min likens the campus director position to that of a school principal: " ... if you 
have your principal turning over every two to three years, like, how does that work?" she 
asks (Min, 16, 10). The campus director position is large in scope and leads to burnout. 
Cori Colgan, campus director for the Framingham site, discusses the scope and 
responsibilities of her job. She says that her basic responsibilities include: hiring, 
training, and managing the staff; recruiting, training, and supporting the citizen teachers ; 
overseeing curriculum development; enrolling students; managing disciplinary issues; 
21 Teaching fellows have full-time, benefited positions, but typically half their time is spent working for the 
Citizen Schools program and half their time is spent with another organization. Furthermore, teaching 
fellowships are not permanent positions, but rather, two-year commitments. 
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maintaining relationships with parents; planning events; securing partnership placements 
for teaching fellows; managing a steering committee; administering program 
assessments; reporting; marketing Citizen Schools and getting positive press coverage; 
and communicating with the appropriate people at the YMCA regarding billing (Colgan, 
17, 21-22). Other responsibilities that Colgan has as a YMCA staff member include 
attending operations meetings; participating in the leadership team; and assisting with 
fundraising and special events. Colgan, who is moving out of town because her husband 
has accepted work elsewhere and has given notice to Citizen Schools, says, " . . .I think it ' s 
really exhausting, and I don't think, realistically, it's the kind of job that someone could 
do for years and years and years" (Colgan, 17, 24). 
To facilitate continuity of staff at a given campus, Citizen Schools is working to 
create more professional development opportunities for teaching associates to become 
teaching fellows and for teaching fellows to become campus directors . Min says, "So, 
hopefully, what we're doing is starting our own little, kind of like, internal pipeline. So 
that even if your head principal leaves, you have the vice principal to, like, step up" (Min, 
16, 1 0). Schlegel says that Citizen Schools is learning how to better train and support 
campus directors:" ... over time, we 've learned, y'know, what it's like when new people 
come in and are, I think, better about, urn, preparing these people for the job and 
supporting them in the job" (Schlegel, 8, 6) . 
A major vehicle for professional development of staff is the Master 's degree 
program for teaching fellows offered through Lesley University and launched in June 
2003. This is a two-year intensive cohort program designed for Citizen Schools teaching 
fellows that results in a Master ' s degree in education with a specialization in out-of-
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school time. Presently, the Master's program is available to Boston and Massachusetts 
Citizen Schools fellows; 22 however, plans are underway to expand the program to fellows 
throughout the Citizen Schools network through more intensive focus on distance 
learning. 
Another vehicle for addressing the issue of sustainability of the sites is building 
strong community-based steering committees. Citizen Schools requires that all affiliate 
sites have a steering committee. The steering committee has no legal authority but serves 
as the local champions and supporters of Citizen Schools. Kate Carpenter explains, 
" ... you wanna have this board of people, this steering committee, be doing fundraising, 
be doing recruitment of volunteers, be doing just talking to everybody, talking with their 
friends, like getting us in the newspaper and stuff like that" (K. Carpenter, 6, 8). 
Although the requirement of having a steering committee has been present since the 
inception of the affiliate sites, in fact, sites generally haven't taken this requirement very 
seriously. Relative to the other requirements of Citizen Schools, it is easy to put on the 
back burner (K. Carpenter, 6, 8). However, Carpenter says: 
... that makes you very vulnerable. Because say if you're based in a school , you're run by a 
school , and you totally are publicly funded, if say, y'know, that public funding gets cut. You're 
single-source funded . You're very vulnerable. Public funding gets cut. Then - up - too bad. You 
don ' t have a group of people in the community who've been working their butts off for a year, 
year and a half, to make sure you're successful who are like, "huh! We 're not gonna let you die! " 
And they run around, they raise, y 'know, a hundred thousand dollars and they save you. And they 
get, y'know, Johnson and Johnson and Bristol Meyers Squibb who are the two headquartered, uh , 
corporations headquartered in New Brunswick to kinda adopt the program. And so that 's why you 
need to have a steering committee. And we, we 've, we are very, very sensitive to , urn, the 
precariousness, urn, involved in, in not having broad, deep community support (K. Carpenter, 6, 
10). 
22 A few local staff members who are not fellows have been allowed to participate in the program. 
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One final way that Citizen Schools is addressing the issue of building sustainable 
sites is by complementing the affiliate model with a franchise model of expansion. The 
2003-2007 strategic growth plan calls for the launching of three franchises in the 2005 to 
2006 school year, three more in the 2006 to 2007 school year, and four more in the 2007 
to 2008 school year. Schwarz explains: 
... we also have been influenced by a few people on our team and I, I share this point of view that 
at the end of the day, urn, it's gonna help to have some communities where the leader of Citizen 
Schools in that community that's their whole job. Urn, and there is some risk over time that these 
YMCA heads or other affiliate partner heads while they love Citizen Schools it ' s not their whole 
job. Urn, and so and there' s some places, some communities we might want to be in don 't have a 
great, y'know, nonprofit partner. So as a result we want to do some of these franchises .. . 
(Schwarz, 2, 17). 
Citizen Schools is approaching the franchise model from an experimental perspective. 
Rajpal says: 
... our next step is let 's experiment now with one or two franchise models. And see that - maybe 
it's better, maybe we learn a lot more, maybe it's more of a headache. Uh, maybe it becomes 
easier to raise money because they have - they should- if you get the right entrepreneur and the 
right region, they'll probably have their own, urn, fundrai sing (Raj pal , 7, 4). 
The 2003-2007 strategic growth plan puts forth a specific learning agenda 
associated with the franchise experiment. Questions include: does franchising slow the 
growth process or increase the cost of growing?; what is the impact of franchising on 
program quality?; what is the impact of franchising on Citizen Schools ' ability to pursue 
organizational priorities such as public policy reform?; and what are the factors that make 
a site more suited to franchising versus the affiliate model? (Citizen Schools, 2003 , 30). 
Another challenge that Citizen Schools faces is building a vibrant network of 
sites. The affiliate sites are all young, the earliest having been established in September 
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2002. Because they are part of other nonprofit organizations with other missions, it is 
unclear whether these organizations will stay the course with Citizen Schools or not. In 
Kate Carpenter's words, "Citizen Schools is not the only thing that they do. They do a 
lot of other things" (K. Carpenter, 6, 6). "We are not their bread and butter," she 
continues (K. Carpenter, 6, 6). 
While Massachusetts 2020 and Work/Family Directions provided the initial funds 
to start these sites, these funds are for start-up only and the sites will need to become self-
sufficient. In fact, after the first two start-up years, affiliates must pay the national office 
for the support that they receive. The annual fee is $7,500 for the first campus and 
$5 ,000 for each additional campus. Desai worries, "Why would they keep connecting 
with us? Why would they give us money?" (Desai, 12, 8). 
There is a document referred to as the "Give-Give" document that explicates the 
obligations of the national office and the affiliates to one another. Kate Carpenter 
discusses the need to review these obligations and to ensure that there are sufficient 
supports in place for the affiliates to meet their end of the contract (K. Carpenter, 6, 7). 
Desai speaks about the need to share resources with the affiliates so that network 
affiliation has value for them (Desai, 12, 13). Haugabrook cites as an example the special 
efforts that Citizen Schools is presently making to support the Houston site in raising the 
funds it needs to double its campuses from two to four (Haugabrook, 14, 24). 
Because Citizen Schools is new to having affiliate sites, the relationships between 
the sites are in their early stages. According to Min, there are several logistical 
challenges to communication and support between affiliate sites: " ... as we go to different 
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schools, it's like, we don't even have the same breaks. We don ' t even start at the same 
time. We 're on different time zones. So, logistically it was hard" (Min, 16, 8). 
Citizen Schools has tried to formalize the communication between affiliate sites 
with regular conference calls. However, there is little informal communication between 
sites. Sarrita says, "I think that's one major thing we have to tackle" (Min, 16, 8) . 
Another response to network building is the launching of a national leadership 
council. Colgan reports on the first meeting of the council, held in spring 2004: 
. . . it was just a lot of us coming together, both, y'know, campus directors and, urn, people who 
have been funders and the leadership of the community-based organizations that are actually 
running these programs, urn, coming together. And we just looked at basically our past year and a 
half and, urn, shared successes and kind ofthought strategically. I mean, I saw it, saw it as an 
opportunity for them to get insight from us on, sort of, how it's, what it 's like out in the field . 
How well is it working? How could we improve this replication process? How could we improve 
the things that we have to do as a national organization, such as, y'know, having headquarters 
provide support for us, urn, the whole evaluation piece ... (Colgan, 17, 2). 
Also, in spring 2004, Citizen Schools held its first "wow" conference which brought 
together both staff and students from across the network to showcase the 
accomplishments of Citizen Schools and its sites. 
THE FUTURE OF CITIZEN SCHOOLS 
Citizen Schools' 2003-2007 strategic growth plan calls for the development of 61 
campuses in 25 cities engaging 6,285 children and a budget of $9.8 million. After 
reaching these goals, Schwarz says, "I'm still sort of agnostic. I think, y'know, maybe 
we get to that size and then we help build the field" (Schwarz, 2, 11 ). He adds, however: 
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... although I increasingly believe that we will have an opportunity and we should, urn, make 
Citizen Schools by name, uh, part of the common experience of growing up in this country. And 
that we should in the 21 51 century build Citizen Schools like the Girls Scouts or Boys and Girls 
Club or 4H and which is not to say every single neighborhood would have it or every single 
school, but a hell of a lot (Schwarz, 2, 11 ). 
Furthermore, Schwarz says: 
And I think we ' ll do that by the next 3 to 4 years. And then I think, urn, the next step after that is 
to get to, y'know, 100 communities and, and 2 or 3 or 400 schools. Urn, and then 1000 schools 
and then build from, build from there. But I think the idea is powerful , has resonance, is, um, 
something that really can be replicated well, that communities will embrace, that helps 
communities do a lot of other things well. Urn, like, so I'm, I'm confident that in the next 20 to 50 
years, we're gonna become, uh, very widely replicated (Schwarz, 2, 11-12). 
Citizen Schools sees a national partnership with the YMCA as one prospective vehicle 
for expansion and is presently pursuing this possibility. Haugabrook says, " ... the YMCA 
is the largest provider of afterschool in this country. Like, wow, wouldn't that be 
significant if they could help leverage, urn, y 'know, that, that influence around the 
country" (Haugabrook, 14, 18). 
SUMMARY 
Chapter 5 presents the case of Citizen Schools, a nonprofit organization that has 
grown from a pilot project in one Boston school in 1994 to a network of twenty campuses 
in several sites around the country. By chronicling Citizen Schools' history over the past 
ten years, this chapter has highlighted several of the organization's important milestones, 
major achievements, and challenges. The organization's focus has been on developing a 
strong program model and in recent years, on developing the growth model. Citizen 
Schools is taking an experimental approach toward is expansion, first with an affiliate 
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model, and in the future, with the franchise model. The organization is committed to 




NONPROFIT GROWTH THROUGH GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION 
OVERVIEW 
This chapter presents a Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model that 
is developed through an analysis of the growth of Citizen Schools and City Year. 
Following an introduction to the model, each of the components of the model is 
described. The chapter ends with further explanation of how the components of the 
model relate to one another. 
PRELIMINARY NONPROFIT GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION MODEL 
The Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model has five basic 
components: growth drivers; expansion plan; site development; development of the 
national organization; and organizational learning. 
The growth drivers include mission and vision; visionary leadership; talented 
staff; program model, organizational infrastructure; funds and funders to support 
expansion; and the environment. These growth drivers affect the development of an 
expansion plan. Such a plan includes the decision to expand; the expansion model ; the 
essential elements; roles of sites and headquarters; pace of growth; a plan for financing 
expansion; and site selection. From the expansion plan, the organization moves into site 
development and development of the national organization. Site development and 
development of the national organization also influence one another. Site development 
includes recruiting, training, and retaining site staff; attracting local organizational 
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partners and volunteers; recruiting participants; responding to local needs; building and 
maintaining strong steering committees; and raising funds to ensure sustainability. The 
development of the national organization includes building the infrastructure and 
organizational capacities; developing leaders; acquiring funds and in-kind resources to 
support national headquarters and sites; building the brand; and developing and pursuing 
a national public policy agenda. From site development and development of the national 
organization, the organization moves into a reflection and learning phase. The 
organization develops and implements systems for disciplined innovation and continuous 
improvement. Development of the national organization, and organizational learning 
feed back into the organizational growth drivers, affecting the organization' s capability 
for future growth. 
The Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model is intended to reflect the 
iterative process through which nonprofit organizations continue to plan, execute, 
evaluate, and plan anew as they grow from single site to multi-site operations. In this 
way, the model emphasizes the importance of organizational learning in nonprofit 
expansion. Another feature of the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model is 
that it includes site development and development of the national organization as the two 
major complementary processes of nonprofit expansion. Furthermore, the Preliminary 
Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model highlights the key growth drivers that 
continually propel the organization forward . 
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Figure 5. Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model 
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Growth drivers are those factors, both internal and external to the organization, 
that propel the organization 's expansion. These include the organization 's mission and 
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vision; visionary leadership; talented staff; program model; organizational infrastructure; 
funds and funders to support expansion; and the environment. The expansion plan is 
influenced by and builds upon these growth drivers. The growth drivers are further 
developed through the process of expansion. Development of the national organization 
and organizational learning feed back into the growth drivers, providing new resources 
for continued expansion. 
Figure 6. Growth Drivers 
.---------------------~ 
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Funds and funders 
Environment 
Mission and Vision. A major growth driver is the organization's mission and 
vision. A clear and well-articulated mission and vision is the foundation for the entire 
organization. The mission and vision must be connected to a larger national movement 
to warrant national expansion. 
City Year and Citizen Schools are mission-driven organizations. Haugabrook 
describes Citizen Schools as a "mission-driven, results-oriented" organization 
(Haugabrook, 14, 3). When asked what drives the growth of City Year, Rose responds, 
"I would say Alan Khazei and the mission" (Rose, 18, 11 ). 
City Year and Citizen Schools' visions are both oriented toward large-scale social 
change. Citizen Schools seeks to revolutionize afterschool education across the country. 
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In Schwarz 's words, "we always wanted to build a movement around citizen teachers, 
around, y'know, our mission of educating children and strengthening communities, of 
building the opportunity of out-of-school time" (Schwarz, 2, 1 ). City Year wishes to 
make the most commonly asked question among 18-year-olds, "Where will you do your 
service year?" (City Year, 2003, Building a 21st Century Institution, 14). Brown says, 
"Our mission is to help bring about more national service" (Brown, 4, 1 0). In speaking 
about the role that City Year played in helping to inspire the founding of AmeriCorps, 
Rose says, "If we're really trying to foster this notion of national service as a rite of 
passage in America and as a new American institution, it's way bigger than our tiny little 
organization" (Rose, 18, 9). 
The mission is the guiding principle of the organization. In Rose's words: 
.. .I think that the original , uh, uh, vision of the organization and kind of the, this commitment to 
the mission of building a system of vo luntary national service has remained true, uh, and remained 
kind of the key goal and the guiding principle of the organization which is good (Rose, 18, 1). 
In speaking about the growth of Citizen Schools' teaching fellows program, Kate 
Carpenter explains: 
... it all relates, I think, to having a vision, having vision period, and then having- being incredibly 
energetic, optimistic, and ambitious, and kind of believing that pretty much what you - if you 
think of something and it's a decent idea, you can do it. So seeing the yeses and then presuming 
that you're gonna figure out the no 's (K. Carpenter, 6, 2). 
Several people interviewed for this research project cited the mission as one of the 
factors that brought them to the organization or have kept them there. For example, when 
speaking about the factors that brought Haugabrook to Citizen Schools, he says, " .. .I was 
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compelled by its mission" (Haugabrook, 14, 27). Atwood says, "City Year's a place 
where you become so passionate about, that it's a joy to work for an organization, uh, 
with such a, urn, such a mission" (Atwood, 22, 5). Rose explains, " ... what brought me 
here was this notion of this huge mission that wow, this thing really could have an impact 
on the whole country" (Rose, 18, 29). 
Visionary Leadership. Visionary leadership is a major growth driver for an 
expanding nonprofit organization. According to Jones: 
.. . visionary leaders basically say, "I see where the organization needs to go. I can see it very 
clearly. Let me try to make you understand: this is where we need to go for these reasons. And 
we are now going there . Yes, you're right. I don't have all the resources to get there. I don ' t 
know h-I don ' t know how I'm gonna get the resources to go there. We gotta go. I can ' t wait 'til 
the resources are in hand" (Jones, 13, 13). 
Several participants in this study referred to Alan Kbazei and Eric Schwarz as 
visionary leaders or growth drivers of City Year and Citizen Schools, respectively. Desai 
says of Schwarz: " .. .I think he is the biggest growth driver. I, I think so. Many of us are 
big thinkers, but, I think, uh, he has, he is the ultimate driver. He's always, he's always 
thinking three years ahead" (Desai, 12, 12). Min describes Schwarz and his partner, 
Rimer, this way: 
. . . the reason also why I think Citizen Schools has been successful is I think Ned [Rimer] and Eric 
[Schwarz] are kind of like, urn, they ' re like, "okay. We wannabe here ." And they ' re very clear 
as where here is . Urn, they also do take time out to figure out is here right, whatever, but it ' s kind 
of like once they have a mark it's just like, here I am, catch up! [Laughs]. Urn, the organization is 
also very hands off in that sense, just like, "you know where we need to be, you know your role in 
it. Just, I expect to see you here [laughs] in December," kind of thing. Which I think is good, 
because, l think, it, like, empowers all of us to do the best that we can do (Min, 16, 16). 
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says: 
Spaloss refers to Khazei as the "champion of growth" (Spaloss, 9, 32). Brown 
.. . Alan [Khazei] who has an iron will , urn, y'know, is critical. Urn, and standing up to people 
and, y'know, always pushing and saying, "we' re going to go from 50 to 75, we're gonna go from 
75 and 150," and we went from one site to 4 and we're gonna go, y'know, we always tease Alan 
his job is to push us off the cliff and then everybody else tries to create a parachute (Brown, 4, 12). 
Rose says, "So, that's part of his [Khazei's] style, urn, showing that the impossible is 
possible, urn, driving towards very, very challenging goals" (Rose, 18, 12). Furthermore, 
Jones says, "I would say that if Alan Khazei le- died tomorrow morning, God forbid, the 
organization is unlikely to grow" (Jones, 13, 18). And Spaloss says, " ... Alan [Khazei] , 
to me, is a world leader in the, in the national service movement" (Spaloss, 9, 27). 
Visionary leaders are inspiring. Rajpal says that Schwarz energizes his staff, his 
board, and the community (Raj pal, 7, 6). Spaloss says of Khazei, "I mean, that guy has 
convinced me to do, y'know, things that have been tremendous for me but I've taken on 
some of the biggest challenges of my life because I just didn ' t want to say no" (Spaloss, 
9, 16). Jones says Khazei is the "spiritual leader" of City Year (Jones, 13, 18). 
Jones ' definition of a visionary leader, which leads this section, references the 
idea of the entrepreneur who acts even when the resources required are not in hand. 
Jones illustrates this characteristic of Khazei 's with an example of a situation that 
occurred during the Save AmeriCorps campaign. Shortly before the hearings in 
Washington, D.C., $200,000 was still needed to cover the expenses that City Year would 
incur through its leadership and participation. Jones recalls: 
And they [staff] come to him, Alan [Khazei] , and they say, "hey, Alan, y'know, I've gotta, we've 
got to, y'know, book the hotels in Washington and we've gotta do this, we gotta, we gotta hire the 
vans, y'know. And we understand the money's not here. What do we do?" He says, "hire the 
vans. Book the hotels! I' ll find the money! " (Jones, 13, 14). 
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Similarly, Khazei recalls his reaction when Eli Segal called him to tell him that City Year 
was invited to join President Clinton's delegation to South Africa: 
... he [Segal] like, called me, and I said, "we gotta go." And he said, "well , how are you going to 
pay for it?" I said, "I have no idea but, y 'know, if you get invited to South Africa by Nelson 
Mandela to travel as part of President Clinton 's formal delegation and we could get thi s fellowship 
program launched, you gotta grab that opportunity." So, urn, so I dropped everything for a month 
and went crazy raising money to both pay for the trip and, ultimately, raise enough money to be 
able to launch the fellowship (Khazei, 3, 17). 
Talented Staff. Beyond the visionary leader, talented and committed staff 
members drive the growth of the nonprofit organization. In fact, one of the most 
important roles of the visionary leader is to attract the right talent to the organization to 
help propel its growth. Jones says that Khazei has an instinct for identifying talent 
(Jones, 13, 20). Rajpal says that Schwarz," . .. has really, uh, been a real leader in terms 
of, uh, energizing the staff and getting the right type of people around him which is, I 
think, very important" (Rajpal, 7, 8). 
When asked who drives the growth of Citizen Schools, Schwarz points to the 
organization's staff. In his words, " . . . collectively the staff has just done incredible work 
in sort of driving stuff forward ... " (Schwarz, 2, 15). Several participants in this study 
referred to staff as one of the key factors contributing to the organizations ' success. 
Rimer, for example, says: 
... this whole thing collapses without people. Uh, people are what make all this happen. So, uh, 
we've been lucky that we've, we've, we've attracted great people. And, urn, that's what makes all 
this happen. Uh, you could have a great idea, great infrastructure, urn, a great guidebook, urn, 
y'know, a great computer, and, uh, and, y'know, less talented people and it wouldn't - might not 
all fly as well (Rimer, 5, 15). 
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Similarly, in speaking about what it is going to take to make City Year a truly national 
organization, Atwood says," .. .it's really all about the people" (Atwood, 22, 14). She 
continues, " .. . and I think we are gearing up now and trying to hire some really talented 
people to help us do that" (Atwood, 22, 14). 
Schlegel suggests that talented individuals are attracted to a growing organization. 
In his words: 
.. .I'm of the deep theory that you 're only as good as the people around you. And I think that Eric 
[Schwarz] understands that. Urn, and, and feels like, urn, y' know, he 's got a whole vision. Urn, 
he ' s looking for allies, urn, and partners to help them - help him make this a reali ty, that, urn, that 
the smartest and most driven allies are those that want to be a part of an expanding, urn, ambitious 
organization (Schlegel, 8, 11 - 12). 
Several individuals speak about some of the specific qualities that people bring to 
Citizen Schools that help to drive growth. Desai says, " . . . a lot of incredibly committed, 
idealistic, smart people who bent into it thinking out of the box, not, not just saying no . If 
it ' s education, it has to be done this way. People willing to experiment, people willing to 
innovate, people willing to, uh, take risks and, and jumping into that" (Desai, 12, 4). In 
Kate Carpenter' s words," ... the people are just amazing. Like, there's just, I think, across 
the board a culture of honesty and respect and self, self-initiative and responsibility and 
energy, urn, and just like always trying to do things better. .. " (K. Carpenter, 10, 11). 
Rimer says that the critical factor for staff is belief in the mission and vision. In his 
words: 
. .. aside from just sort of a broad description of good people and talent, I think there is this j ust sort 
of underlying, to get back to what I mentioned earlier, is just belief. Urn, it's hard - you won' t 
succeed at Citizen Schools if you don't believe in what 1 talked about, uh, in just sort of this 
incredible opportunity, th is untapped educational opportuni ty for young people. And you won' t 
stay, both for our purposes, you won' t stay, and for the person' s purposes. It 's just - you won' t fit 
in (Rimer, 5, 16). 
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Program Model. Another essential organizational resource for expansion is the 
program model. The model is the vehicle for executing the organizational mission. 
Having a strong program model is key to initial expansion; furthermore, the expansion 
process facilitates organizational learning that leads to improvement of the program 
model. 
Participants in this study point to the model as one of the organizations ' strengths 
or one of the drivers of growth. When asked what has attributed to City Year' s success, 
Routh responds, "Well, I think our model is a good one. And I think it transcends, urn, 
specific neighborhoods, communities, and cities. And our strong culture is a key piece of 
that" (Routh, 19, 4 ). She later adds, "The model is good, it works, it ' s solid, and urn, can 
translate" (Routh, 19, 4). Responding to the same question about Citizen Schools, Min 
says," . . . they didn ' t expand until they really had this model that worked" (Min, 16, 12). 
Haugabrook observes that Citizen Schools ' uses its expansion to test the adaptability of 
the model in different environments (Haugabrook, 14, 11). 
In response to a question about what drives the growth of City Year, Jacobs says, 
" .. . I think the model itself, and the fact that the model is so successful, creates that, urn, 
interest in bringing City Year to a city" (Jacobs, 20, 4) . At another point in the interview, 
she says, " . .. we believe we have a model that works . And we want to see that model 
expand, not to just the thousand young people we had in service last year, urn, but to tens 
ofthousands" (Jacobs, 20, 3). 
Organizational Infrastructure. A solid organizational infrastructure supports the 
continuity and the expansion of the organization. The infrastructure includes 
administrative systems such as finance and human resources, governance, and 
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technology. Just as expansion affects the program model, it also influences the 
organizational infrastructure, which becomes increasingly robust as the organization 
grows. In short, the infrastructure transforms from that of a single site organization to 
that of a national network. The organizational infrastructure is not an active growth 
driver in the way that other factors such as visionary leadership are; however, it is the 
platform upon which all of the growth drivers stand. Therefore, it is essential to growth. 
When asked about City Year's greatest accomplishments with respect to growth, 
Rose replies : 
... some of the successes are setting up a system that enables us to replicate the program, urn, and 
starting a new program in New York City this year is a big accomplishment, a big step forward, 
urn, as well as all of the other sites that came before that. Urn, I think, uh, setting up our kind of 
systems of, uh, finance systems, and our infrastructure. I think the infrastructure and the sort of 
architecture of City Year is an accomplishment. Urn, the major financial policies, the site board 
charter, some of the kind of structural things that have enabled us to spread out around the 
country ... (Rose, 18, 3). 
Similarly, Rimer speaks about building the organizational infrastructure and capacities 
when discussing the critical choices that Citizen Schools has made with respect to 
growth. He says: 
.. . capacity building 's a big one. Making sure that you're building infrastructure for your next step 
forward so, y'know, we, we spent a year really building up the infrastructure so that when we 
rolled out our affiliate strategy, we had the internal capacity to serve that strategy. Your - so we 
built our capacity then we grew and then now we have to build up the capacity to- you're 
constantly sort of building up the capacity to your growth (Rimer, 5, 9) . 
Funds and Funders to Support Expansion. Funds are a critical growth driver. 
Organizations pursuing expansion need to have not only basic operating funds but also 
funds to support their expansion efforts. In the case of City Year, the initial decision to 
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expand outside of Boston was based largely upon the belief that federal funding would 
become available for national service. Similarly, Citizen Schools moved forward with 
expansion through the affiliate model when two fiscal intermediaries willing to fund such 
expansion appeared. 
In addition to providing cash and in-kind resources, funders can provide 
nonprofits with a level of credibility and legitimacy that is invaluable to their efforts to 
expand. Desai says that New Profit, Inc.'s association with Citizen Schools attracted 
others ' interest in the organization. In her words, " .. . success breeds success, too, 
somehow, that people [will] be like, oh, if they're interested in that, what does it mean? 
And what are they doing? And I think it- there was - it created a certain level of 
buzz . .. " (Desai, 12, 5). Kate Carpenter observes that having Work/Family Directions 
and Massachusetts 2020 as fiscal intermediaries supporting Citizen Schools ' expansion 
helped a great deal. She says, "That has just made a huge amount of difference to us in 
our initial growth. That, uh, gave us a lot of credibility from the get-go" (K. Carpenter, 
10, 7). She says that with a cadre of solid financial supporters, " ... people are like, 
already, they are opening the door to you" (K. Carpenter, 10, 7). She continues, "If you 
didn't have that, I think it'd be a lot harder" (K. Carpenter, 10, 7). Similarly, of City 
Year, Jones says, " . .. having a champion like Jeff Schwarz who is also making a big, big 
time investment made it possible to get others to, to come on, y'know, and, and, and, and 
embrace it" (Jones, 13, 2-3). 
Funders may provide consultation to organizations to help them make strategic 
decisions about growth as Bain and Company did for City Year and as New Profit, Inc. , 
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provided for Citizen Schools through the Monitor Company. Funders may also serve as 
direct growth drivers by pushing the organization to expand. 
Responding to a question about the factors that have contributed to Citizen 
Schools' growth success, Desai points to the organization 's early funders. In her words: 
New Profit, Inc ., which was kind of building the venture philanthropy and they were interested in 
looking at our model and that- they helped - I think their arrival really helped us to kind of create 
more strategic pathway. I mean, we always had [a] growth plan, we always had ideas, and we 
always had slide decks and everything else from the very beginning. But New Profit said that, 
''y'know, we are looking at, uh, organizations that are kind of on the- who are- which are 
scalable" and their pushing us kind of created the very cohesive vision and leadership team and, of 
the organization, and it just really brought, urn, people together (Desai, 12, 4-5) . 
Similarly, when asked who drives the growth of Citizen Schools, Ulrich points to the 
Edna McConnell Clark Foundation. She recalls Woody McCutchin, program officer for 
the Clark Foundation, addressing the leadership at Citizen Schools' new sites, as follows: 
. . . he [McCutchin] said, "y'know, over our, I'm not sure how many year span, we've invested 
millions of dollars and only really one initiative that we have invested in has really, really made a 
fundamental change in a social issue and that was around Trachoma."23 So he said, "y'know, we 
are counting on you to be our second success." So I'm not saying that they ' re [the Clark 
Foundation] pu- pushing us any more than we 'd be pushed but, boy, are they, like, invested 
(Ulrich, II, 7). 
Further evidence of the importance of funding as a growth driver is that growth is 
inhibited when funds are not available. In speaking about City Year's current growth 
plans, Jacobs says : 
I would say right now the, the focus is not on additional sites. The focus is on stabilizing and 
taking to the next level our existing sites and getting AmeriCorps, urn, back on track. Because 
without the funding from AmeriCorps, in a lot of, uh , cities, we, we just simply do not have 
sufficient local funding to be able to continue to operate even at our current level, never mind 
grow (Jacobs, 20, 7). 
23 Trachoma is an eye infection that leads to blindness (The International Trachoma Initiative, 2004, 
Horne). 
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Environment. A final growth driver for the nonprofit organization is the external 
environment. The political environment has served as a critical growth driver for City 
Year, in particular. City Year took advantage of the national political environment in the 
early 1990s when President Clinton was elected to office and expressed interest in 
national service. More recently, City Year led the Save AmeriCorps campaign when cuts 
to the program threatened the organization's growth and sustainability. 
Local politics as well as national politics have driven City Year ' s growth. On a 
local level, City Year requires the support of local government as well as civic and 
corporate leaders as one of its guiding principles for establishing new sites. In the case of 
San Jose, it was the mayor who led the efforts to bring City Year to her city. And in 
Cleveland, the Bicentennial Commission pushed for City Year to come to its city. 
For City Year and Citizen Schools, local environments serves as growth drivers in 
the sense that in both cases, the expansion cities are actively pursuing the organizations ' 
expansiOn. This will be discussed in further detail in the site selection section of this 
chapter. 
Expansion Plan 
The growth drivers, including mission, visionary leadership, talented staff, 
program model, organizational infrastructure, funds to support expansion, and the 
environment impact the expansion plan. The expansion plan includes the decision to 
expand, the expansion model, essential elements, the roles of sites and headquarters, pace 
of growth, the financial plan, and site selection. As the growth drivers change in 
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response to development of the national organization and organizational learning, the 
expansion plan is modified. 
Rimer of Citizen Schools speaks about the planning process. He says: 
... there's time and all different types of meetings and organizational gatherings as well as external 
people that we look to, to, to ask, push, and pry on very important questions: who should we be 
serving? What should [we] be growing for? I mean sort of broad sweeping questions. Urn, what 
are some of the best strategies to do that? Urn, all that you sort of hone and, and work on and keep 
sort of presenting back and getting the right people in the room to push back on, on some of the 
tactics or the strategies in place keeping, keeping the ultimate vision alive. I mean, we're not 
deviating. We haven't deviated at all from actually the original concept, the original vision from 
nine years ago. But the, the strategies to get there are things that you're constantly honing and, 
and reinforcing and building ... (Rimer, 5, 14). 
About strategic planning, Brown of City Year says, " .. . a large part of it is vision 
connected to opportunity and then build those parachutes" (Brown, 4, 13 ). 
Figure 7. Expansion Plan 
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Decision to Expand. Nonprofit organizations make an initial decision to expand 
and subsequent decisions to continue expansion based upon the existence of critical 
growth drivers . Based upon the experience of City Year and Citizen Schools, it appears 
that the two growth drivers that are most critical to the decision to expand are funds to 
support expansion and the environment. 
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Citizen Schools' leadership was committed to building the organization into a 
national nonprofit from its inception. In fact, even when the program was still a pilot in 
Boston, a pilot was also launched in Atlanta. The result of this experience, however, was 
a realization that the organization was not ready for expansion. In Schwarz's words, 
" . .. [the Atlanta pilot] was quite successful in a number of ways but it was also obvious 
that we just weren't ready for that" (Schwarz, 2, 11). Citizen Schools worked toward 
establishing itself in Boston. According to Schwarz, several cities expressed interest in 
Citizen Schools ' expansion in the late 1990s. It is not clear that these proposals were 
backed by financial commitments. In any case, Citizen Schools concluded that it was not 
ready to grow yet and that it would be better, instead, to grow more deeply in Boston 
first. Citizen Schools' leadership decided to strengthen the program model and to begin 
to build the infrastructure necessary to support expansion. 
Finally, in 2002, Citizen Schools decided to move forward with expansion when 
funds to support expansion were made available through Work/Family Directions and 
Massachusetts 2020 and the remaining needed growth drivers were in place. Around the 
same time, Citizen Schools had reached what Schwarz refers to as a " ... point of 
diminishing returns in Boston ... " (Schwarz, 2, 2). He explains, "It's raising that 
incremental dollar, recruiting that incremental kid, getting that incremental volunteer, it's 
really hard. So that moved us more towards being more open to growing outside of 
Boston" (Schwarz, 2, 2). Therefore, it was a combination of funds to support expansion 
and environmental factors that led to the final decision to move forward with expansion. 
As a result of Citizen Schools' initial expansion efforts and organizational learning, other 
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growth drivers, particularly the program model and the organizational infrastructure, 
were strengthened, thus providing further impetus for expansion. 
Unlike Citizen Schools, City Year did not initially intend to expand beyond 
Boston. However, similar to Citizen Schools, it was presented with opportunities to 
expand by interested cities. Again, it does not appear that these proposals were funded . 
Khazei recalls: 
.. . we weren't ready, urn, and folks came to us . Like, for example, the mayor of Syracuse came to 
us . This was before AmeriCorps was launched. I think he came in '91. I 'm pretty sure it was '9 1. 
And said, "y'know what? I love this. Can you do City Year in Syracuse?" And we're like, "look, 
we're still figuring it out here in Boston and we're only three years old. We don 't have the 
resources. We don 't have the expertise (Khazei, 3, 20). 
The ultimate decision to expand was prompted by environmental factors and expectations 
of federal funding for growth. The key environmental factor, of course, was Clinton's 
expression of interest in making national service a priority. With this came the 
realization that the national service arena would be changing and that City Year would 
also have to change if it wanted to remain a leader in the field. Brown explains: 
And we cared, as national service was growing, to be a big enough part of the infrastructure to 
keep leveraging our ideas. And if we were just one program and now there's gonna be hundreds, 
we wouldn't be able to leverage our ideas so we needed to be a certain percentage of the overall 
national service movement even to keep leveraging these concepts (Brown, 4, 2). 
City Year's continued decisions to expand over the years have been largely a 
function of funding available through AmeriCorps, which is both an 
environmentaVpolitical factor and a financial factor. The organization 's decision to 
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expand to South Africa was also political, based upon City Year's relationship with 
former President Clinton and, by extension, with Nelson Mandela. 
Expansion Model. As part of a growth plan, a nonprofit organization must select 
an expansion model. The basic alternatives are affiliation, franchising, and branching. 
Through affiliation, there is an association between the nonprofit organization and other 
nonprofits that facilitates the mission. Affiliations may be loosely or tightly structured. 
Franchises are stand-alone organizations that purchase the brand, the model, and 
technical support from headquarters. Branching is growing as one single multi-site 
nonprofit. Each model has its own advantages and challenges. 
The expansion model selected is based upon the growth drivers and is critical to 
the growth process. Several individuals interviewed for this study point to form of 
growth as one of the most important growth decisions for their organizations. City Year 
uses a branching model. Citizen Schools has begun to grow via affiliates and is planning 
to also launch franchises. 
Both organizations used consulting groups to help make these decisions and both 
organizations' choice of growth model was informed by external factors. Khazei of City 
Year explains, " ... [Bain and Company] did a whole review of how organizations roll out, 
replicate, expand. And they compared the private sector and the nonprofit sector" 
(Khazei, 3, 11). He later says: 
... and they found that the private sector generally was more successful at replicating than the 
public sector. And that 's because the public sector often, when it replicates, they franchise or they 
license the name and they have separate boards and they're very separate organizations and 
they're basically just share the umbrella of a name. Urn, and from their review, they 'd saw that 
that had mixed results (Khazei, 3, 11 ). 
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Citizen Schools reviewed the growth models of organizations such as City Year, Habitat 
for Humanity, and Jumpstart, spoke with thought leaders including Greg Dees and Jeff 
Bradach, and consulted practitioners in the field. 
City Year's decision to grow via branching was based largely upon its mission 
and vision. Khazei says, " .. . we were an action tank so we wanted to have strategic 
coherence, uh, because we wanted- we ' re trying to affect public policy" (Khazei, 3, 11). 
Furthermore, City Year's documentation and systemization of its program model and its 
organizational infrastructure was weak: " . . . we were still very young, we didn 't have ten 
point manuals on every little thing ... " (Khazei, 3, 11). The organization ' s strength was 
in its visionary leadership and talented staff. Thus, City Year wished to maximize use of 
its people in its replication model. In Khazei's words, " .. . our biggest asset was our 
people. We wanted to be able to move them around. Urn, so that argued for a more 
tightly integrated organization" (Khazei, 3, 11 ). 
Benefits that City Year sought to gain from branching include organizational 
learning that could be readily replicated throughout the network, and economies of scale. 
Looking back upon a decade of growth through branching, it seems that the primary 
value of branching for City Year is its ability to mobilize the network to advance public 
policy and the national service movement. The disadvantage ofbranching has been that 
growth has been slower and more laborious than desired. 
While Citizen Schools also utilized consultants and reviewed its options for 
growth, the decision to begin growing through affiliates, in particular, was largely 
opportunistic, based upon the availability of funding through two intermediary 
organizations. Rajpal says, "And it [the affiliate model] was a path that came upon us. It 
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was very opportunistic. We took it, we grabbed it, we grew . .. " (Raj pal, 7, 18-19). Thus, 
the choice of method was driven primarily by the environment. 
Like City Year, the structure of Citizen Schools ' growth was also driven by 
mission and vision. Harden says that the choice of the affiliate model was, " .. . linked to 
the vision of impacting the out-of-school time field and the sector .. . " (Harden, 1, 1 0). 
Citizen Schools sought to disseminate its best practices as broadly as possible. Rimer 
says, " ... what we really wanted to export or to share broadly was the model. .. " (Rimer, 3, 
4). This argued for a structure that would be relatively quick and inexpensive to launch. 
Rimer says, " ... we wanted to get it out there, uh, fast, and the advantage of the affiliate 
model was it's not ramping up an institution, it's ramping up a model and an idea to an 
existing institution" (Rimer, 5, 4). Moreover: 
. .. the biggest point about the affiliate strategy is that it 's, it' s very cost-effective for us . We' re 
not, we ' re not, no one at the affiliate campus is on our payroll. I mean, it 's, it' s staffed by that 
institution, urn, but we get paid for technical assistance, curriculum, the model, basically, urn and 
what does it take to succeed with the model... (Rimer, 5, 4-5). 
Organizations may decide to grow through multiple expansion models. For 
example, Citizen Schools intends to launch franchises to complement its affiliate sites 
beginning in fall 2005. The decision to grow through franchises as well as affiliates is 
based partially upon environmental factors . Specifically, Citizen Schools believes that 
there may be locations where it would like to grow that do not have appropriate affiliate 
organizations with which to partner (Schwarz, 2, 17). Furthermore, Citizen Schools 
believes that it is important for the sustainability and strength of the network that at least 
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some of the sites are exclusively Citizen Schools operations, with no other competing 
responsibilities (Schwarz, 2, 17). 
City Year will also begin to experiment with a new model of growth as it moves 
beyond the United States to South Africa. Because it will be operating in a different 
country, it has to separately incorporate there. Furthermore, City Year may consider new 
growth strategies domestically. Rose believes that City Year should begin to explore 
other avenues for expansion: "Maybe replicating our Young Heroes Program on fifty 
college campuses and having college students do that. Or replicating another one of our 
programs. Urn, through a method that isn't as intense or as, urn, urn, labor intensive" 
(Rose, 18, 13). 
Essential elements. The essential elements of the program model or 
organizational structure need to be identified. The essential elements of Citizen Schools 
are the program's non-negotiable or defining features. Kate Carpenter explains: 
. . . we ' re running Citizen Schools programs with no fear of anybody wanting to disrupt it because 
it's just all us . But you're gonna go and partner with other organizations and so it forces you to 
think about what is us . Like what is us that we will not compromise on? And it can ' t be an 
exhaustive list because nobody will want to partner with you because you sound like dictators and 
you're too demanding. Urn, it has to be reasonable and, and it has to, to support the integrity of 
your vision (K. Carpenter, I 0, 7). 
Carpenter illustrates her point with an example of a prospective site that suggests 
that it will use the basic program model of Citizen Schools but that it will pay instructors 
to teach apprenticeships rather than using citizen volunteers . 
. . . we did actually have that scenario . Fortunately, we had already thought about it. And said, 
"y'know what? It's Citizen Schools. It's about bringing the citizenry into the schools. It 's about 
ordinary citizens taking responsibility for young people and for their community and teaching 
young people how to, to take, y'know, to do the same. And you can't do that without volunteering 
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citizen teachers ." And so, that ' s [using volunteer citizen teachers] something that's an essential 
element or a nonnegotiable with us . .. (K. Carpenter, 10, 8) . 
City Year has not documented its defming features in the same way that Citizen 
Schools has. However, City Year also has a clear sense of its bottom line with respect to 
its program model. In speaking about the factors that have contributed to City Year's 
success in growing, Brown says, " ... refuse to compromise on anything that's really 
important" (Brown, 4, 5). 
The essential elements or defining features of City Year are its strong 
organizational culture. Rose says that City Year's organizational culture is its means of 
production (Rose, 18, 6). He says: 
But it's not like here 's how you create something physical. It's, it's more how you create 
something both spiritual , emotional, psychological , developmental , uh, in young people and, and 
how do you develop certain values and ethics that, that, that stay with people throughout their 
lives. And that culture was critical to doing that. . . (Rose, 18, 6) . 
Brown gives the example of recruiting a diverse corps, a key component of City 
Year's organizational culture, as an essential element of City Year: 
... people have said to us, that we 've hired locally over the years, have said, "oh, you don't 
understand. Um, you can't do that in my community." And we're like, "no, you can. There's 
techniques. It's hard. Um, and we ' ll send a whole task force down there to help, but make no 
mistake about it. We ' re not opening up a non-diverse City Year program. That 's not our 
mission." And they're like, "oh, oh, okay" (Brown, 4, 11). 
As a final point, Brown says: 
.. .I used to use the Latin City Year qua City Year because people wanna take pieces of it and go, 
"well, I'll do this, but, y 'know, we're gonna change that, we're gonna change that, we ' re gonna 
change that," and we ' re like, "well," we said, "well, then fine. Go do your own youth corps. We 
always encourage people to do your own but we are trying to operate on certain kinds of models 
here" (Brown, 4, 4) . 
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Roles of Sites and Headquarters. There needs to be a basic structural plan for the 
local sites, including staffing and budget. The plan is tied to the growth model. Citizen 
Schools ' staffing and budget for local sites is leaner than those of City Year because it is 
replicating just the model by building it onto existing organizations whereas City Year is 
building entire branches. 
Roles of sites and headquarters must be defined: what will the sites do and what 
will headquarters do? The roles of sites and headquarters are defined in part by the 
model of growth that is selected and are also driven by the organizational mission and 
program model. 
Citizen Schools engaged in substantial up-front planning to determine the roles of 
sites and headquarters. Because it was growing through affiliates, it was necessary to 
develop license agreements that specified the obligations of sites and headquarters . In 
preparing for expansion, Citizen Schools developed the essential elements of a Citizen 
Schools site and a quality rubric. More recently, it has developed the Give-Give 
document which further describes the expectations of both parties. 
City Year ' s clarification of the roles of sites and headquarters took place well into 
its expansion process. Khazei says, " . . . as we started developing these programs and we 
had local boards and local executive directors, we started saying, 'well, wait a minute? 
What can we decide versus what you decide nationally? How do the resources work? 
How do you pay for everything?'" (Khazei, 3, 21). City Year developed a site board 
charter and major financial policies through a two-year process involving representation 
from all of its branches. Brown says, " . . . a lot of it's teasing things out. We say, 'oh, we 
-you really, you say you want x.' You have to ask the question, 'why? What are you 
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trying to get at?'" (Brown, 4, 8). He continues, "'Oh, well, if you - if that's what you 
want here's a way we can- '" (Brown, 4, 8). In speaking about the process of developing 
these documents, Brown says: 
So, it's putting structure on things. But it 's not- the key is to never just taking any kind of 
received way to doing things and saying, "well, this is the way nonprofits replicate, so just do it 
that way." The key is to be really highly intellectually engaged- how does your structure support 
your mission and how do you get there with the most number of people in tow? (Brown, 4, 9). 
For City Year, the process is about maintaining transparency (Rose, 18, 5) and building 
trust (Brown, 4, 8-9). 
The definition of roles of sites and headquarters is not static but rather it is a 
dynamic process. Kate Carpenter says that she is re-evaluating the "give-give" 
relationship between Citizen Schools ' sites and headquarters to make sure that it is 
reasonable: 
... now that I'm a year and a half in, it's also maybe the time where you kind of step back and go, 
hmm. And re-evaluate everything that you're asking for, everything that you're giving and then 
the resources that you internally in the Citizen Schools organization have organized to, to, to keep 
your promises. And also the, the resources that you have recommended or required from the 
affiliate organization and also maybe whatever else they brought to the table, like to see if that's 
sufficient to deliver what you need them to deliver (K. Carpenter, 6, 7). 
Pace of Growth. An important aspect of the expansion plan is the pace of 
growth. Based upon the experiences of City Year and Citizen Schools, it appears that 
nonprofit organizations may be overly optimistic in their planning regarding the pace of 
growth. Min recalls, " ... when we started to expand, they [Citizen Schools' leadership] 
presented to the board our growth model and there was, like, slow, moderate, fast. And I 
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remember I was sitting in this meeting and one of the board members was like, 'do you 
know your slow growth is ridiculously fast?'" (Min, 16, 15). 
Citizen Schools achieved its expansion goals in terms of number of campuses for 
2002 and 2003; however, it will fall short of its original goals laid out in the 2003-2007 
strategic plan for fall 2004. City Year has not been able to repeat its growth to four cities 
in one year since the first time it did so in 1994. Although the researcher was not 
provided copies of actual strategic plans for City Year, other documents provided to her 
proposed significantly higher rates of growth than have actually been achieved. Alyson 
Carpenter of City Year says: 
I just don't think we 've hit it yet. We haven't figured out how to do it yet. There's no way we 
could expand - we could launch four sites in one year. We're certainly not Starbuck's. We just 
couldn't do it. It's all we can do to manage one and two, y'know, killed us at once. I don 't know 
why we haven't figured it out (A. Carpenter, 21 , 20). 
Kate Carpenter describes the pace of Citizen Schools' expansion in this way: 
... we started out pretty aggressively, y'know, with 4 new sites, going from zero to four. And then 
the second year we went up to, uh, 8 campuses. No, the second year, we had 10 campuses but 8 
cities. And, urn, and I think we were gonna go even more, y 'know, kind of double that this year, 
urn, for 2004/2005 . But then, we, we actually started to feel what it felt like to, to be doing this . 
And it, urn, there 's a lot of issues that people will advise you on and you ' II kind of think about or 
anticipate theoretically that you - that are very different in the experience. And, y 'know, it's 
funny, ' cause Citizen Schools always says that experience is the best teacher and, urn, y'know, 
when you 're doing and teaching you're at your highest, urn, level of leaming. And it ' s just so true 
because you can have all these consultants and other benchmarked organizations tell you this is 
how it's gonna be and these are the things you can anticipate but it doesn't - it's totally different 
when it happens. I mean, it's, it's reassuring to have had the forewaming but it is different when it 
happens (K. Carpenter, 10, 1-2). 
Raj pal of Citizen Schools says, " .. .it [pace of growth] has to match the 
infrastructure in place to allow for the growth and maintain quality" (Rajpal, 7, 15). 
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Recall that the City Year Challenge is all about building the organizational capacity to be 
able to grow to any number of sites. 
Rajpal worries about capacity strain. In his words: 
. .. there 's an internal Boston office challenge and, and that challenge is making sure that we have 
the right infrastructure and the people are not stretched too thin for too long. Uh, ' cause when you 
are, uh, in a growth phase and you're young, people are young, and there's a lot of energy, a lot of 
people do many different things and you can put in long hours, but then you can also reach a point 
where you can bum out. And it, it starts becoming a negative (Rajpal , 7, 9). 
Similarly, Kate Carpenter says that the organization ' s sustainability, " .. . can't depend on 
people working 80 hours a week" (K. Carpenter, 6, 7). 
Min says that pace relates to the capacity of the organization's people. When 
asked about Citizen Schools' greatest growth obstacles, she says, "In terms of, literally, 
just getting more and more Citizen Schools campuses out there? Mmm. I think human 
resources." Referring to the staff of the national partnerships office, she says, "Urn, but 
we just can't add on more campuses, just because there are only five of us" (Min, 16, 15). 
Kate Carpenter says that it's not just having enough people, but having the right people, 
with the right expertise, experience, and judgment. In her words: 
Because people, people talk about kind of say capacity strain. And I might think, "oh, well that's 
okay. We ' ll just get more staff and we'll best utilize our existing staff," and blah, blah, blah . 
Y'know, easier said than done. I mean, you have to have staff who are very talented, very hard 
working, uh, very dedicated and then who are seasoned, who have developed judgment (K. 
Carpenter, 10, 2). 
Kate Carpenter says that site development and management is about relationship building 
and relationship management and that it requires a wisdom that develops over time: 
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So that really, I think, is potentially one of the largest constraints on growth is just, y 'know, the 
experience and ability of your team. And it sounds really obvious but you can'tjust like go out 
and hire a bunch of brilliant people and have them all working up to the speed you need them to be 
in a month. Y 'know, it's going to be a 6-month to a year before you - they ' re all everything that 
you need them to be. And, urn, and so that ' s a constraint to growth (K. Carpenter, I 0, 2). 
Similarly, Spaloss suggests that City Year's expansion at an average rate of one 
site per year following its rapid expansion to four sites in 1994 is because, "we learned 
the, the, uh, understanding and reality of bandwidth. Y'know, it takes dedicated and 
competent staff to go into a new community or new city with stakeholders that have 
never heard about City Year yet and explain it" (Spaloss, 9, 4) . Jacobs says the same: 
" ... if it were up to me, we would be in, urn, 2 or 300 cities. And what keeps us from 
being there, even today, urn, is, first, the capability inside to have the, the skilled people 
to go in on a swat team basis and to start up in a city" (Jacobs, 20, 3). 
Min says that expansion is a learning process and therefore should not be rushed. 
In her words," . . .I think the other thing is we're, we're trying to be smart about it, urn, 
and trying to really use all of these campuses as case studies to see how do we expand as 
we figure things out" (Min, 16, 15). 
Building in reflection time is another aspect of pace of growth. Raj pal suggests 
that after a period of intense growth, " ... you gotta slow down, so you can internalize what 
has happened and what's grown and, uh, not just be, uh, on the hot seat solving 
problems" (Rajpal, 7, 15). He continues: 
It ' s very difficult to internalize if you always have, uh, problems that you are solving. And in, uh, 
if you keep growing at the same rate, you ' ll be fighting fires and you won ' t have time to 
internalize and or reflect and or build the infrastructure to take care of all the issues that come with 
growth (Raj pal, 7, 15). 
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Pace is clearly impacted by finances as well. Jacobs of City Year says, "I think 
the number one constraint and, and, therefore, challenge to us, is financial. And my 
attitude is, if we can raise the money, we can find a use for it" (Jacobs, 20, 9). 
Financial Plan. The cost of financing expansion, both in terms of the added 
costs to headquarters and the cost of operating the new sites, is largely dependent upon 
the program model and the growth model. Ulrich, who has worked for both 
organizations, says of the City Year model: "It's incredibly expensive. I think that's one 
of the huge problems with the City Year model for expansion that's very different than 
the Citizen Schools model" (Ulrich, 11, 13). 
Financing expansion has been a challenge for both organizations. Rose says, 
"We've never had a year's funding in the bank, ever. We rarely have three months of 
funding in the bank. So, we've been hand-to-mouth since we started. It 's not a good way 
to continue. I had a full head of hair when we started City Year" (Rose, 18, 22). He 
continues," .. .I say that joking around but also, y'know, it ' s hard, it's stressful, it's 
challenging. Urn, raising money is hard" (Rose, 18, 22). 
Rimer of Citizen Schools stresses the importance of building a financial plan 
based upon need rather than on money in hand. In his words: 
We've gone into every single year since we began, including the year that I said we might have 
had to close had that check not come in, not knowing where the money was going to come from. 
We've never built a budget based on what we had. We 've always built a budget on what we 
needed and then figured out a way to get it (Rimer, 5, 17). 
City Year's and Citizen Schools' fmancial plans are marked by high 
diversification of resources and multi-year commitments. Desai says: 
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I think there are two tracts that we always state. And I think it wi ll always remain as part of our 
thinking is how do we really have multi-year grants so that we are not having a hand-to-mouth 
existence? How do we really get diversified resources so that you are not stuck with one kind of 
resource? (Desai , 12, 6). 
Citizen Schools and City Year seek funds from foundations, corporations, government, 
and individuals. Citizen Schools generates earned income through tuition and City Year 
does so through its Care Force program through which the organization leads businesses 
in service to promote team building, employee loyalty, and community relations. 
Furthermore, Spaloss says that City Year will not open a site until operating funds are in 
place. In his words: 
... like we also want to have a certain percentage of the budget already covered before we even go 
down there because we found that kind of raising money as you lay track doesn ' t work. Y'know, 
and whose gonna wanna, y 'know, sponsor my Young Heroes program which is a 6th' 7th' and gth 
grade program and I'm in the middle of it. That looks awful to someone. They ' re kinda like, 
well, you ' re starting something you couldn't afford. Like how does this show any business 
practice? (Spaloss, 9, 8). 
Citizen Schools and City Year were both launched with private funds only and 
accepted public support after their programs were well-established. Both organizations 
have worked to develop partnerships with corporations that involve more than just 
funding. City Year started with a corporate team sponsorship program that continues to 
be an essential component of its local fundraising strategy. The organization 's close 
partnership with the Timberland Company was described in Chapter 4. In describing 
City Year's strategy of building strong corporate partners, Spaloss says: 
Like we use sport teams here. Most people would go after your sports teams for straight dollars. 
We don ' t want dollars . We want a lifelong partnership. We want brand-sharing with that. We 
wanna be able like with the Celtics, for instance, we want the Celtics to come to our camp. And 
when the Celtics are involved in coming to our camp, that way we wanna be able to put their logo 
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on our application. It gets us more kids, it gets more kids interested, and we get to use that. We 
wannabe able to sing the National Anthem, y' know, at the Celtics game (Spaloss, 9, 26-27). 
Citizen Schools involves corporations in leading apprenticeships. For example, 
Citizen Schools ' Framingham, Massachusetts campus has an apprenticeship about the 
fashion industry run by the TJX Corporation which Citizen Schools hopes to build into a 
national sponsorship (Colgan, 17, 8). 
An important aspect of determining the relationship between sites and 
headquarters is clarifying the financial relationship between the two. Khazei says, " . .. we 
realized quickly that as we were building this infrastructure and centralizing everything, 
our sites had to help pay for it" (Khazei, 3, 21). The basic question is:" . .. how much, 
urn, money should come nationally and how much should come locally .. . ?" (Ulrich, 11 , 
11). Citizen Schools charges $7,500 to each community for their first campus and $5,000 
for each additional campus following a two-year launch period. According to Carpenter, 
" .. . it 's really important revenue, but it' s only, uh, maybe 25 to 30 percent of what it costs 
to serve them [the affiliate sites], I think, and even that estimate needs to be tested" (K. 
Carpenter, 10, 1). 
Site selection. The final component of the expansion plan is the site selection 
process. The nonprofit organization may develop basic guideposts for site selection or 
prerequisites for building a site as well as criteria for site selection. City Year developed 
its seven guideposts for site selection following organizational learning based upon 
challenges in site development. These guideposts relate to funding and community 
support. Furthermore, site selection criteria were developed through Bain 's study. 
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Criteria are related to the four major factors of demography, funding, community support, 
and geography (Sackley & Bradach, 1995, 21). 
Citizen Schools has a detailed request for proposal process that includes a written 
proposal and site visits . The organization has site selection criteria for affiliate 
organizations and communities as well as additional criteria for Massachusetts 
communities. The basic criteria for affiliate organizations include: managerial strength; 
alignment of mission and vision; fiscal solvency; fundraising capacity; strong relationship 
with public school system and a middle school, in particular; school leadership support of 
application; good reputation; experience with youth and educational programming; and 
interest in and capacity for expanding the program in future years (Citizen Schools & 
Lesley University, 2004, Discussion Paper, Appendix A). Schwarz says that the 
characteristics that they are looking for are the following: 
... a school district that 's really behind us, willing to put up resources and gets it, a nonprofit that 
gets it, is willing to take financial responsibility, is willing to be, not just willing to be but excited 
about the Citizen Schools model , urn, just a cultural fit, like when we meet the executive director 
of the agency or the school people, we get along ... and money. So, so, so financial confidence, 
uh, sort of deep school embrace, good, a good creative nonprofit, a little bit of a corporate base, 
uh, I think helps a lot (Schwarz, 2, 22). 
Criteria for communities are that they have an education reform agenda; that they allocate 
significant public and private funds to afterschool programming; and that they are a 
priority for Citizen School 's expansion intermediaries (Citizen Schools & Lesley 
University, 2004, Discussion Paper, Appendix A). Additional criteria specific to 
Massachusetts communities include: high numbers of at-risk students; high need for out-
of-school time programming; commitment of city and community leadership; and 
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communities must apply for funds to support the sustainability of the program (Citizen 
Schools & Lesley University, 2004, Discussion Paper, Appendix A). 
With initial growth completed, City Year and Citizen Schools have both 
expressed interest in developing regional hubs. Rose, of City Year, says, "And there's 
been a lot of talk about how do we regionalize? How do we have a Midwest, urn, kind of 
regional connection?" (Rose, 18, 19). Similarly, Min of Citizen Schools says: 
... what we want to see short-term is create, like, hubs, so just the way it is now, like, this, like, 
kind of like, west coast California thing, and then a Houston, and then Massachusetts. Urn, and 
then eventually, like, Raleigh, Atlanta kind of. Urn, and we have one in New Jersey, and I think 
we always talk about, like, what does that look like in terms of New York (Min, 16, 17). 
The processes that both City Year and Citizen Schools follow in site selection are 
designed to create a kind of courtship between headquarters and the prospective site. In 
Schwarz's words, " ... we really want to have sort of a dance back and forth" (Schwarz, 2, 
21). He continues," .. .it shouldn'tjust be just them pursuing us, it shouldn't be- it 
definitely shouldn't be just us pursuing them" (Schwarz, 2, 21 ). City Year began with a 
more one-sided approach and quickly saw the limitations of this approach. Speaking 
about City Year's early expansion to Rhode Island, Spaloss says, " ... a big lesson out of it 
though was community. Now, the community wanted us, I think, somewhat, but not the 
way that we require a community now to get us to go to a new city" (Spaloss, 9, 7). In 
Routh's words: 
. .. with some of the earlier sites, we landed without really generating the groundswell of need for 
us from that community. And, so after that, we improved on the model and we built sort of what 
are the guideposts that a city has to do in order to earn a City Year in their community. And 
flipped it, flipped the dynamics, required letters, the Mayor's support, corporate champions, three 
years' worth of funding, y'know, and so, we really tried to land more successfully and set up that 
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site for success, urn, from the start and that was a good best practice that we leamed (Routh, 19, 
2). 
There is a tension between strategy and opportunity in site selection for both City 
Year and Citizen Schools. Citizen Schools' site selection has been largely opportunistic. 
Schwarz says: 
... it's sort of opportunistic at this stage. So we might hear about a community that sounds good 
for x reason and we sort of float the idea and then if it takes and someone there says, "oh, yeah it 's 
a great idea - let's-" y'know, and then they start pursuing and then we, we kind of pursue back 
(Schwarz, 2, 21 ). 
Ulrich explains, " ... sometimes, and this is just a personal opinion, I've kind of wondered 
like what's the theory behind certain cities that don't to me seem like they're the cities 
that are getting kind of, urn, national attention ... " (Ulrich, 11, 7). She continues, "I 
haven't seen, I don't think, as much thoughtfulness about, well, where nationally ... are 
we really gonna use these cities to shine a light on out-of-school time?'' (Ulrich, 11, 7). 
City Year has tried to balance strategy and opportunity in its site selection. When 
more strategic, however, this has led to a greater degree of pushing itself into a city as 
opposed to being pulled in. Rose says: 
I think we face challenges in different, y'know, kinda challenges around the physics of going to 
another place, kinda what- we really want be in such and such a place, Miami, New York, 
Chicago, whatever, well , how much do you push your way in? And how much do you allow 
yourself to be pulled?" (Rose, 18, 5). 
A City Year board member presents an alternative view to Ulrich's: 
... some people on the board think that some cities are more strategic than other cities for us to be 
in because of visibility, because of access, urn, to, urn, support in Congress. Because as you know 
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our- a portion of our funding comes from AmeriCorps. I happen to believe that every city is 
strategic. That wherever there are young people that need to be served, communities that would 
benefit from having a youth corps, urn, with the energy and the diversity that City Year has, I 
believe that defines them as strategic (Jacobs, 20, 3). 
Site Development 
Site development has several major components: recruiting, training, and 
retaining site staff; attracting local organizational partners and volunteers; recruiting 
participants; responding to local needs; building and maintaining strong steering 
committees; and raising funds to ensure sustainability. Depending upon the growth 
model, site development may be directly managed by the national organization through 
branching as in the case of City Year or may be done through affiliates as in the case of 
Citizen Schools. However, the basic components of site development appear to be the 
same and the headquarters' interest in success is the same. In brief, site development is 
about building the local sites and becoming a valued part of the local community. 
Figure 8. Site Development 
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Recruit, train, and retain site staff Important elements of managing expansion 
are recruiting talented staff for sites, training them, and retaining them. Individuals from 
both City Year and Citizen Schools stress the importance of the local site directors, in 
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particular. For example, in response to a question about the factors that contributed to the 
success of Citizen Schools' expansion, Min says, " .. .I think one is the hiring of great 
campus directors. And then, subsequently the training of them" (Min, 16, 12). 
Recruiting the right staff, especially the right site director, is challenging. Rajpal 
of Citizen Schools says: "I think the biggest, urn, uh, challenge is, is the people, quality 
people. And so that I think is the big challenge. Because if you get the right, uh, quality 
campus directors and frontline staff, I think this program can succeed" (Rajpal, 7, 5). 
Ulrich says, "I think there's been quite a lot of turnover of several campus directors who, 
frankly, I don't think were good hires" (Ulrich, 11, 6). Kate Carpenter feels the same. 
She says, "The second round, I'd say, some of the hiring wasn't as, wasn ' t as solid" (K. 
Carpenter, 10, 4). She continues, "And those were very early kind of, uh, admissions of 
impossibility and turnaround" (K. Carpenter, 10, 4). The expansion experience is helping 
Citizen Schools' leadership learn what it takes to be a successful local site director. Min 
says: 
And I think expansion is really helping us figure out, like, what does it take to be successful and 
it's not just like a great, charismatic, campus director, but it's, like, a campus director who came in 
with this knowledge, this skill set, that. Urn, so it's really figuring out like what it takes to be 
successful (Min, 16, 18). 
Similarly, Rose says that City Year has a case team of Harvard Business School students 
studying the characteristics of its local executive directors. In his words: "We have a 
case team right now working on the profile of our executive directors. And kind of how 
do you recruit, hire, and train the best executive directors?" (Rose, 18, 24). 
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City Year tends to seek local site directors as well as staff from within the 
organization. Alyson Carpenter says, "Interestingly, our most successful executive 
directors without any exception have been those who came up through the corps" (A. 
Carpenter, 21, 17). In speaking about the factors that have contributed to the success of 
City Year's branch in Philadelphia, Rose points to a, " . .. founding executive director 
who's still there who was an alumni, who got it, who gets it. .. " (Rose, 18, 27). He also 
notes that, "they have a very strong staff' and that, " .... almost sixty percent of their staff 
is alumni of the program" (Rose, 18, 27). Rose says: 
The biggest struggle is the challenge of developing really talented people to run the program. It's 
the people that ' s the most important thing. So, developing the talent, urn, kind of growing our 
own from within our corps to the point where they, urn, can go from corps member to executive 
director of a site (Rose, 18, 4). 
Ulrich says: 
I don 't think there 's enough homegrown people to, to be executive directors. They can, like, be 
the front-line staff, they can run the program, but the question of where the executive director 
comes from, I think, is this continued question. And that I think is a pretty damn critical role 
(Ulrich, 11 , 11). 
One of the hopes that City Year has for its new alumni association is that this will be a 
way to find talent for local site director positions. In speaking about the recruiting, 
hiring, and training of local directors and other local staff, Rose says, "And I actually 
think that our launching this alumni association and bringing back alums to help run City 
Year is gonna revolutionize that" (Rose, 18, 17). 
Retaining local site staff is also a challenge. Khazei of City Year says, 
" .. . peopling is often a challenge. I mean, y'know, some people stick to this. Other 
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people, y'know, they do it for a few years, they get- we have really good people that are 
constantly being recruited away" (Khazei, 3, 24). Khazei says that the founding 
executive director of the San Antonio office was recruited by President Bush to be 
undersecretary for bilingual education and that the executive director of the Chicago 
office is leaving for work in the private sector (Khazei, 3, 24-25). 
Burnout is a problem for local staff. Alyson Carpenter responds to a question 
about the challenges to City Year' s growth by saying, "Staff turnover. City Year bums 
people out" (A. Carpenter, 21 , 16). Schlegel of Citizen Schools says : 
.. .I would say another bump in the road we 've had, urn, the role of the campus director. Urn, this 
is the, this is the front, this is the manager of the front-line staff. And it's, urn, it's, I think, I 
believe it's attributable to, or, or the difficulty of this, of this job are in part the fact that, y 'know, 
as I said, Eric and Ned are big, ambitious, urn, driven folks. Urn, the organization is ambitious. 
Urn, it ' s got a grand vision. Given all that, like, that's all good and fine, but somebody's gotta do 
the work, and there's a lot of work in bringing this program together. I knew that from when I 
was a campus director and know that now from managing campus directors (Schlegel, 8, 5) . 
The responsibility at the local level is great. The local staffing model, particularly for 
Citizen Schools, is lean. Ulrich says, "These sites basically, y'know, a campus director 
and two teaching fellows have everything under their wing and I think that's a challenge, 
that, urn, they've got to do everything" (Ulrich, 11, 6). Colgan, campus director at the 
Walsh Middle School in Framingham, Massachusetts, says: 
I think it's really exhausting, and I don't think, realistically, it's the kind of job that someone could 
do for years and years and years. I suppose it would get easier but it ' s still, like, y'know, like if I 
had three kids right now [laughs] of my own, or something like that, I would not be able to do this 
(Colgan, 17, 24). 
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Schlegel observes that when campus directors leave after two years, they are only 
just beginning to be fully functional in the position. As a result, Citizen Schools is in a 
constant training mode. However, Schlegel believes that Citizen Schools is becoming 
better at training and retaining staff. He says," . . . over time, we 've learned, y 'know, what 
it's like when new people come in and are, I think, better about, urn, preparing these 
people for the job and supporting them in the job. But, there ' s still a lot of work to be 
done there" (Schlegel, 8, 6). 
Others, too, spoke about the value of longevity for local staff. Rimer mentioned 
Adelisa Gonzalez and John Werner, in particular: 
Adelisa running the Dever [Elementary School Citizen Schools program], uh, she was running the 
Dever. But, but she was there, for three years, and, and being there for three years versus nine 
weeks is a huge difference, not just to the school, but for the community. You can reach out and 
make those connections. And in the case of John Werner, it 's not three years, but nine years. I 
mean, so he's, he's really, he has deep roots in Dorchester [a Boston neighborhood]. And he's, he, 
he knows, he knows so many people because he's stuck with it over time and he is part of the 
community. He's part of the fabric, he's part of the glue that really stitches. I mean, kids that he 
was working with in 1995 are in college (Rimer, 5, 8) . 
Rajpal of Citizen Schools proposed that attracting and retaining strong local staff 
requires paying competitive salaries, offering professional development opportunities, 
and maintaining a quality program with which people want to be associated (Rajpal , 7, 
5). 
Attract local organizational partners and volunteers. Locally, multi-site 
nonprofits must develop strong relationships with organizational partners and attract 
volunteers. 
Citizen Schools works closely with its local affiliate organizations and with the 
local school systems. Furthermore, Citizen Schools works with local organizations that 
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provide apprenticeships or help to fulfill its goal of access by exposing children to 
community resources. Colgan, campus director for the Citizen Schools program at the 
Walsh Middle School in Framingham, Massachusetts, works with community 
organizations including the Danforth Museum, Make a Wish Foundation, Project Bread, 
Save a Dog, and Boxer Buddy for apprenticeship and service activities. She also serves 
on two local community councils. City Year works with local organizations to fulfill its 
service mission. For example, the Philadelphia site has a close service partnership with 
the Philadelphia Public Schools; the school system pays City Year about $250,000 in 
exchange for it services. 
For affiliates, it is important that the program be institutionalized within the 
affiliate organization. Kate Carpenter says: "It needs to become a true like vein or body 
part in that organization and, urn, not something that you can choose to have or not have. 
It needs to become a necessary component of its identity and a necessary aspect of its 
operations" (K. Carpenter, 10, 3). Similarly, Ulrich says that Citizen Schools must, 
" ... become a, a very critical, y'know, jewel in their [the affiliates'] crown" (Ulrich, 11, 
3). Several people at Citizen Schools spoke about the importance of maintaining strong 
communication with senior staff at the affiliate organizations and not just the local 
Citizen Schools campus director. Haugabrook, for example, says, " .. . we've learned that 
we need better communication and, urn, deeper- we have good relationships but we need 
deeper relationships with, urn, with more of those senior leaders at the community leve l" 
(Haugabrook, 14, 20). 
Recruit participants. Another challenge at the site level is recruiting program 
participants. Recruiting participants is strongly tied to building the organization's brand, 
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developing strong community ties, and communicating the value of the program. 
Individuals from both City Year and Citizen Schools identified recruitment as a 
challenge. In fact, Ulrich, who has worked at both organizations, identified recruitment 
as a common challenge shared by the two organizations. In her words:" .. .I would say 
recruitment is a challenge in both places, whether it's corps members or kids. Y'know, 
introduce this new concept, whether it's afterschool time or national service has been a 
challenge . . . " (Ulrich, 11, 14 ). 
Of Citizen Schools' recruitment challenge, Min says: " .. .I think the one thing we 
have to crack, and, and the one thing that's glaringly, we totally did wrong, if you could 
look, is maybe, like, student enrollment in some places. Like we just didn't get enough 
kids" (Min, 16, 12). Schlegel explains: 
... middle school students are fickle. Urn, they kind of go from one thing to another. And they go 
from Citizen Schools one semester to something else another semester. They ' re hard to keep in 
the program. If we're gonna have any kind of impact with kids, urn, we need them with us for 
awhile (Schlegel, 8, 6). 
On the brighter side, several people noted that students often participate in Citizen 
Schools for a period, leave for a period to try other afterschool activities, and ultimately 
return to the program. 
Colgan speaks about the recruitment challenge from the campus director 
perspective: 
I would say we 've had challenges around enrollment. I mean, it depends on how you look at it. 
Like, I think the number of kids that we 've served is pretty good and pretty on target but the 
funders , Mass 2020, in the original plan, had set up 72 as the target number. So, it was like, every 
single semester, it felt like we were kinda killing ourselves and pushing ourselves to get 72 kids in 
the program. And when you're aiming for that and you're not reaching it, you're feeling like 
you're failing, and you're wondering, "why aren ' t more kids, y'know, wanting to be in this 
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program?" and this and that. But the reality is there's so many other things that pull kids in other 
directions and, in this community, tons of kids have paid afterschool things that they do, like 
violin lessons or dance lessons or gymnastics or writing or whatever. So, y'know, I don't know 
what percentage of the population actually could do our program, because they don ' t have any 
other conflicting commitments. Y'know, and of those kids, how many are we reaching? I don ' t 
know. Y'know. But, so, I'd say that's been sort of a struggle, realistically, in day-to-day reality, 
and also kind of a little bit emotionally. Because you feel like, well, everyone's saying I should be 
able to get 72 kids [laughs] in this program, but it's not that easy ... (Colgan, 17, 22-23). 
Kate Carpenter says that enrollment is a matter of demonstrating the value of the 
program. In her words, " ... usually a big challenge for everybody is building up their 
enrollment for their students. 'Cause middle schoolers can walk with their feet, vote with 
their feet, and, urn, so if they don' t wanna come, y'know, their parents are usually not-
who wants to get into a wrangle with a middle schooler? Y'know?" (K. Carpenter, 6, 9). 
She continues:" ... so enrollment is usually a big deal. And but a lot of places are now 
starting to crack that nut and their enrollment's a lot better because it ' s a proven 
commodity now and people wanna come" (K. Carpenter, 6, 9). Carpenter says that sites 
with chronic enrollment problems would ultimately be closed: "I'd say that chronic 
problems with enrollment, urn, would be, like, a reason for maybe closing a program. If, 
if it was determined that that chronic ... problem, was, uh, due to just being in the wrong 
place . . . " (K. Carpenter, 6, 11). 
Recruitment of a diverse corps in each site has been challenging for City Year. 
Retention of corps members has also been challenging. As part of City Year's recent 
capacity-building efforts through the City Year Challenge, the organization has revamped 
its recruitment function and created a unified recruitment system across the country. 
Bain helped with some of the thinking around these questions: "How do we recruit more 
effectively and how can we really generate more applicants per corps members slot?" 
(Routh, 19, 5). 
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Recruiting a diverse corps involves targeting a wide range of populations, 
including young people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds and socioeconomic 
classes, as well as high school graduates, college students, and young people who have 
not completed high school. It is difficult to communicate the added value of City Year 
to some of these groups. As an example, Spaloss speaks of the challenge of 
communicating the value to African-American high school graduates: 
So if I'm looking for - to get African American graduates in here- well, I've run into the problem 
that there are a lot of African Americans at this point are first generation college grads. Or people 
that are heading off to school are first generation. And their parents, over their dead bodies, 
regardless of how good this program is or regardless of how much it will bring to a young person 
or if even will guarantee that their, their young child will do 4 straight years of college. I don 't 
care. You are going to college [now]. You are changing the trajectory (Spaloss, 9, 19). 
City Year's recruitment office works to target its recruitment message to each population. 
Spaloss says, " ... our recruitment department ' s done a good job figuring out how to tailor 
the benefits to different groups" (Spaloss, 9, 21). In some cases, that is done by 
providing service in the communities that it wishes to target for recruitment. City Year 
found this to be a helpful strategy in Boston's Asian community (Spaloss, 9, 21). 
City Year also works to strengthen the benefit package that it offers to corps 
members, such as offering free public transportation, helping corps members access food 
stamps, and seeking out local gyms willing to offer free memberships for corps members 
(Spaloss, 9, 20). The stipend is low and can be an obstacle for young people who do not 
have other forms of support. Spaloss says, "If you can 't live, that's gonna be the biggest 
roadblock to a young person wanting to complete this program and that's the hardest 
part" (Spaloss, 9, 20). 
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Respond to local needs. While local sites need to adhere to the guidelines 
provided by the national office, to be successful, they must also respond to the 
idiosyncratic needs of individual sites. There is a tension between these two priorities of 
standardization and customization. In Alyson Carpenter's words: 
... we developed a model and assumed probably naively that you could just put it in the 
community and the community would love it. That isn't how, uh, it typically unfolds. And we 
still have a very real struggle between wanting to create a model that works for everybody 
everywhere and follows a consistent set of activities, of principles, of surveys, of staffing. There's 
so many variables once you hit a particular community. Little Rock looks nothing like Seattle, 
looks nothing like Detroit. And you have got challenges there from the school systems, the 
personalities governing the school systems, the mayors and what they want to see, from the, uh, 
the, the, the different ethnic communities that are within a gi- a given, uh, community to the 
establishment of Boys and Girls Clubs or 4H Clubs or other sort of well entrenched community 
service providers that don't necessarily want to see somebody else walking around on their turf, 
urn, to teaching methodology, to parents (A. Carpenter, 21 , 10). 
Carpenter believes that City Year's local staff do a good job of being responsive to local 
needs and respecting the integrity of the City Year model. She says, "They really 
understand that responding to local needs takes priority over responding to the national 
standardization, although they do their best to, to find a marriage" (A. Carpenter, 21, 11 ). 
Examples of ways that City Year has tailored its model to needs of specific 
communities include the levels of stipends and the color of jackets. City Year has 
different levels of stipends for its corps members in each of its cities based upon the cost 
of living in each place. "Out in San Jose, it's a little higher," says Spaloss, "y'know, 
because it's necessary" (Spaloss, 9, 17). While City Year is well known for the bright 
red jackets worn by corps members, in San Jose, the jackets are yellow. Jones explains, 
City Year was told to avoid red because " ... there are gangs out here with red jackets" 
(Jones, 13, 6). By wearing red jackets in San Jose, corps members could be mistaken for 
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gang members and be hurt. Jones observes, " . . .it's one example of the adaptations that 
one has to do with the models and the operational practices in order to be able to be in, in 
sync with the environment which you're going into" (Jones, 13, 8). 
Citizen Schools has maintained flexibility by partnering with a wide range of 
affiliate organizations, from YMCAs to school systems. The number of days per week 
varies from site to site and the duration of the program also varies. In Framingham, for 
example, the program is offered with three-day, four-day, and five-day options. It is 
available every day that school is in session in response to the mission of the YMCA with 
which it partners. San Jose's program extends over a longer period of time because 
school is in session throughout the year there. 
Build and maintain strong steering committees. A key activity of local sites is 
building and maintaining strong steering committees. The steering committees serve as 
the local champions of the organization. They provide guidance and support to the local 
site director, they assist with fundraising, and they lend their name and their influence to 
the organization. 
According to City Year's site board charter, local board members are responsible 
for fundraising ; helping to recruit a talented and diverse corps; civic engagement through 
participation in service and recruiting others to participate; being the local voice for City 
Year and national youth service; guiding City Year's service activities; and 
organizational development (City Year, 2001 , 6-7). Citizen Schools' essential elements 
include, "high community engagement as exemplified by an active Steering Committee, 
which functions to promote the program, secure funding, and provide volunteer Citizen 
Teachers." 
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Kate Carpenter of Citizen Schools says," ... you wanna have this board of people, 
this steering committee, be doing fundraising, be doing recruitment of volunteers, be 
doing just talking to everybody, talking with their friends, like getting us in the 
newspaper and stuff like that" (K. Carpenter, 6, 8). According to Min, who is also of 
Citizen Schools : 
.. . the steering committee members are good for- they're kind of like the movers and shakers, like 
the people in the know within the community. So we just had a steering committee meeting in 
New Brunswick, New Jersey, and we, or before this semester started, and we're like, "okay, here 's 
our idea. We wanna do something called Express Yourself and it 's, like, expressing yourself 
through words, through the written language, orally, dance, whatever," so we just kind of put it out 
there. And we literally came out with like two pages of, like, people to contact, places to go. So 
they're also the ones who, being new to a community, and even if you ' re not new to it, you might 
wannabe a part of something like the art scene that you've never been a part of. They're the ones 
who totally hook you up and tell you who to call, urn, will even call people for you to give the 
heads up that you're gonna call them, so things like that (Min, 16, 9). 
The bottom line is that the local steering community is vital to the local site's 
long-term sustainability. Kate Carpenter says: 
Because say if you're based in a school, you 're run by a school, and you totally are publicly 
funded, if say, y'know, that public funding gets cut. You're single-source funded. You're very 
vulnerable. Public funding gets cut. Then - up - too bad. You don't have a group of people in 
the community who 've been working their butts off for a year, year and a half, to make sure 
you're successful who are like, "huh! We're not gonna let you die! " And they run around, they 
raise, y'know, a hundred thousand dollars and they save you. And they get, y'know, Johnson and 
Johnson and Bristol Meyers Squibb who are the two headquartered, uh, corporations 
headquartered in New Brunswick to kinda adopt the program. And so that's why you need to 
have a steering committee. And we, we've, we are very, very sensitive to, urn, the precariousness, 
urn, involved in, in not having broad, deep community support (K. Carpenter, 6, 10). 
While Citizen Schools is still in the early stages of developing its local steering 
committees, City Year 's local boards are well-established. The City Year site board 
charter describes the role of the site board chair: "To be a successful site Board chair, a 
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person must, among other things, be able to generate significant community support and 
financial resources for a City Year site, be able to recruit other talented and skilled site 
Board Members who can do the same, have a deep understanding of City Year, Inc.'s 
intensely integrated mission, and must be sincerely committed to the success of the City 
Year site and of the organization as a whole" (City Year, 2001 , 10). Several individuals 
discuss the need for a strong local board chair. In Spaloss ' words, " ... it 's more than just 
kinda participating in rule making. It 's about lending your name, lending your 
credibility, lending your clout" (Spaloss, 9, 8). Jacobs says that the organization has 
learned from experience that it is better to hold off on appointing anyone to the position 
of board chair until the right person is identified (Jacobs, 20, 9). It is better to wait, she 
says, than to give the position to the wrong person. Jacobs says that the executive 
director and the board chair are the two most critical people at a branch and that, 
"Without the two right people, you, it's like pushing on a string" (Jacobs, 20, 9). In 
speaking about the factors that have contributed to the success of City Year' s 
Philadelphia branch, Rose says, "the founding board chairs are still the board chairs 
seven years later. They're awesome" (Rose, 18, 27). He continues, "They both totally 
get it. They both work really hard, they've built a really powerful local board" (Rose, 18, 
27). 
Raise funds to ensure sustainability. It is the responsibility of local sites to raise 
the funds required for operations. Local sites also pay a contribution toward the national 
headquarters in exchange for the benefits that they receive from the network. 
The national headquarters typically provides supports to local sites to assist them 
in raising funds. For example, Citizen Schools provides sample grant proposals to sites 
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which can then be tailored for local use. As was discussed earlier in the section on 
developing a financial plan, Kate Carpenter says that Citizen Schools encourages the sites 
to develop diversified funding sources and multi-year commitments: 
... we talk about diversifying the revenue sources from as early as possible and so that means, so 
you get a bunch of money in from the school district, um, public funding. You also wanna have 
corporate support, individual support, money coming in from your tuition, and foundation support. 
And, urn, so a balance essentially, like the myriad of private funding and public funding (K. 
Carpenter, I 0, 4). 
City Year is developing a sustainability plan for sites as part of its capacity-
building initiative. Sites will be funded through a series of pillars, including, for 
example, team sponsorships, an annual fundraising event, and AmeriCorps funding. 
Routh says, " ... they are the pillars that will hold up the organization that are less labor 
intensive, play to our strengths, play to our uniqueness .. . " (Routh, 23 , 5) . 
Because City Year ultimately rolls up into one nonprofit organization, the national 
office covers deficits of sites that do not raise sufficient funds to cover their budget. 
There is a strong level of commitment to the local sites. Khazei says: 
We're very reluctant to close our sites. It takes three years to open one. Y'know, you can close 
one in 30 days . So, y 'know, that's the other thing. Once it's closed, it's, it won't reopen. It will 
be years. It will be 10 years, at least, because people would be like, well, wait a minute, we tried 
that. It didn 't work. It closed (Khazei, 3, 13). 
Citizen Schools is also committed to each of its sites. Kate Carpenter says: 
I think what happens a lot of times and you see this a lot in nonprofits is some fabulous program 
comes down the road and it has some funding attached to it and people are like, "yay. Let 's do it." 
And they do it for two or three years funding runs out and they're like, "oops. We have to cut it. " 
And they lay off their director or whatever, all done . So we don't wanna have that be the situation 
(K. Carpenter, 10, 4). 
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Along the same lines, Haugabrook says: 
... it does no good for it to be a y 'know a one-hit wonder. Y 'know, we come in, do it for two 
years, it's great, urn, we get good results or great results. And after those two years and the, the, 
the initial funding, urn, the seed funding that comes in, urn, once it ' s no longer there or it ' s not at 
the same level as it was before, if they have to close up shop, then we've, we 've really not done, 
y'know, real justice to, urn, to the model and to the movement (Haugabrook, 14, 24). 
Development of the National Organization 
The development of the national organization proceeds following planning for 
expansion and occurs concurrently with site development. Development of the national 
organization includes building the infrastructure and organizational capacities; building 
the national network; developing leaders; acquiring funds and in-kind resources to 
support the national headquarters and sites; building the brand; and developing and 
pursuing a national public policy agenda. 
Figure 9. Development of the National Organization 
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Build infrastructure and organizational capacities. The expanding nonprofit 
organization must develop an infrastructure and organizational capacities to support a 
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national network. Brown, who focuses on building City Year's infrastructure, describes 
his work this way: " ... one of the large roles that I've played over time is just teasing out 
structure. That's what I do at City Year. I try to put structure- I try to actually build, 
urn, the scaffolding for the castles in the air" (Brown, 4, 5). Both City Year and Citizen 
Schools have worked and continue to work to build strong infrastructures. Several 
consulting groups have helped the two organizations think about what capacities they 
needed to build. 
City Year's early efforts to build its infrastructure were directed at moving away 
from operating multiple sites through its Boston office toward developing a national 
headquarters. Brown says, "I mean, we rolled out, we did this opportunity driven roll 
out, but we began to realize that, y'know, we didn ' t really have a national 
headquarters ... " (Brown, 4, 14). He later says, "And really looking back on it, what we 
really did there, was build the concept of a national headquarters . And begin to say, 
'we 're not running a Boston program anymore' or ' things aren ' t being run through 
Boston'" (Brown, 4, 14). 
Being a national headquarters meant building up capacities, such as finance and 
human resources, to support not only the Boston program but also branches across the 
country. In Khazei's words, " .. . we centralize the things that make sense to centralize, 
like finance, uh, HR [human resources] , IT [information technology] , evaluation, public 
policy" (Khazei, 3, 12). 
City Year's more recent work toward building its infrastructure and 
organizational capacities has been directed at building a platform that can support any 
number of sites. As part of City Year ' s most recent strategic planning initiative, 12 
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organizational capacities that needed to be developed to support the organization's 
expansion were identified. Brown says, "we teased out, um, 12 capacities that either 
didn't exist in the organization or were completely underbuilt" (Brown, 4, 15). This list 
has been expanded to 16 capacities. Brown explains: 
... the site growth does matter, but what's more important is that we get to a place where we could 
decide to be any size. Urn, we realized, once we hit about 9/ 10 sites, that we couldn't replicate 
anymore in the way we were doing it. Because there just wasn't enough content in the system, 
there wasn't enough system in the system, and my role is to get us to the point where, with the 
right amount of energy and resources, we could get to any number of cities (Brown, 4, 16). 
City Year defines "scalability" as "having the capacities in place such that the 
enterprise can operate at almost any size" (City Year, 2003, Building a 2 r Century 
Institution, 38). Capacities that have already been significantly strengthened as a result 
of the City Year Challenge include the organization's recruitment process and its 
information technology department. 
Like City Year, Citizen Schools has begun to build an infrastructure to support its 
expansion. Structures that have been developed and built within Citizen Schools are 
finance, development, technology, national partnerships, and Citizen Schools University. 
Rimer says: 
I'm thinking of all the things I used to do when we were small which I clearly couldn't do even at 
this size. But we, we have an entire department now that is involved with finance administration. 
We have, y 'know, a bookkeeper, we have a finance analyst, really, a finance manager, we have the 
CFO, which is a new position for this organization, it's just been here a year. Um, uh, we have a 
whole technology department, several people, I mean, all these things are sort of, y'know, my 
Wednesday afternoon in '96, uh, but couldn't possibly be with a staff - a 7 million dollar budget 
and 90 people. So we - but we had to build all of that up, uh, to, to run the ship that we 've been 
building as we sail. . . (Rimer, 5, 10) . 
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City Year and Citizen Schools have made substantial gains in documenting their 
actual programs, which helps to ease the process of developing new sites. Jacobs notes 
that City Year has begun to," ... write down in the form of here's how to do it, things 
like .. . opening day and graduation" (Jacobs, 20, 7). Harden says, "We've documented in 
the last three years the curriculum and the sort of master plan of how to run a Citizen 
Schools program" (Harden, 1, 14). The product of this work is a 700-page manual on its 
model entitled, "Guide to Wow." Rimer explains: 
When you have sort of an external i.e. the affiliate strategy, you have a, a true institutional 
customer, which, which forces you as an organization to put in a way that someone else 
understands your best practices on paper, on the Internet, what have you, which you might not 
have had time to actually write down before. So it wasn't until2000 that we actually wrote down 
a Jot of what we'd been doing for four years. Uh, we'd written down a fair amount of it, but we'd 
never sort of put it all in one place. Y'know, here 's the binder to start something. Here 's the 
curriculum that we've been using to date. We had it on all different software. People were using 
it via each other but it wasn't sort of in a very- it wasn't in a fonn that was easy to access or easy 
to use. We still have a lot of work to do on that, by the way, urn, both internally and for the whole 
network, but we did Jearn sort of how, how important that kind of growth to scale forces you to 
bring your best stuff up, quality up, and, and, and figure out strategies to disseminate it in a way 
that's effective for all parties and, uh, I think that 's a healthy thing (Rimer, 5, 5). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools have developed their technology capability as 
an integral part of their infrastructure. City Year branches are networked so that 
information can be shared across them. Both organizations have internal Websites which 
provide programmatic resources for staff. Harden explains that Citizen Schools has, 
" . .. an online, urn, knowledge capture system through a site called Imo, so people can go 
up and upload and download our curricula resources, programmatic resources from 
wherever they are in the country" (Harden, 1, 16). City Year's Intranet is modeled after 
that of Cisco, one of the organization's corporate partners. Rose gave the researcher a 
brief tour of it: 
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... here are the goals ofyour basic training for this year. Here 's kind of an overview of what you 
need to have as part of it. Here 's, urn, training that must be completed within the first week the 
corps arrives. Here's the overnight retreat program elements. Here 's the, y'know, all the things, 
so you don't have to recreate the wheel (Rose, 18, 16). 
Another aspect of building the infrastructure is developing increasingly strong 
leadership teams. This includes developing a national board of directors and creating a 
staff leadership team. 
Staff leadership teams provide opportunities to involve more people in decision-
making. Haugabrook says that Citizen Schools has moved from a single decision-maker 
to a more participatory decision-making process through the organization's operating 
team. In his words, "Now as the scale and scope of the organization has, has grown 
and ... one person can't, urn, can't make all these decisions" (Haugabrook, 14, 16). He 
says there has been a shift from involving staff leadership through consultation to 
genuine engagement in decision-making and accountability for those decisions. Kate 
Carpenter says: 
... we had never had that kind of very focused management team until we got large enough 
essentially to have to. Y'know, 'cause I think that it was okay to have kind of most of the key 
decisions and stewardship being made by the president and having a leadership team that advised. 
Which is different than having 6 people make a lot more decisions collectively and then, of course, 
take responsibility in a much, I think, urn, I think just in a more serious way, y'know, for the 
bottom line ofthe organization (K. Carpenter, 10, 6). 
There is also a need to continuously review the job responsibilities of senior 
leadership to best utilize their time. Jones describes Khazei and Brown's reluctance for 
many years to hire a chief operating officer for City Year because they had trouble giving 
up this responsibility to another person. In his words: "They had a hard time doing it. 
They had a hard time embracing it. There was a lot of rhetoric about, 'yeah, we need it 
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and we gotta go find somebody,' and then they'd have candidates and they 'd go, 'oh, no, 
that wouldn't work, blah, blah, blah.' They had a hard time giving it up" (Jones, 13, 12). 
Similarly, Haugabrook of Citizen Schools says, " ... the greatest challenge is right now 
for, for him [Schwarz] as well as several of us who are, y'know, in these senior 
leadership positions is how do our positions evolve. I mean, they 're .. . evolving. How do 
we identify what, what are the key things that we need to be focusing on?" (Haugabrook, 
14, 26). 
City Year distinguished between its Boston board and its national board, with the 
Boston board continuing to focus on supporting the success of the Boston program and 
the national board focusing on the entire network of City Year programs. Citizen Schools 
is still in the early stages of transforming its Boston board into a national board. Raj pal 
says that the board is seeking to recruit members, " . . . with more national exposure" 
(Rajpal, 7, 6). 
The board has helped to create connections in new cities and the board chairs, in 
particular, have played a special role in " .. . translating the vision to the business 
community in all the cities we 're in" (Rose, 18, 13). Rose adds, "I would say the board 
has been critical, frankly, in giving us legitimacy, contacts, urn, testifying about what it's 
about, and bringing, uh, a level ofkinda high powered energy ... " (Rose, 18, 13). 
Similarly, Rimer of Citizen Schools says," .. . a big piece of the board has really been 
contributing to broadening our level of support, uh, throughout Boston and the country in 
the work that we're doing and opening doors that are important for us ... " (Rimer, 5, 13). 
Rose says that City Year's national board is the conscience of the organization 
(Rose, 18, 13). Jones, a former member of City Year's board, says that the role the board 
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plays in the growth process is to ensure that" .. .it be done the right way" (Jones, 13, 6). 
Rajpal, a member of Citizen Schools' board, says that the board's role in growth is an 
" ... intellectual process . .. " that involves, " ... questioning the infrastructure, the resources, 
the quality" (Raj pal, 7, 13). In response to a question regarding his contributions to 
Citizen Schools as a board member, Rajpal says: "I think I brought more asking strategic 
questions, uh, at different stages on all aspects of the operation, from finances to growth 
to strategic planning to organization to infrastructure to human resources. It's kind of 
asking the right questions" (Raj pal, 7, 16). 
A national headquarters provides technical training and support to launch and 
sustain local sites. City Year sends several internal staff to be part of the start-up team in 
a new city. Citizen Schools typically sends a start-up captain as well. Both organizations 
have regular trainings, meetings, and conference calls to provide support to sites. In 
addition, written materials and the Intranet are significant resources for both of the 
organizations' sites. 
The bottom line is that the infrastructure needs to adequately support the network 
of sites. There has to be clear and tangible benefits for sites. Citizen Schools thinks a 
great deal about this value proposition. In Haugabrook' s words, "How do we give more 
so that they can get more at, at the ground level?" (Haugabrook, 14, 23). Rimer says, 
" ... you have to figure out what's the value proposition after you've gotten started and 
that's going to be the challenge going forward. Uh, y'know, what, what, what maintains 
the attractiveness for the CBO [community-based organization] , once they've just gotten 
up and running, to stay connected as part of our network?" (Rimer, 5, 18). 
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Building the national network. Part of the role of the national headquarters is to 
create opportunities for sharing and learning between and among the sites. There is a 
synergy that can occur through the process of communication and collaboration. 
Furthermore, the network can be mobilized to act as, for example, City Year did in the 
Save AmeriCorps campaign. The network has a certain power. 
City Year and Citizen Schools use their Intranet systems for communication 
among sites. Trainings and meetings, such as City Year's Summer Institute and Citizen 
Schools' Summer Academy, provide opportunities for site members to come together, 
learn from one another, and be inspired by one another. The executive directors of each 
of the City Year sites come together several times a year with Jean Siegel, director of site 
management. The campus directors of Citizen Schools campuses participate in regular 
conference calls. City Year ' s annual convention has played a major role in building the 
national network. Ulrich describes the convention this way: " ... every year you kind of 
bring the family together" (Ulrich, 11 , 10). Khazei says, " ... that convention has helped to 
keep City Year whole as an organization" (Khazei, 3, 23). 
Rose provided several additional examples of ways that the City Year sites 
communicate and work together. For example, he spoke of how sites recruit from one 
another, particularly via the Intranet. On the Website, corps members and staff members 
can learn about volunteer and work opportunities across the network. Also, corps 
members at different sites will help to train and participate in the start-up of new sites. In 
fact, City Year staff and corps members from a number of sites have gone or will go to 
South Africa to help launch the site in Johannesburg. A great deal of excitement was 
generated recently when Chicago volunteers went to Little Rock to do a day of service. 
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In addition, for several years, the New England sites have been coming together for a 
leadership academy. 
Rose says that the opportunities for further cross-fertilization are enormous. In 
his words: 
Now the relationship across sites is much more ad hoc, much more undefined, much more 
unrealized - the potential is humongous. Gigantic. And any time there, almost any time there 's 
an interaction, it 's revolutionary. People are like wow, this is a revelation. This is so incredible! 
(Rose, 18, 19). 
Rose feels that there is more to be done to realize the tremendous potential of the 
network. In his words, " ... there's not yet enough kind of cross-site fertilization, 
pollenization" (Rose, 18, 19). Regional hubs would help to fulfill this need, he says 
(Rose, 18, 19). 
Develop leaders. A major role of the national headquarters is to develop leaders 
for the organization and for the field. City Year and Citizen Schools take these roles very 
seriously. City Year focuses its leadership development on its corps members. Ulrich 
says: 
... the experience and the knowledge people gain is incredible and if you look at kind of the roster 
of alumni and what they 're doing, urn, you're - there's - especially in Boston, there 's incredible 
leadership of, of alumni in many, many different organizations. And it trains you, I think, to be 
really entrepreneurial, really, like to mix, like, idealism with get it done (Ulrich, II , 9) . 
Citizen Schools has evolved into a training ground for young professionals in the 
afterschool field. It developed a teaching fellows program in order to attract quality staff 
to lead its afterschool programs. The teacher fellows program is now an accredited 
Master's degree program in conjunction with Lesley University. The goals of the 
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Master's program are to strengthen teaching fellows' capacity to achieve impact through 
teaching, community-building, and leadership; to professionalize the out-of-school time 
field; to build "intellectual capital" in the out-of-school time field; and to strengthen both 
Citizen Schools ' and Lesley University ' s leadership of urban education reform (Citizen 
Schools, 2004, National Expansion Planning, 2). 
It is a highly competitive program, with several hundred applications to fill 30 to 
40 spaces. The program is 35 credits. Courses include: Foundations: Cohort 
Development, Skills, and Theory; Education Reform and the Rise of Out of School Time; 
Dimensions of Teaching and Learning; Dimensions of Equity; Curriculum, Assessment, 
and Instruction; Curriculum Assessment and Instruction 2 with Practicum; Facilitative 
Leadership and Community Building; Classroom and School Inquiry; Action Research 
and Seminar; and Adolescent Psychology. Courses are taught by a combination of 
Citizen Schools staff with credentials of a Master's degree or higher and Lesley 
University faculty. 
Kate Carpenter says, " . .. coming up with the idea to make to make it possible to 
earn a Master ' s in association with Lesley during the two years that you ' re a teaching 
fellow really kinda enhances or proves this idea that we are -really are contributing to 
the field" (K. Carpenter, 6, 3). 
Furthermore, Rimer says, " ... we have more professional development time, uh, 
for folks that work with kids than most school systems and yet we work with kids for half 
the amount of time as the average school system" (Rimer, 3, 15). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools create opportunities for career development 
for their staff. Rajpal speaks about the challenge of " . .. having a growth path for them 
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[staff], uh, so that, uh, they can see themselves grow instead of just getting caught in a 
rut" (Raj pal, 7, 9) . Rimer says, " ... if you truly believe in, in, in this work, urn, it shows 
in your work and this is a place that will commit to you ... " (Rimer, 5, 16). 
City Year encourages corps members and alumni to move into staff positions 
within the organization and makes special efforts to promote from within the 
organization. Jones says one factor that has contributed to City Year's success is how it 
stretches people (Jones, 13, 21). Atwood says: 
... people are seeing that they could have a career here. This isn't a job where you can come and 
spend one or two years and then you go on to do something else. There is a career path. There's, 
y'know, multiple things you can do . And there's a lot of direction with the human potential team 
to work with people and to try to figure out what, what that is for different people (Atwood, 22, 
21). 
In Jones' words: 
... there's something very empowering about that for the organization. Something very special 
about that for the organization. So, there's a message abroad in the organization that if you have 
skills and talents, y'know, you apply yourself, to somebody whose looking to maybe give you 
promotions or whatever, y ' know, large responsibilities (Jones, 13 , 20). 
Schwarz observes that a national organization has career opportunities that would not 
otherwise be available. He gives the example of an employee who needed to move to 
another state; because there was a Citizen Schools site there, she was able to remain a 
Citizen Schools employee (Schwarz, 2, 7). 
Citizen Schools is pursuing leadership development beyond the organization. It is 
exploring the possibility of launching a national afterschool academy in partnership with 
other major afterschool programs and with the Mott Foundation. This possibility is 
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referred to in the 2003-2007 strategic plan. Haugabrook says, "we're, urn, developing 
this concept of the afterschool academy that would be, urn, this, this, y'know, high 
quality, urn, learning opportunity and professional development experience for front-line 
afterschool educators around the country ... " (Haugabrook, 14, 5). 
Acquire funds and in-kind resources to support national headquarters and sites. 
The national headquarters raises the funds to support itself and provides resources for 
local sites. This is challenging. Rimer says, "The stakes are higher now" than when the 
organization was smaller (Rimer, 5, 17). According to Desai," . . . it's starting to get 
harder. Because we are, we are no longer the new kid on the block" (Desai, 12, 5). 
City Year developed a national corporate leadership sponsorship program in 
1994. Its first national sponsors were Digital and Timberland; today's corporate sponsors 
are CSX, Timberland, MFS, Comcast, and Cisco. At the summer 2004 Cyzygy, Khazei 
made a verbal commitment to doubling the number of national sponsors by the following 
year. City Year is presently launching an international leadership sponsorship program 
and a global leadership sponsorship program. There is an account management system to 
oversee these relationships. Routh says: 
. . . as we grew the corporate capacity from the early days of being a team sponsor to million dollar 
corporate partners over two years and what does that mean? What do they get? Uh, what are the 
elements that want to help build with us or participate with us? These partnerships go very deep. 
Urn, and so it's really, they have to be managed- we created an account management system in 
order to do it (Routh, 23 , 4). 
City Year is also building a robust individual giving program. Routh says: 
The individuals, we haven ' t really figured it out well. How can they plug in? Y'know, and a 
reason why a lot of them, uh, partner with us is they want their children to grow up seeing, um, 
different aspects of life and meeting different people that they might not, at their private school. 
Um, and they want to teach these values of City Year to their children. And so, they want their 
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whole family to be able to participate. Urn, and so we, we really need to figure that out. Urn, and 
that's what we're committing to this year. That's sort of the final frontier (Routh, 23 , 3). 
One role that the national headquarters plays is to develop national sponsors from 
local ones. City Year's partnership with Comcast, which is now a national leadership 
sponsor, began through its local sponsorship of the Philadelphia branch (Rose, 18, 28). 
Routh says: 
We've got about 14 corporate partners that sponsor multiple sites, but often it's their local base 
that makes the decisions. And, y 'know, I wanna contact their headquarters and say, "do you know 
you 're already partnering with us here and here? Let's look at what are some other partnership 
opportunities." So, really taking that to that next level (Routh, 23, 5). 
Along the same lines, Schwarz of Citizen Schools observes that becoming multi-
site provides the nonprofit with new funding opportunities. He says, " . .. we're a grantee 
through the national direct part of AmeriCorps which you can't even- you're not even 
eligible to apply for unless you're in multiple states" (Schwarz, 2, 5). 
Build the brand. An important component of building a national organization is 
developing its brand. City Year's co-founder, Brown, says, "Brand is essential. I mean 
the story of the late 20th century, and in the Internet age, certainly the story of the 21 51 
century, is brand is king. Brand is everything. Brand provides you with the ability to 
play in your space and, urn, the opportunity to improve" (Brown, 4, 24). Haugabrook 
says that branding will help Citizen Schools leverage financial resources as well as other 
kinds of resources and Raj pal suggests that branding will help to strengthen its political 
influence. 
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Brand, as described by the participants in this study, is about the look and feel of 
the organization. It is also about the consistency of quality of the organization from site 
to site across the country. Participants make references to Coca-Cola and McDonald 's in 
their efforts to explain brand to the researcher. Brown says, " ... we 're drinking Coca-
Cola. I mean, it 's water and syrup and fizz in some kind of formula. It seems to work. 
But we're not drinking it because of the particular taste. We're drinking it because it's 
branded itself all over the world and has built a business behind that brand" (Brown, 4, 
24). Similarly, Haugabrook says, " .. .it's just like when you see the golden arches of 
McDonald's, you can see it, y'know, over a skyline someplace and you could be, 
y 'know, three miles away from it but you see McDonald ' s. You, you already know what 
it is that you ' re seeing" (Haugabrook, 14, 22). In speaking about the long-term vision for 
Citizen Schools, Min also gets at the notion of branding and referred to examples that are 
more similar to the two nonprofits that are the subjects of this study. Min says: 
The long-term goal would be to make Citizen Schools, urn, a household name, like the YMCA, 
like the Boys and Girls Club, but also for it to be synonymous - like when you think of the Y, you 
think of, urn, strong, healthy families . Urn, when you think of, like, the Boys and Girls Club, it ' s, 
like, an alternative to keep kids safe off the streets. Urn, I think what we want to do is create a 
market that ' s like Citizen Schools and people know, like, that ' s where you send your kid to, like, 
give them, urn, to, like, use the afterschool hours to make them, like, better people (Min, 16, 17). 
Citizen Schools and City Year, from their earliest days through the present, strive 
to build their brand. Haugabrook says,'" ... there's something that's core about Citizen 
Schools about its, urn, about its flavor, about its, y 'know, about, um, what we do, what 
we can hang our hat on, that no matter where you go, you ' re gonna get, get the same, if 
not better, results"' (Haugabrook, 14, 21 ). Branding, for Citizen Schools, is all about 
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spreading the message that Citizen Schools defines quality in afterschool education: 
" .. .ideally people will look to Citizen Schools as a model for quality and as a standard-
bearer for the out-of-school time industry" (Harden, 1, 19). Citizen Schools has focused 
significant attention in 2004 on the issue of creating brand. This is a challenge for 
Citizen Schools because of its close association with so many different kinds of 
organizational partners: " ... we're right now at the point of really figuring out how to, urn, 
how to develop and craft a brand when we are being run and operated by YMCAs and 
large $50 million anti-poverty agencies, huge school systems ... " (Harden, 1, 19). Harden 
suggests that perhaps the franchises that are planned for Citizen Schools will help the 
organization to strengthen its brand since they will be stand-alone organizations (Harden, 
1, 19). 
Rose, of City Year, says," . .. we've always tried to be serious about our brand . .. " 
(Rose, 18, 25). He later says," .. . we wanted to be one of the leading brands in national 
service" (Rose, 18. 25). According to Brown, " ... from the very beginning, we've always 
cared about the public face of what we were showing. Everything had to look right" 
(Brown, 4, 24). Brown describes specific aspects of City Year 's efforts toward creating a 
brand. He mentions the colors of the organization, the logo, the unifom1, the attention to 
detail in the look of visuals (Brown, 4, 24). He also mentions the morning calisthenics 
and the way that the corps will burst into a room (Brown, 4, 25). The brand centers 
around the notion of youthful idealism. Rose says the brand is also about behavior and 
living the City Year values (Rose, 18, 25). Comcast, which is now a national leadership 
sponsor of City Year, is doing public service announcements about the organization 
across the country. This is an important step forward for City Year in building its brand. 
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Brand is perhaps the single most valuable benefit that headquarters can offer the 
local sites. 
Develop and pursue national public policy agenda. Becoming a national 
nonprofit provides the organization with the leverage that it needs to help shape a public 
policy agenda. 
City Year's mission is directly related to influencing public policy. City Year 
influenced the national service movement in a major way while still a single site 
nonprofit by inspiring President Clinton to establish AmeriCorps. However, as we have 
seen, City Year realized it would have to expand if it was to continue to be a leader of the 
national service movement. City Year experienced the power and value of its network 
during the AmeriCorps funding crisis of 2003. City Year's leadership of the Save 
AmeriCorps campaign is a compelling example of its capacity to bring the field together 
toward a common cause and to achieve their aim. Khazei says: 
.. . I also saw the value of having a national organization during the whole Save AmeriCorps 
struggle because, y'know, one of the things that helped turn it around was getting a number of 
mayors, a number of governors, a number of local champions, to talk to their local senators and 
their local congresspeople and having programs in 14 cities made a big difference because we, we 
could start with a base that we got, we have 14 mayors that are ready to support this . We got 14 
governors. We got 28 senators. Uh, we didn ' t get them all but we got most of them in each of 
those categories. And we got citizens in, y'know, there are 900 AmeriCorps programs so we 
worked with a bunch of others but because we have one that had this kind of national breadth, it 
made a difference in terms of moving support of senators and congresspeople and mayors and 
governors and businesses very quickly (Khazei , 3, 13). 
Jones says, "I think that was an example of what I would call movement leadership" 
(Jones, 13, 9). 
As part of its annual national convention, Cyzygy, City Year hosts a National 
Policy Forum to bring together leading thinkers and practitioners in the field of national 
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service to discuss critical issues. This year's policy forum included discussions of the 
role that media can play in advancing a national service agenda and also the roles that 
public and philanthropic sources ought to play. 
Cyzygy is also a vehicle for building political support. Khazei says, "It ' s also 
been an incredible opportunity for leverage to develop champions" (Khazei , 3, 23). For 
example, he says, " ... Colin Powell spoke at the convention and then three weeks later 
gave his first strong public endorsement of AmeriCorps. Uh, and I know him coming to 
the convention had something to do with it" (Khazei, 3, 23). 
A key component of this year's Cyzygy was the launching of an alumni 
association. Through this association, City Year can have even greater influence by 
mobilizing its alumni to become leaders in the service movement not only as practitioners 
on the front-lines of service delivery but also as advocates for national service. 
While still single site, Citizen Schools served as an inspiration for the Boston 
2:00-to-6:00 Initiative. According to the organization's 2003-2007 strategic plan, one of 
its three major priorities is building a stronger afterschool sector; shaping public policy is 
one of the key ways that it plans to do this. In describing the public policy component of 
the strategic plan, Harden says that the idea is " . . . to begin to, uh, push the, the field 
around public policy work so that, y'know, ultimately, at some point, there will be more 
public dollars and more public policy oriented towards quality after-school programs and 
an understanding around the country what it takes to run a quality afterschool 
pro gram .. . " (Harden, 1, 1 7). 
Citizen Schools held its 3rd Annual Public Policy Forum on Friday, August 13, 
2004, on the final day of its weeklong Summer Institute. The title of the forum was 
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"Building Our Case: Reimagining After-School through 21st Century Skills." The forum 
served as a follow-up to a public policy symposium hosted by Citizen Schools in 
partnership with the Harvard Graduate School of Education in April 2004 entitled, 
"Reimagining After-School: A Symposium on Learning and Leading in the 21 51 
Century." 
In speaking about Citizen Schools' robust research and evaluation department, 
Rimer emphasizes the importance ofbuilding the afterschool movement. He says: 
It's to say this matter for kids. Other people should be doing this. It 's to raise the profile so that, 
y'know - I mean, people weren ' t talking about after school eight years ago in the way they ' re 
talking about it now. I mean, it 's on presidential stump speeches. It's on the mayor's agenda. It's 
on the governor's agenda. People talk about it. It's a big deal (Rimer, 5, 10). 
Organizational Learning 
The final component of the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model 
is organizational learning. Both site development and the development of the national 
organization feed into organizational learning. Learning then influences the growth 
drivers in the reiterative process of expansion. Organizational learning involves 
developing and implementing systems for disciplined innovation and continuous 
improvement. 
Several people interviewed for this study referred to City Year or Citizen Schools 
as learning organizations. Ulrich, for example, says of City Year, " .. .it was definitely a 
learning organization in terms of understanding over time what it meant to go into a new 
city ... " (Ulrich, 11, 1 0). Raj pal of Citizen Schools says: 
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. . . the organization, uh, approached this whole thing [expansion through the affiliate model] in a 
very opportunistic manner where - where the opportunities existed. But also with a very 
disciplined approach, in the sense that we'd experiment and learn and react. So it was not just 
haphazard. And, uh, so we were always re-evaluating and capturing data and, uh, uh, which we 
still do, and we call it a learning organization (Rajpal, 7, 3). 
Furthermore, Rimer says: 
... it's much easier to be a learning organization when you're small. Uh, as you grow it 's harder 
because you departmentalize, literally, urn, and, and yet, you're constantly figuring out ways to 
make sure that the information is passing a way that we ' re all still learning. I think an 
organization is more vibrant when you ' re all still learning. We 've made an effort to keep that 
spirit in the organization of constantly learning. Urn, it 's hard to do, but we 've, we 've put 
attention on it, urn, and, uh, I think it ' s paid off (Rimer, 5, 15). 
Figure 10. Organizational Learning 
.-----~-----------------. 
Organizational Learning 
Disciplined innovation and 
continuous improvement 
Disciplined innovation and continuous improvement. For organizational 
learning to occur, the organization must develop systems for disciplined innovation and 
continuous improvement. Schwarz says," . .. now we're on a kick of really how do we 
continuously improve it and it's less major changes and it's more just continually 
improve stuff that we think's working pretty well but needs to be tightened and urn, we 
think that the growth can help us accelerate that process" (Schwarz, 2, 14). Spaloss of 
City Year maintains, " ... that's what keeps this organization cutting edge. Just never 
being satisfied, y'know, never doing enough" (Spaloss, 9, 30). 
Citizen Schools, in particular, uses the language of experimentation to describe its 
expansion efforts. Citizen Schools began its replication efforts by experimenting with 
disseminating best practices by offering technical training to existing afterschool 
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programs. Schwarz says, " . . . we actually initially started doing some, uh, experiment -
some sort of pilots of helping others learn from our principles" (Schwarz, 2, 2) . He 
continues, "What we learned from those conversations was that we were unlikely to have 
a lot of success working with existing organizations and existing programs that had real 
limitations around their staffing model, their, urn, conception" (Schwarz, 2, 3). 
At that time, Citizen Schools began to experiment with the affiliate model. In 
Schwarz 's words," . . . now we're sort of2 years in to that experiment- that pilot" 
(Schwarz, 2, 5). He continues, " . .. we feel good about. .. how well it 's gone. We think 
the quality has been high, uh, the learning has been strong" (Schwarz, 2, 5). Presently, 
Citizen Schools is pursuing experimenting with growth through the franchise model. 
Rajpal says, "We know how the affiliate model works, uh, and the politics of it, and the 
different problems and different campuses and, uh, and we 're learning from them .. . " 
(Rajpal, 7, 3). He adds, " ... our next step is let 's experiment now with one or two 
franchise models. And see that- maybe it's better, maybe we learn a lot more, maybe 
it ' s more of a headache. Uh, maybe it becomes easier to raise money .. . " (Rajpal, 7, 4). 
According to Schwarz, "If it proves to produce better programs or- then we'll do more 
of it. If it proves, y'know, not really a big difference in program quality, then we ' ll only 
do it when necessary" (Schwarz, 2, 18). By the next time Citizen Schools engages in 
strategic planning, Harden says, "we'll be in 15 to 20 affiliate partnerships, urn, and we ' ll 
have several franchises under our belt and we'll be able to look at the pluses and minuses 
ofboth and the successes and challenges and be able to make some decisions about 
where to - what' s the best use of our resources, urn, for growth . .. " (Harden, 1, 19). 
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Similarly, the organization is experimenting with the adaptability of the model to 
different environments and the model's essential elements. Haugabrook says," ... we 
wanna know, y'know- one- what are other communities outside of urban areas really 
thinking about and what are their needs and how does a high quality afterschool model 
satisfy those needs?" (Haugabrook, 14, 11). He adds, "We also need to test what are our, 
y'know, we've developed a list of these non-negotiable essential elements of Citizen 
Schools. Are those really essential when you go to a San Jose or a Tucson, urn, y'know, 
or, y'know, or are they not as essential as we thought they were? And so we really need 
to test some of our assumptions about, about this model" (Haugabrook, 14, 11 ). 
As discussed earlier in this chapter in the section about pace, individuals from 
Citizen Schools also speak about the importance of building in reflection time. For 
example, Rajpal says: " .. . we were also very, urn, urn, careful in our growth that we 
didn't ... do a very high ramped growth. That we, we always had a leveling off period. 
We grow, leveled off, make sure we had the right, uh, infrastructure in place, uh, uh, 
learned, urn, captured the quality, learned about the quality, what are the issues, uh, and 
then again grow a little" (Rajpal, 7, 4) . Similarly, Kate Carpenter says: 
... this year we really wanted to kind of take a little pause year. So that we could kinda get back to 
the issues that I was talking about before about just really wanting to deliver services and products 
in a high quality way, that facilitates good relationships and good programs for young people in 
communities. And so, urn, you gotta take a little break from growth in order to do that (K. 
Carpenter, 6, 14). 
She also observes: " ... one ofthe dangers of that [being a growth-oriented organization] is 
that you never stop and reflect and analyze and so you have to build in that..." (K. 
Carpenter, 6, 14). 
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Individuals from both City Year and Citizen Schools describe how having 
multiple sites leads to organizational learning. Rimer of Citizen Schools, for example, 
says, " ... if you're actually trying something in four places versus one place, your 
learning's faster. Your cycle of improvement is faster" (Rimer, 5, 5) . Also regarding 
Citizen Schools, Ulrich says, "I think there are sites that are probably doing some things 
better than us [the Boston flagship], so we've got learning to do from our new sites" 
(Ulrich, 11, 3). In speaking about the people at Citizen Schools' affiliate organizations, 
Harden says, " . . . we ' re just connecting with all these really awesome people who are like-
minded and who have a lot to learn from us and who- from whom we have a lot to 
learn" (Harden, 1, 25). Min, in describing the role of Citizen Schools University, says, 
" ... they just kind of synthesize, revamp, upgrade whatever it is that all these campuses 
are doing and then put it back out there for them to use and say, ' okay, this didn't work, 
okay, this totally worked, and we did like and we changed this up, ' and so it kind of is 
our, kind of our loop of, like, continually improving" (Min, 16, 25). 
Examples of lessons that Citizen Schools has learned by being multi-site include: 
documenting and strengthening its curricula (Rimer, 5, 5) and learning what to ask and 
require of school systems (Schwarz, 2, 6). City Year San Antonio showed the 
organization that it was possible to achieve no smoking among corps members, not only 
while on duty but also while in uniform (Ulrich, 11, 15-16). City Year Cleveland taught 
the network to seek three-year financial commitments rather than one-year commitments 
(A. Carpenter, 21, 4). 
City Year and Citizen Schools are committed to quality. Ulrich, who works at 
Citizen Schools and is a former employee of City Year, observes, " . . .I think both 
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institutions have tried to use expansion as a, kind of a catalyst for making everything 
better, not just growing" (Ulrich, 11, 13). Speaking about Citizen Schools, Rajpal says 
that it is a challenge to ensure continued quality as the organization grows. In his words, 
" ... how do you maintain the quality as you grow that you don't dilute the quality- and 
what are the mechanisms in place, uh, to monitor the quality, to get the right feedback, 
and to make sure that we are maintaining the quality .. . " (Rajpal, 7, 8). He continues, 
" ... that to me probably will be an ongoing and the most pressing challenge as we grow is 
maintain and improve quality" (Raj pal, 7, 8). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools have research and evaluation departments 
within their organizations. Kate Carpenter of City Year says, " ... the reason to have 
evaluation is to support continuous improvement" (K. Carpenter, 10, 5). Of City Year's 
Research and Systematic Learning department, Rose says, "it's also been important for us 
as one of the leading kinda, uh, entrepreneurial nonprofits to be able to, uh, have, urn, a 
wing of the organization that is constantly giving us food for and, and information to 
improve ourselves and that is kind of holding the internal organization accountable for 
results and impact" (Rose, 18, 9). Similarly, Spaloss says: 
So we're out there doing all this great magic but we had no way to kind of prove it or show it. 
Our surveys weren't even close to even being real surveys that could be measured. Well, so we go 
and we create a, a state of the art evaluation department that can now measure everything. We 've 
gotten that department to the point where they're ready to put out a survey where we can really 
measure the civic impact on a child through our service ... (Spaloss, 9, 27). 
Rose points out that having an internal research and evaluation team is valuable for 
making strategic decisions, leading the national youth service movement, and advocating 
legislatively (Rose, 18, 1 0). 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ELEMENTS OF THE MODEL 
The elements of the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model derived 
through analysis of the cases of City Year and Citizen Schools have been presented. The 
remainder of this chapter will focus on the relationships between the elements. This 
section highlights the fluid and iterative process through which nonprofits expand. 
Growth drivers influence the expansion plan 
In the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model, the growth drivers 
influence the expansion plan. In City Year ' s development, the organization began with 
visionary leadership, a mission and a vision, talented staff members, a program model, 
and an organizational infrastructure. Once all of these pieces were in place, President 
Clinton visited City Year, became inspired by the program, and decided to make national 
service a national priority. This environmental factor, coupled with City Year ' s mission 
and vision, necessitated growth as a vehicle to continue to lead the national service 
movement. 
Similar to City Year's development, Citizen Schools ' development began locally 
with a visionary leader, a mission and a vision, talented staff, a strong program model, 
and a basic organizational infrastructure. Citizen Schools began planning and preparing 
for growth by developing components of the expansion plan, such as the program 's 
essential elements, and building the national organization, such as launching Citizen 
Schools University. To some degree, for Citizen Schools, funds for expansion through 
the two intermediaries drove the growth in the sense that it provided the fuel to move 
forward with the plan. However, funders also influenced the model of expansion as well 
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as site selection. Recall that the opportunity presented by the appearance of two 
prospective fiscal intermediaries, Massachusetts 2020 and Work/Family Directions, 
influenced the decision to expand through the affiliate model and that these funders also 
had clear ideas about the location of expansion sites. 
The expansion plan affects site development 
Some degree of planning takes place before site development occurs. Citizen 
Schools has placed greater emphasis than City Year has on planning in general, and in 
particular, it emphasized more up-front planning than did City Year. Both organizations 
made the decision to expand and selected an expansion model prior to site development. 
Both organizations developed basic criteria for site selection prior to site development. 
Citizen Schools also did substantial planning regarding the roles of sites and headquarters 
and documented the model's essential elements as part of its planning for expansion. 
City Year engaged in this planning at later stages in its development, when organizational 
learning showed the need for these. 
In City Year's organizational development, we see very little planning for 
expansion in the early stages and this led to problems in site development. In some 
communities, City Year earned a bad reputation that took several years to dissipate. 
Later planning work eased the site development process and made for more successful 
landings in new cities. 
Similarly, Citizen Schools ' initial expansion effort in Atlanta, at the time when 
the organization was being launched in Boston, was unsuccessful. There was no 
planning done related to expansion nor were the key growth drivers in place at that time. 
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Citizen Schools' next attempt to expand was backed by several years of planning and site 
development has been relatively smooth because of this . 
The expansion plan affects development of the national organization 
As Citizen Schools was planning for expansion, it began to proactively build a 
national headquarters primarily through the launching of Citizen Schools University. 
City Year 's more recent planning work to answer the question of what is holding the 
organization back from wide replication led to the identification of sixteen organizational 
capacities that were missing entirely or underbuilt. This planning work led directly to 
building those organizational capacities and further developing the national organization. 
Site development affects development of the national organization 
The development of the sites affects the development of the national organization. 
One example of how this happens is through funding opportunities. Com cast, one of City 
Year's national corporate sponsors, began as a local site sponsor in Philadelphia (Rose, 
18, 28). 
Site development affects the need for infrastructure. There is a capacity strain 
that is felt at the national level. Site challenges create the need for national solutions. 
For example, Citizen Schools has concerns about the sustainability of its affiliate sites. 
To address the concerns, the national office is developing greater ties with the senior 
administrators at its local affiliates. It is developing career paths for teaching assistants to 
become teaching fellows and for teaching fellows to become campus directors so that 
there will be continuity of staff even when campus directors leave. The national office 
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has also hired a staff member to support the local sites in developing steering committees 
(K. Carpenter, 6, 8). 
Site development also creates the opportunity for network building. City Year' s 
decision to host a national convention developed out of the desire to better connect the 
sites with one another for inspiration and movement building. 
Development of the national organization affects site development 
Development of the national organization also affects site development. For 
example, City Year' s and Citizen Schools' national relationship with AmeriCorps leads 
to funds for the local sites. City Year's national relationships with several corporate 
leadership sponsors also leads to benefits for the sites, both in cash and in-kind. City 
Year' s national relationship with Com cast involves public service announcements about 
the organization that are aired across the country. This helps local sites with their 
visibility and recruitment. 
The national organization' s capacities affect the development of the local sites. 
City Year's development of a unified recruitment system affects the local sites ' ability to 
recruit and retain staff. Its investment in technology so that all local sites share the same 
platform affects local sites. 
As the program model is increasingly documented by the national office, site 
development is made easier. Citizen Schools' 700-page manual, "Guide to Wow," is a 
huge advance for site development. 
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Site development affects organizational learning 
Site development affects organizational learning. For example, when City Year 
developed its first expansion sites, lack of sufficient planning led to challenges in site 
development. The organizational learning that stemmed from these challenges focused 
on the guidelines for site development, or the prerequisites for successful landing. 
City Year and Citizen Schools' models have been strengthened through the sites. 
City Year San Antonio successfully piloted a no-smoking rule while in uniform, for 
example, demonstrating that this was possible. Citizen Schools uses its sites to test the 
adaptability of the model to different site conditions. 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools collect various forms of data from the sites 
for research and evaluation purposes. 
Development of the national organization feeds back to the growth drivers 
Development of the national organization affects the growth drivers. For 
example, City Year is presently developing an alumni association. Ultimately, City Year 
hopes to have the alumni association spur further expansion by being a valuable source of 
talented staff as well as local champions for City Year who help bring the organization to 
new sites. Similarly, Citizen Schools' new Master ' s program in afterschool education 
feeds back into the growth drivers through further development of its talented staff. 
Organizational learning feeds back to the growth drivers 
Organizational learning feeds back to the growth drivers. Advances in curriculum 
development for Citizen Schools, for example, leads to a stronger program model. More 
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clarity around the characteristics of a strong site director lead to better staff for both City 
Year and Citizen Schools. 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CITY YEAR'S AND CITIZEN SCHOOLS' 
EXPANSION PROCESSES 
The Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model that is presented in this 
chapter attempts to synthesize the similarities between Citizen Schools ' and City Year ' s 
expansion processes. However, there are also significant differences between the two 
organizations' expansion processes. In particular, while planning and organizational 
learning are critical components in the growth processes of City Year and Citizen 
Schools, the latter organization places a greater emphasis on these factors . City Year 's 
growth is marked by more instinctual and often reactionary decision making. The 
decision to expand outside of Boston was based upon President Clinton ' s interest in 
making national service a priority; no planning toward expansion was done prior to this. 
The decision to expand outside of the United States evolved in almost exactly the same 
way. 
SUMMARY 
Chapter 6 presents a tentative model of nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion that is derived through analysis of the growth processes of City Year and 
Citizen Schools. As we have seen, the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion 
Model has five basic elements: growth drivers, the expansion plan, site development, 
development of the national headquarters, and organizational learning. Each of the 
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elements has been described and the relationships between the elements have been 
demonstrated. The model reflects the iterative process through which nonprofit 
organizations grow. It includes site development and development of the national 
headquarters as complementary growth processes that are preceded by planning and 
result in organizational learning. 
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION 
OVERVIEW 
Several critical themes relevant to the subject of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion that emerge from the findings will be discussed in this chapter. It 
will also include a careful re-evaluation of the literature. Major themes presented are: 
• The value of multi-site nonprofits from the perspectives of the central office, local 
sites, and society at large. 
• The dynamic interplay between strategy and opportunity in nonprofit geographic 
expansiOn. 
• The role of organizational culture in nonprofit geographic expansion. 
• The evolving roles of visionary leadership. 
• Attracting, developing, and retaining the right people. 
• Clarity about the model that is to be replicated. 
• Issues related to organizational structure and nonprofit geographic expansion. 
• Issues related to site selection and development. 
• Financing and sustaining growth. 
• The environment as a source of threats and opportunities. 
• Organizational learning as a primary benefit of nonprofit geographic expansion. 
• Branding as an important goal of and means toward expansion. 
Implications for practice and directions for further research are embedded into this 
discussion ofthemes. A Revised Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model is then 
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proposed based upon this discussion. Strengths and limitations of the study are 
presented. 
THE ORGANIZATIONS' RELATIONSHIP TO THE LITERATURE 
Before moving into a discussion of themes, it is important to note that City Year 
and Citizen Schools have not been growing in a vacuum. On the contrary, their leaders 
are aware of the general literature on nonprofit expansion. In large measure, their 
expansion plans and implementation have been influenced by the literature. For example, 
Rose, of City Year, uses the term "big, hairy, audacious goal" in his interview. 
Specifically, he says, " . . . Alan [Khazei] put out a very- what we call a big, hairy, 
audacious goal of getting a thousand alumni to come to the convention" (Rose, 18, 12). 
Rose is probably aware that the term "big, hairy, audacious goal" is not one invented by 
City Year. Rather, it comes directly from Jim Collins and Jerry Porras ' business 
management book entitled, Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies 
(2002). 
The 2002 paperback edition of Built to Last refers to City Year in its introduction. 
Arguing that the concepts presented in Built to Last are relevant to nonprofit as well as 
for-profit organizations, Collins and Porras observe that City Year has adopted their 
notion of "clock building" as opposed to "time telling." The concept of clock building is 
akin to the ancient Chinese proverb, "Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. 
Teach a man to fish and you feed him for a lifetime." Collins and Porras have written: 
"Having a great idea or being a charismatic visionary leader is 'time telling' ; building a 
company that can prosper far beyond the presence of any single leader and through 
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multiple product life cycles is 'clock building'" (2002, 23). Of City Year, Collins and 
Porras wrote: 
Alan Khazei, one of the founders, wanted his missionary zeal and vision to become a 
characteristic of the organization itself, independent of any individual leader, including himself. 
He made the shift from being a social visionary to building an organization with an enduring 
social purpose - the shift from being a time-teller to being a clock-builder" (2002, xviii). 
Both Kristen Atwood and Alyson Carpenter refer to clock building in their 
interviews. For example, Carpenter says, "Michael [Brown] is very interested in clock 
building and systems development. .. " (A. Carpenter, 21 , 18). Putting Idealism to Work: 
A City Year User's Guide also advocates clock building (City Year, 19). 
In Spaloss' interview, he discusses the idea of transforming City Year from "good 
to great." In Spaloss' words: 
I think now we're understanding if we're gonna go from good to great, you need to have some 
business process in there. You need to have some business folks that have strong understanding 
combined with folks like me that have just grown up in the nonprofit world (Spaloss, 9, 29). 
When asked what he means by the term "good to great," Spaloss responds: 
The true enemy to me of great is good, y'know. So Alan [Khazei] kinda, when Alan got the Good 
to Great book and he was talking about that, it really resonated with me because it is true. 
Y'know, and again, and that, for me, was the biggest false choice24 where good becomes good 
enough. Y'know, because you're always trying to get to great. I don 't think you'll ever really get 
there . ' Cause if it's, if it's an ongoing thing, you're achieving greatness to achieve better 
greatness and more and more and more. 
24 According to a City Year handbook, "A choice is a 'false ' one if, in fact, we do not have to choose at all , 
or if there is a totally different way of looking at the situation" (City Year, Putting Idealism to Work, 26). 
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Good to Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap ... and Others Don't is another for-
profit management book by Jim Collins. The first sentence of the book is, "Good is the 
enemy of great," (Collins, 2001, 1). Notice how similar that is to Spaloss' words, "The 
true enemy to me of great is good ... " (Spaloss, 9, 30). Both Good to Great and Built to 
Last are discussed at length in a City Year Power Point presentation about strategic 
planning and organizational development in a section about change management 
concepts (Kalafatas, 2003, 68-79). The language and major concepts of these books have 
become part of the organizational culture and practices of City Year. 
In fact, a City Year job announcement that was posted in spring 2004 also cites 
Good to Great. The job description states: 
The Director of Organizational Development will be expected to bring the latest organizational 
development conceptual frameworks to the organization from leading academic and practitioner 
thinkers, especially the six major concepts identified by Jim Collins in Good to Great and the 
emerging concepts known as "appreciative inquiry," as well as help develop concepts unique to 
the organization (City Year, 2004). 
Taped to a file cabinet behind the desk of Sandra Burke, chief of staff, is a poster that 
reads, "Good to Great: 7 Stage Summary." Khazei says: 
... the two most influential business books that we've [Brown and he] read are Built to Last and 
Good to Great written by Built to Last, Jim Collins, Jerry Porras, Good to Great , Jim Collins. We 
found those and both of those are about great organizations and great institutions. That's 
essentially what they ' re about. Both of them. Built to Last is about organizations that were 
founded and lasted. All of them are at least fifty years old or more in that book. Good to Great is 
about organizations and institutions that started out as mediocre to good and then became great. 
And, they just, and Jim Collins is brilliant at - he spent seven years plus doing each of his books. 
And he's got a methodology where he just analyzes them to death and then figures out what is 
common. And he has a big enough sample that he comes up with really valuable insights. Urn, 
it's a brilliant methodology. And we 've found in reading those books, uh, they just, they rang true 
to us. Even though they ' re about business, they ' re really about building great institutions. And a 
lot of it ' s transferable. Not everything, but almost all of it. Y'know. Clock building, not time-
telling. Y'know, first who? Level 5 leadership. Y'know, all the sort of keys that he 's identified. 
And so we 've used them here. We 've done trainings on them . We've encouraged people to read 
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them. When we've hired new leadership people, we give them to them and say, "you should read 
these books" (Khazei, follow-up , I 0-11 ). 
Similarly, in their first meetings with the researcher, both Khazei of City Year and 
Schwarz of Citizen Schools encouraged her to review the literature on nonprofit 
entrepreneurship and scaling by Dees and Bradach. These thinkers have influenced City 
Year and Citizen Schools through their writing, direct consultation, and informal 
advising. At the time of Schwarz ' s meeting with the researcher, Schwarz had also heard 
about, though not yet read, Grossman and Rangan's (2001) article on managing multi-site 
nonprofits. 
Not only have City Year and Citizen Schools been influenced by the literature 
that is pertinent to nonprofit growth through geographic expansion, but they have also 
influenced this literature. Some relevant works cite City Year, Citizen Schools, or both, 
in making their cases. These include, for example, Taylor and colleagues ' chapter, "The 
Question of Scale: Finding an Appropriate Strategy for Building on Your Success" 
(2002) and Bradach's article, "Going to Scale: The Challenge of Replicating Social 
Programs" ( 1999). Harvard Business School has produced case reports related to the 
growth of both organizations. 
THE VALUE OF MULTI-SITE NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
A major theme that emerges from both the findings and the literature review is the 
value of multi-site nonprofit organizations. Although the literature tends to focus on the 
perspective of the central office, the issue of value may be considered from the 
perspectives of the central office, the local sites, and society at large. 
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Central Office Perspective 
There is agreement between the findings and the literature on several points 
related to the value of becoming multi-site from the perspective of the central office. 
First, both the fmdings of this study and the literature suggest that one benefit of 
becoming multi-site is the opportunity to innovate through experimentation at the site 
level. Schwarz of Citizen Schools says," ... now we're on a kick of really how do we 
continuously improve it [the program] and it's less major changes and it 's more just 
continually improve stuff that we think's working pretty well but needs to be tightened 
and, urn, we think that the growth can help us accelerate that process" (Schwarz, 2, 14). 
He adds, "We have essentially more experiments, more, more things being tried. Urn, 
and we can learn from those and then ... synthesize them and the ones that make the most 
sense, like, y'know, distribute them and get them out to people" (Schwarz, 2, 14). In 
describing the benefits of the Citizen Schools ' network, the organization's 2003-2007 
strategic plan states, "Citizen Schools will accelerate its learning" (2003, 29). In a 
similar vein, Taylor and colleagues wrote: 
If local organizations are given autonomy and encouraged to experiment, a multisite organization 
can be more innovative than a single site. For instance, a Girl Scout troop might try out a new 
leadership training program. If it works, the program can be shared with troops across the 
country. Sharing new practices across units can be a powerful vehicle for learning (2002, 238). 
Another benefit for headquarters that emerges from this study and also from the 
literature is that of attracting new resources. Schwarz says: 
. .. because we've grown and developed a national network, that 's made us eligible to apply for 
different kinds of money. And an example of that is AmeriCorps. Urn, so we're now a half 
million dollar a year and next year it might become a million dollar a year AmeriCorps grantee. 
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Urn, and we 're a grantee through the national direct part of AmeriCorps which you can' t even-
you ' re not even eligible to apply for unless you ' re in multiple states (Schwarz, 2, 5). 
Similarly, according to Taylor and colleagues, "Having multiple sites .. . may 
make your organization more attractive to potential partners who otherwise would not be 
interested, including other nonprofits with national objectives, federal agencies, and large 
corporations" (2002, 239). 
Also discussed in the literature is the idea that geographic expansion could 
improve an organization' s chances of survival by spreading risk among multiple sites and 
by expanding the range of organizational stakeholders (Taylor, 2002, 237). Although this 
may be one of the benefits of expansion for Citizen Schools and City Year, it is not one 
that they focused upon in the interviews. 
Local Site Perspective 
According to Bradach, "The center can . .. play a critical role in providing 
functional expertise and services that local sites might not otherwise be able to obtain" 
( 1999, 25). In speaking about City Year, Spaloss observes, " . .. the best way to look at the 
national headquarters is that. .. anything that's up there [in the national office] is there 
because we have sites" (Spaloss, 9, 27). As an example, Spaloss notes that the Research 
and Systematic Learning department of the national office has helped the Boston branch 
to align its Building the Beloved Community curriculum with the Boston Public Schools ' 
"habits of learning" (Spaloss, 9, 27). Indeed, Bradach wrote, " ... the ongoing 
development of the program - in essence, the research and development function - is 
typically the province of the center" ( 1999, 25) . 
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Another benefit for local branches that Spaloss cites is the extraordinary people 
who lead the national office. Pointing to several specific individuals at City Year's 
national office and their accomplishments, Spaloss says, " . . . you get some of the top 
thinkers. You get access to those folks. Y'know, you get to use them as a resource" 
(Spaloss, 9, 28). In describing the benefits of geographic expansion from the central 
office perspective, Taylor and colleagues have written: 
As organizations grow, they develop a division of labor. Specialization leads to greater expertise 
in important functional and program areas. For instance, a larger organization can hire top-notch 
fund raisers, marketers, and other functional experts, leaving program staff free to focus their 
energies on delivering services. This allows everyone to do what they do best (2002, 238). 
Societal perspective 
The findings of this study and the literature appear to suggest that the value for 
society of nonprofit growth through geographic expansion lies in the opportunity to 
achieve significant impact in addressing social problems. 
According to Wei-Skillem and Anderson, nonprofit organizations ' primary 
motivation for expanding is to fulfill an unmet social need (2003, 14). In their words, 
"This drive to achieve social impact among nonprofit leaders is analogous to the drive to 
maximize profits among entrepreneurs in business" (2003, 14). 
Bradach 's article, "Going to Scale: The Challenge of Replicating Social 
Programs," begins this way: 
Homelessness, illiteracy, chronic unemployment: nonprofits struggle to address society's 
most intractable problems. And yet, as Bill Clinton noted, in reviewing school reform initiatives 
during his presidency, "Nearly every problem has been solved by someone, somewhere." The 
frustration is that "we can't seem to replicate [those solutions] anywhere else." 
With a few exceptions, the nonprofit sector in the United States is comprised of cottage 
enterprises -thousands upon thousands of programs, each operating in a single neighborhood, in a 
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single city or town. Often, this may be the most appropriate form of organization, but in some-
perhaps many - cases, it represents a substantial loss to society overall. Time, funds , and 
imagination are poured into new programs that at best reinvent the wheel, while the potential of 
programs that have already proven their effectiveness remains sadly underdeveloped ( 1999, 19). 
Similarly, Dees and colleagues have written: 
Many powerful programs start with the idea of serving as a "pilot" or "model" that could be 
replicated around the country or the world, but frequently the replication fails to happen or is 
painfully slow. The cumulative effect is tragic. While the benefits of discount retai ling and quick 
oil changes are made widely available, better ways to treat mental illness, move welfare recipients 
into the workforce, protect environmentally valuable wetlands, and educate children remain 
isolated, unavailable to many who could benefit (2002, l ). 
Consistent with the literature, the fmdings of this study suggest that a potential 
benefit to society of nonprofit geographic expansion is the ability to achieve social 
impact. Both City Year 's and Citizen Schools ' missions and visions are connected to 
social change. Citizen Schools ' 2003-2007 strategic plan cites as a benefit of the state-
wide and national network, "Citizen Schools will serve more children, more families, and 
more communities" (2002, 29). In speaking about the ultimate vision for City Year, 
Jones says, " . . . if you 're talking to Alan Kbazei, City Year is to have an enormous impact 
on the world" (Jones, 13, 16). 
While the literature appropriately addresses the importance of social impact as a 
societal benefit of geographic expansion, the literature does not directly refer to 
movement building and movement leadership. The findings of this study suggest that 
beyond increasing the number of individuals served, movement building and movement 
leadership are key activities and responsibilities of national nonprofit organizations. 
Moreover, from a societal perspective, the value of multi-site nonprofits lies largely in 
their ability to build and lead social movements . This includes: speaking for the fie ld; 
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developing a public policy agenda; coordinating advocacy initiatives in the field to 
pursue public policy agendas; disseminating best practices; creating vehicles for sharing 
learning; and developing new leaders for the field. City Year and Citizen Schools' 
commitments to these activities are striking and are perhaps what most clearly set them 
apart from single site nonprofit organizations. The idea that the societal value of 
nonprofit geographic expansion lies in the nonprofit's ability to build and lead social 
movements warrants further exploration. 
Putting Idealism to Work: A City Year User's Guide states: "Build the site. Build 
the organization. Build national service. These are the three goals we constantly strive to 
reach in all that we do at City Year" (undated, 22). A nonprofit organization seeking 
national expansion must work simultaneously at these three levels: site, organization, and 
movement. Funders seeking to support nonprofit geographic expansion can do so by 
providing funds for public policy initiatives and movement leadership. 
STRATEGY VERSUS OPPORTUNITY 
Planning is a key theme that emerges from the literature review and an analysis of 
the two cases that are the subjects of this study. A variety of perspectives exist on this 
topic. 
In the literature on nonprofit growth through geographic expansion, a great deal 
of attention is placed on the importance of assessing organizational readiness for 
expansion as an important element of the planning process. Taylor and colleagues 
proposed that organizational readiness includes: formalized operating procedures and 
centralized management systems; building organizational competencies; and willingness 
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and ability of the leadership, board, and staff (2002, 255-256). Dees and colleagues 
offered a similar description of readiness. For them, readiness also includes readiness of 
the innovation to be replicated: "Is the innovation ready to be scaled? Anyone 
considering scaling should have demonstrated success, preferably supported by a 
rigorous evaluation, as well as reason to believe that this success is transferable to other 
locations" (2002, 8). 
In their study of small business growth through geographic expansion, Barringer 
and Greening found that businesses that engaged in formal planning experienced greater 
success in their expansion efforts than those that did not (1998, 484). 
Also writing from a business perspective, Collins and Porras attempted to break 
down several common management misperceptions in Built to Last. They proposed that 
it is a myth that "highly successful companies make their best moves by brilliant and 
complex strategic planning" (2002, 9). Rather, they suggested: 
Visionary companies make some of their best moves by experimentation, trial and error, 
opportunism, and- quite literally- accident. What looks in retrospect like brilliant foresight and 
preplanning was often the result of "Let's just try a lot of stuff and keep what works" (2002, 9). 
This study found a dynamic interplay between planning and opportunism to be a 
key characteristic of nonprofit growth through geographic expansion. City Year and 
Citizen Schools are strategic organizations. Significant planning went into the launching 
of these organizations and consistent planning has allowed the organizations to mature 
and to grow. At the same time, both City Year and Citizen Schools have seized 
opportunities that presented themselves, even when those opportunities were not part of 
the plans. 
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When Clinton visited City Year and became inspired about the idea of national 
service, the organization was still a demonstration project in Boston with no intention of 
expanding across the nation. It was Jones, a mentor to Khazei and a friend to the 
organization, who pointed out the significance of this event as a major potential 
opportunity. Jones recalls, "I said 'well, are you going national?' They said, 'no, no, no, 
no, we're just gonna build this Boston thing deeper and, and broader' and so I said 'well, 
I just, I just don't get it"' (Jones, 13, 3). He continues: 
" ... you heard Bill Clinton say that if he became elected president of the United States, he was 
going to take this program to a national scale." I said, "well, I'm here to tell you that in 
November, Bill Clinton is going to be elected president of the United States. And he will either 
run over your program with his big national program or you're gonna find a way to continue to 
lead this movement. So you decide what you want to do but that's, that's what I see." So they 
went away, they went away, and within ten days, I got another call from them, saying, "we gotta 
come back and see you because you're right. We were thinking too small. We're going national. 
And we have a plan" . .. (Jones, 13 , 3). 
Brown says, " ... then he [Clinton] got elected and then he, he said, 'that's one of my top 
priorities is national service.' Well, all of a sudden ... we had this new opportunity. We 
needed a planning cycle (Brown, 4, 11). With the support ofBain and Company, City 
Year was able to work out the details of its growth plan. Clinton established AmeriCorps 
and in the meantime, City Year proved its capacity to expand by launching a summer 
program in Columbia, South Carolina and a full year program in Rhode Island. 
City Year's next great opportunity for expansion came when representatives of 
the organization were invited to join Clinton as part of his delegation to Johannesburg, 
South Africa and to establish the Clinton Democracy Fellowship. Again, City Year 
jumped at the opportunity with the hope that this would lead to a City Year program in 
South Africa. Khazei recalls: 
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. . . so he [Segal], like, called me, and I said, "we gotta go." And he said, "well , how are you going 
to pay for it?" I said, "I have no idea but, y'know, if you get invited to South Africa by Nelson 
Mandela to travel as part of President Clinton's formal delegation and we could get this fellowship 
program launched, you gotta grab that opportunity." So, urn, so I dropped everything for a month 
and went crazy raising money to both pay for the trip and, ultimately, raise enough money to be 
able to launch the fellowship . Uh, but to answer your question it happened because, y 'know, Bill 
Clinton and Nelson Mandela had a conversation and Mandela invited Clinton and then Clinton 
called us (Khazei , 3, 17). 
Citizen Schools, too, is a strategic organization that takes advantage of 
opportunity. The first opportunistic decision the organization made was to pilot the 
program at the Dever Elementary School in Dorchester, a school where Schwarz had a 
relationship with the principal. The summer pilot program in Atlanta was equally 
opportunistic; out of it came the strategic decision not to expand for some time, until the 
program was more fully developed. Later on, the decision to expand through the affiliate 
model was made in order to take advantage of the opportunity to partner with 
Massachusetts 2020 and Work/Family Directions: 
.. . the organization, uh, approached this whole thing in a very opportunistic manner where- where 
the opportunities existed. But also with a very disciplined approach, in the sense that we 'd 
experiment and learn and react. So it was not just haphazard. And, uh, so we were always re-
evaluating and capturing data and, uh, uh, which we still do, and we call it a learning organization. 
And so then the opportunity came through some, uh, affiliate models and we could go through an 
affiliation to some community-based organizations, like the YMCA and someplace. And so 
there 's already an organization. And, uh, so that would be the easiest way of growing .. .. (Raj pal , 
7, 3). 
In conclusion, City Year and Citizen Schools attempt to embrace planning while 
remaining open to possibility, and planning anew when unforeseen opportunities arise. 
The implication of the findings and the literature review for nonprofits seeking expansion 
is that nonprofits should both plan and pursue opportunities. In Collins and Porras ' 
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words, visionary companies replace the "Tyranny of the OR" with the "Genius of the 
AND" (2002, 18).25 
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE 
Bradach observed that replicating organizational culture is more complex than 
replicating program elements (1999, 20). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools have elaborate organizational cultures that 
include values, language (such as "Cyzygy" for City Year and "wows" for Citizen 
Schools), chants and cheers, and for City Year, a dress code. Both City Year and Citizen 
Schools have documented their values through publications including City Year's Putting 
Idealism to Work: A City Year User's Guide and Founding Stories and Citizen School's 
We Believe: A Guide to the Organizational Beliefs, Values, and Principles of Citizen 
Schools. 
Common to both organizations, and seemingly critical to expansion, are: mission 
and vision; a strong work ethic; a commitment to growth; a commitment to quality; a 
commitment to continuous improvement; a commitment to learning; a commitment to 
people; a commitment to the movement; and a sense of joy. 
The researcher was struck by the love that participants in this study, namely, staff 
and board members, expressed for City Year and Citizen Schools. Of Citizen Schools, 
Harden says," ... it really is an organization where there's a lot of, urn, a lot of 
25 Collins and Porras used these te1ms to refer to a number of paradoxes that are apparent in visionary 
companies such as stability and progress; they do not directly refer to the paradox of strategy and 
opportunism. 
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collaboration and shared learning and joy" (Harden, 1, 24). Both organizations are 
imbued with a strong sense of mission and spirit. 
At one of the Cyzygy events the researcher attended, a group of Young Heroes 
gathered on stage and spoke about their dreams for their futures. When they finished, 
K.hazei jumped out of his seat to give them a standing ovation. This was a great example 
of the leader setting the tone and demonstrating the values of the organization. 
One reader of drafts of the preceding chapters of this dissertation commented that 
the two organizations under investigation have a cult-like quality to them. Indeed, there 
is a strong focus on organizational culture and indoctrination. In Collins and Porras' 
Built to Last, a key quality of successful visionary companies is a cult-like culture. In 
their study, they found that visionary companies displayed four characteristics of cults 
more than the comparison companies did. These four characteristics include: strongly 
held core ideology, indoctrination, tightness of fit, and elitism (2002, 122). By tightness 
of fit, Collins and Porras meant that new recruits either fit into the organizational culture 
and stay or do not fit and leave. All of these characteristics apply to City Year and 
Citizen Schools. 
The implications for nonprofits that are pursuing geographic expansion are to 
maintain a strong organizational culture and to create mechanisms for transmitting that 
culture throughout the network. 
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VISIONARY LEADERSHIP 
This section on visionary leadership is divided into three parts : roles of the 
visionary, push-pull of visionary leader and management, and evolving roles of 
leadership. 
Roles of the visionary 
This study identified visionary leadership as a critical growth driver for nonprofit 
geographic expansion. Alan Khazei and Eric Schwarz were identified as visionary 
leaders who are driving forces behind City Year's and Citizen Schools ' expansion, 
respectively. Guclu's case study ofYouthBuild USA described in Chapter 2 showed that 
Dorothy Stoneman has played a similar role in the expansion of her organization. 
In considering the role of the visionary leader, several questions emerge. Most 
notably, just how important is the visionary leader to the expansion process? Would 
expansion be possible without that visionary leader? Are the talents and skills of the 
visionary leader what makes for successful expansion or are these merely cases of being 
at the right place at the right time? If the visionary leader is critical to expansion, then 
how does one develop the talents and skills of a visionary leader? Can these talents and 
skills be developed? How do visionary leaders receive mentoring and support? What 
happens when the visionary leader leaves the organization? How do you recruit a 
visionary leader? 
In Collin ' s study of for-profit institutions that transformed themselves from good 
companies to great companies, he found that they had leaders who were both humble and 
resolved. Regarding the latter trait, he suggested that these companies had leaders with 
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" ... an almost stoic determination to do whatever needs to be done to make the company 
great" (200 1, 30). Khazei, in particular, is described in precisely these terms. Spaloss 
says that Khazei is "modest" and "humble" (Spaloss, 9, 32). Ulrich says: 
. . . he ' ll never go for the sort of alright thing if he can go for something great.26 And 1 have huge 
respect for those guys [Khazei and Brown]. . .. 1 think it's [City Year] an incredible organization. 
For all its problems, shortfalls, challenges, the hardships of working there, etc., etc., there 's also 
like a level of commitment and, um, willingness to, like, to go to the wa ll to do something well 
that I have huge respect for (Ulrich, 1 I, 9). 
While Collins identified humility and determination as key characteristics of 
leadership, Collins and Porras noted that charisma and egocentrism are not. In fact, 
Collins and Porras found a negative relationship between charismatic leadership and 
successful visionary businesses. Back to the idea of clock building, Collins and Porras 
wrote: 
A charismatic visionary leader is absolutely not required for a visionary company and, in fact , can 
be detrimental to a company 's long-term progress . Some of the most significant CEOs in the 
history of visionary companies did not fit the model of the high-profile, charismatic leader -
indeed, some explicitly shied away from that model. Like the founders of the United States at the 
Constitutional Convention, they concentrated more on architecting an enduring institution than on 
being a great individual leader (2002, 7-8). 
With respect to organizational readiness for expansion, Dees and colleagues 
cautioned organizations to consider whether their initial success was due to local 
leadership (2002, 8). Khazei encountered this perspective as skepticism about whether 
City Year had what it takes to expand. In his words: 
26 This is, presumably, another reference to Collin 's concept of transforming from good to great (200 I). 
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A lot of people said, "well, City Year's great, but the only reason it works- it was started in Boston 
and that's where Alan [Kbazei] and Michael [Brown] are and that's where the history is," and we 
never believed that, like, but that's what a lot of people 's biases were (Kbazei, 3, 1 0). 
Dees and colleagues also encouraged organizations to consider, "If the innovation 
is scalable, does the organization, including the central social entrepreneur, have the will 
and abilities to pursue a given scaling path?" (2002, 8). This question presumes that the 
will and abilities of the social entrepreneur make a difference in geographic expansion. 
Wei-Skillern and Anderson (2003) studied the motivations, challenges, and 
benefits of expansion through branching, affiliates, and plural methods (branching and 
affiliates). They found that the leader's desire to expand drove plural approaches more 
than it did either branching or affiliate expansion alone. Moreover, they observed that 
larger organizations reported that their leaders or boards had significant growth 
aspirations. Thus, Wei-Skillern and Anderson concluded: 
. . . these survey results seem to highlight the importance of organizational leadership, and 
especially the role of the nonprofit leader, in driving expansion efforts . These findings imply that 
the strong leadership and commitment of the leader may be particularly critical in achieving 
significant scale or pursuing a plural structure, which introduces the complexity of creating and 
managing both branches and affiliates (2003, 15). 
Similarly, Junseob Shin and George McClomb (1998) found a strong relationship 
between leadership and organizational innovation in their study of nonprofit human 
service organizations. 
In Enterprising Nonprofits: A Toolkit for Social Entrepreneurs, Dees and 
colleagues proposed that the talents and skills of a social entrepreneur could be learned or 
acquired (200 1, 5-6), although they did not suggest how this happens. Sexton and 
colleagues (1997) studied the learning needs among growth-oriented entrepreneurs in for-
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profit firms. Their findings included entrepreneurs' preferences for form and subject 
matter of learning. Survey respondents indicated preferences for business roundtables 
and half-day seminars. Desired subject matter included: 
... (1) using cash flow to make operational/financial decisions; (2) financing growth; (3) increasing 
the value of the business; ( 4) compensation for self and associates; (5) hiring, training, and 
motivating for growth; (6) succeeding in a rapidly changing world; (7) successfu l selling via 
helping the customer buy; (8) sales force management; (9) management succession; and ( 1 0) 
problems and pitfalls of growth ( 1997, 6) . 
Perhaps similar studies ought to be conducted with nonprofit entrepreneurs. 
In her discussion of the founder 's lifecycle, Stevens (2001) described the leave-
taking of the founding visionary leader. She proposed that ownership of the organization 
must be transferred from the individual founder to a larger group of people including the 
board of directors and the management staff members. 
In summary, the role of the visionary leader appears to be very important for 
nonprofit organizations pursuing geographic expansion. The questions of just how 
important is the visionary leader and what are the implications for the professional 
development of visionary leaders and succession plans for expanding organizations are 
only partially answered to date and require further study. 
Push-pull of visionary leader and management 
A major theme that emerges from the analyses of City Year and Citizen Schools' 
expansion processes is the healthy tension that exists between visionary leadership and 
management. On the one hand, each organization has a visionary leader who is 
constantly pushing the organization toward new goals. On the other hand, there are the 
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managers who build the structure and systems to support the vision. The tension between 
the visionary leader and management is akin to the tension between opportunism and 
strategic planning. 
Jones illustrates this push-pull using an example from when City Year was invited 
to participate in its first trip to Johannesburg, South Africa, as part of Clinton's 
delegation. In Jones' words: 
And he [Khazei] says, "we got to do this . We have got to do this." Michael Brown says, "c'mon 
now, where's the money? C'mon, how-? Where's the money, man? Ain't no money." Y'know, 
it's gonna cost like $600,000 or something, y'know, or whatever. I don't know. Something. He 
[Khazei] says, "don 't worry about it. I'll go out and raise the money. I'll, I'll go raise the 
money." He [Brown] says, "well, from where?" 
Brown of City Year uses great imagery to describe the two complementary 
processes of visionary leadership and management. He says, " . .. we always tease Alan 
[Khazei] his job is to push us off the cliff and then everybody else tries to create a 
parachute" (Brown, 4, 12). Furthermore, Brown says, " ... one of the large roles that I've 
played over time is just teasing out structure. That's what I do at City Year. I try to put 
structure- I try to actually build, urn, the scaffolding for the castles in the air" (Brown, 4, 
4). 
Rimer of Citizen Schools plays a similar role to that of Brown at City Year. In 
Rimer's words, he focuses on " ... broad brush, how do all the different components of this 
organization fit together and communicate well, urn, and how do we stay focused on our 
strategic priorities as an organization?" (Rimer, 5, 3). 
Writing about nonprofit leadership, Peter Economy stated, "Leadership is all 
about inspiring your team to do a terrific job; convincing, motivating, creating a 
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compelling vision of the future; and doing all the other things that encourage a dedicated 
group of followers to make good things happen in an organization" (2002, 75). He 
continued, "Management, on the other hand, is all about making organizations run better 
by designing and improving the processes, procedures, and policies that guide the actions 
of employees" (2002, 75). 
Also writing from a nonprofit perspective, Stevens described the tension between 
the visionary leader and management in her discussion of the founder's lifecycle. She 
wrote: 
Like other entrepreneurs, founders generally find management tasks boring and only tolerable as a 
way to get things organized around them. In fact, founders, at least at the outset, may disdain 
management. Their energies are absorbed elsewhere. They are driven by the higher goals of 
mission and purpose. Their job is to create. The task of management is quite different. It is to 
organize, to systematize, to create a smooth, stable construct for getting work done (200 I, 78). 
The implication for nonprofits seeking national expansion is that leaders and 
managers play important complementary roles in the expansion process. 
Evolving roles of leadership 
The literature and the findings of this study show that the roles of leadership 
continually evolve as the organization expands. 
Taylor and colleagues wrote: 
What if your organizational founder has the will to scale up but not the ability to lead that effort? 
Some people are great initiators and work well in small, informal organizations but don ' t have the 
skills required for managing a growing, more professional, and more complex organization. 
Sometimes new leadership must be brought into a growing organization, and the role of the 
founder may need to change. This can be traumatic for both the founder and the organization 
(2002, 257). 
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A number of authors have described the changing roles of leadership in the 
expanding organization. For example, in "The Five Stages of Small Business Growth," 
Churchill and Lewis explained that one of the critical questions of Stage IV, Take Off, is 
"Can the owner delegate responsibility to others to improve the managerial effectiveness 
of a fast-growing and increasingly complex enterprise?" ( 1992, 269). Moreover, they 
wrote, "The inability of many founders to let go of doing and to begin managing and 
delegating explains the demise of many businesses . . . " (1983, 272). Similarly, Barringer 
and Greening have written, " ... before initiating geographic expansion, the 
owner/manager of a firm should be sure that he or she is emotionally prepared to give up 
hands-on control of many aspects of the business, at least in the expansion site locations" 
(1998, 485). 
This theme also emerged through the analysis of City Year and Citizen Schools. 
Haugabrook of Citizen Schools says: 
I think where, urn, the greatest challenge is right now for, for him [Schwarz] as well as several of 
us who are, y'know, in these senior leadership positions is how do our positions evolve. I mean, 
they're, they're, they're evolving. How do we identify what, what are the key things that we need 
to be focusing on? (Haugabrook, 14, 26). 
Jones provides an example of a situation in which Khazei and Brown at City Year 
struggled with the need to relinquish control. He says: 
They had a very difficult time hiring a COO. A chief operating officer. And with the growth that 
it [City Year] was experiencing, there needed to be a chief operating officer who [had] total 
managerial responsibility. [In] true founder form, they literally had a hard time doing it. Tuming 
it over. Y'know, there was no candidate that was good enough . Y' know, finally, finally , after a 
number- I mean it took a number, a number ofyears- (Jones, 13, 12). 
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Jones continues, " .. .I was wondering whether they would lose it. Or the organization 
would lose its .. . bearings and its viability" (Jones, 13, 12). He adds," . . .I would say that, 
uh, they were playing a pretty dangerous game" (Jones, 13, 13). 
In conclusion, nonprofit organizations seeking geographic expansion must be 
aware that the roles of leadership should evolve as the organization grows. Leaders need 
to continually assess their job responsibilities and priorities to ensure that they are using 
their time appropriately and delegating appropriately. Leadership must be willing to 
become increasingly hands-off, leaving the day-to-day responsibilities to managerial 
staff. The board needs to ensure that the organization 's leadership continues to be 
effective as the organization grows. 
"THE PEOPLE" 
Both the literature and the fmdings of this study point to the importance of 
recruiting, training, and retaining the right staff. In "Leading, Retaining, and Rewarding 
People Entrepreneurially," Economy wrote, "Attracting and retaining talented people is 
critical for the success of any organization" (2002, 78). Similarly, from the business 
literature, Collins stated, "Those who build great companies understand that the ultimate 
throttle on growth for any great company is not markets , or technology, or competition, 
or products. It is one thing above all others : the ability to get and keep enough of the 
right people" (2001 , 54). Not surprisingly, Collins and Porras found that one factor that 
distinguished visionary companies from second-tier comparison companies was their 
heavy investment in recruitment, training, and professional development (2002, 193 ). 
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In the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model, staff members are a 
critical growth driver. In the section of Chapter 6 that describes this growth driver, we 
saw that over and over again, individuals from City Year and Citizen Schools referred to 
their staff as being instrumental to the success of their organizations. Rimer of Citizen 
Schools, for example, says: 
We just invest a lot in people. And ... this whole thing collapses without people. Uh, people are 
what make all this happen. So, uh, we 've been lucky that we've, we've, we've attracted great 
people. And, urn, that's what makes all this happen. Uh, you could have a great idea, great 
infrastructure, urn, a great guidebook, urn, y'know, a great computer, and, uh, and, y'know, less 
talented people and it wouldn't- might not all fly as well (Rimer, 5, 15). 
Following his review of earlier chapters of this dissertation, Jones suggested that a 
salient theme that emerges from City Year and Citizen Schools is hiring talented but not 
fully developed staff and molding them. In writing about the cult-like practices of 
successful visionary businesses, Collins and Porras described Nordstrom in a similar 
way: "Notice how the company seeks to hire young people, mold them into the 
Nordstrom way from early in their careers, and promote only those who reflect the core 
ideology" (2002, 122). In a similar vein, Collins proposed, "Whether someone is the 
' right person' has more to do with character traits and innate capabilities than with 
specific knowledge, background, or skills" (Collins, 2001 , 64). Khazei of City Year says, 
" . . .if you're talented and you say I wanna help with that, you can grow . . . it doesn't 
matter how old you are, how young you area, what experience you've had, if you seem 
like you can do it, we'll do it" (Khazei, follow-up, 9). Furthermore, Collins and Porras 
wrote: 
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.. . companies seeking an "empowered" or decentralized work environment should first and 
foremost impose a tight ideology, screen and indoctrinate people into that ideology, eject the 
viruses, and give those who remain the tremendous sense of responsibility that comes with 
membership in an elite organization. It means getting the right actors on the stage, putting them in 
the right frame of mind, and then giving them the freedom to ad lib as they see fit. It means, in 
short, understanding that cult-like tightness around an ideology actually enables a company to tum 
people loose to experiment, change, adapt, and- above all - to act (2002, 138-139). 
Recall from Chapter 6 that Rimer of Citizen Schools says: 
... you won't succeed at Citizen Schools if you don't believe in what 1 talked about, uh , in just sort 
of this incredible opportunity, this untapped educational opportunity for young people. And you 
won't stay, both for our purposes, you won't stay, and for the person's purposes. It ' s just- you 
won't fit in (Rimer, 5, 16). 
According to Bradach, "the skills of local site managers are often a critical ingredient in 
making replication work" (1999, 22). In their qualitative case study of five small 
businesses, Barringer and Greening found recruitment and selection of qualified staff to 
be critical factors affecting expansion performance (1998, 485-486). The importance of 
local staff, especially local leadership, was raised numerous times in the interviews with 
individuals from both City Year and Citizen Schools. Rose, of City Year, says: 
The biggest struggle is the challenge of developing really talented people to run the program. It ' s 
the people that's the most important thing. So, developing the talent, urn, kind of growing our 
own from within our corps to the point where they, urn, can go from corps member to executive 
director of a site. Urn, and also kind of hiring, training, developing, recruiting really talented, 
really inclusive groups of people that'll stay here for a long time (Rose, 18, 4). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools seek to create career ladders and to promote 
from within. Bradach has written: 
The importance of acculturation often leads organizations to believe that they must promote from 
within, since "people from the outside just don ' t get the it of our program." Oftentimes, however, 
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an organization 's reliance on insiders reflects nothing more than the fact that the tacit knowledge 
in its operating model has not yet been made explicit ( 1999, 22). 
Jones, in speaking about City Year, suggested promoting from within might sometimes 
be done to a fault, limiting the organization's learning and creating a kind of 
parochialism. However, Collins and Porras found that this habit of promoting from 
within separated the most successful visionary companies from second-tier comparison 
companies. In their words, "Visionary companies develop, promote, and carefully select 
managerial talent grown from inside the company to a greater degree than the comparison 
companies. They do this as a key step in preserving their core" (2002, 173). Rimer of 
Citizen Schools says, " ... if you truly believe in, in, in this work, urn, it shows in your 
work and this is a place that will commit to you and based also on your commitment to, 
to the movement. . . " (Rimer, 5, 16). 
City Year and Citizen Schools also place strong emphasis on professional 
development of staff. Most notably, Citizen Schools does so through its teaching fellows 
program, which involves partnerships with other youth-serving nonprofit organizations 
and the Master ' s program in out-of-school time that it has developed with Lesley 
University. 
The two organizations value longevity of staff and strive to retain their staff. At 
Citizen Schools ' Summer Institute, all staff members ' name badges had one star for every 
year they had worked for the agency. This is a concrete way of demonstrating that the 
organization values longevity and gives staff something to aspire to . 
Nonprofit organizations seeking national expansion ought to recruit the "right" 
people; train them; and provide professional development and leadership opportunities 
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for them. Often the "right" people are young, bright, and talented, and not yet fully 
molded. Funders can assist by providing financial support for the professional 
development of staff. 
THE MODEL 
Replication begins, first and foremost, with a model to be replicated. The 
findings of this analysis demonstrate this and the re-evaluation of the literature confirms 
it. Khazei uses the language of the business world when he says that City Year began 
with a prototype (Khazei, 3, 4). Citizen Schools has adopted the nonprofit terms, theory 
of change and essential elements, to describe its model. Regardless of language, both 
City Year and Citizen Schools began with a programmatic idea connected to a larger 
movement and mission. Over time, the models of City Year were further developed and 
documented. 
In Fast Track Business Growth: Smart Strategies to Grow Without Getting 
Derailed, Sherman proposed that a proven prototype is one of the key components that 
serve as a foundation for growth. This is very similar to Dees and colleagues ' notion of 
innovation readiness for expansion referred to earlier in this chapter in the section on 
strategy versus opportunity. Dees and colleagues asked whether there is evidence of 
success and reason to believe that this success is transferable to new locations (2002, 8). 
Bradach argued that the theory of change is the foundation for expansion. In his words, 
"At the heart of replication is the movement of an organization 's theory of change to a 
new location" (1999, 19). For Bradach, replication begins with clarity around goals and 
expected outcomes. Indeed, it would be impossible to measure success without such 
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clarity. A major goal of research and evaluation for expanding nonprofits is to acquire 
evidence of success of the model. A second goal is of research and evaluation is to 
continuously improve the model. 
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
As discussed in Chapter 6, the expansion must take a certain form. Citizen 
Schools chose to expand through an affiliate model and is planning to also expand 
through franchises. City Year, on the other hand, uses branching as its expansion 
method. While Oster has advocated that franchising is a nearly ideal growth form for 
nonprofit organizations (1996, 90), Wei-Skillern and Anderson found that there are 
advantages and disadvantages to different forms and no one form is perfect (2003, 25). 
Dees and colleagues suggested that nonprofits consider what they would like to scale, be 
it program, organization, or principles, in deciding on the expansion model (2002, 2). 
Regardless of expansion form, Grossman and Rangan have written, " .. . the 
moment an affiliate is created by a nonprofit, a new set of challenges must be addressed. 
These challenges deal with defining the relationship between the operating unit and the 
center and among the operating units themselves" (2001, 322). 
Bradach has written: 
There is a natural life cycle to the center-affiliate relationship, which makes it challenging for the 
center to continue to deliver value as the network evolves. The first year in which affiliates are 
part of the network, they can not believe the "smarts" at national. With a year of experience under 
their belts, affiliates typically feel they have all the answers and begin to wonder what national has 
done for them lately. Over time, the center must find ways to contribute to the success of local 
sites ( 1999, 25). 
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Earlier in this chapter, we discussed the value of multi-site nonprofits from the 
perspective of the central office, the local sites, and society at large. In the analyses of 
City Year and Citizen Schools, the issue of creating and maintaining value for local sites 
emerged. Because City Year is growing by branching, it has more control over the local 
sites. Citizen Schools, on the other hand, can only maintain its affiliate sites by 
continually demonstrating to them the value of affiliation. Even City Year sites could 
disengage from the national network. Brown says, " ... we had a couple sites that wanted 
to secede from the union" (Brown, 4, 7). However, the national office leads through 
consensus and cooperation rather than coercion. For example, Brown says: 
We did a two-year process with a committee of stakeholders from around the country that !led for 
almost two years and, urn, we put out draft after draft and eventually got enough consensus and we 
eventually had, y'know, at that time, we had, like, !2 sites and we had them all sign it (Brown, 4, 
8). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools have documented the relationship between 
headquarters and sites. Citizen Schools has done so through its license agreements and 
Give-Give document. City Year has done so through its site board charters and major 
financial policies. Furthermore, both City Year and Citizen Schools seek opportunities to 
build a strong network, so that communication is not always via the headquarters, but 
rather, sites are also connected with one another. Both organizations bring the entire 
network together where possible, at events such as trainings or organizational 
conventions, in order to build community spirit and to develop cross-site relationships. 
The relationship between sites and headquarters involves a tension between 
standardization and adaptation. It is the tendency of the headquarters to standardize and 
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the tendency of the local sites to customize. Writing from a business orientation, von 
Krogh and Cusumano stated, "A carefully orchestrated tension balances standardization 
(keeping processes and organizational details close to the way they are done in the 
original location) and adaptation (changing the organization and processes to address the 
needs of the local region)" (2001, 56). From a nonprofit perspective, Grossman and 
Rangan expressed this tension this way: 
Being closest to the client, affiliates often feel sufficiently knowledgeable and empowered to know 
what is best for those they serve. But headquarters may feel that maintaining quality standards or 
program consistency necessitates adherence to certain overarching specifications . . . (2001 , 327-
328). 
In order to understand the characteristics of successful visionary businesses, 
Collins and Porras studied Charles Darwin's, Origin of Species, and the concepts of 
evolution and survival of the fittest. They found that visionary companies evolve in a 
similar way to species. Collins and Porras wrote: 
What looks in retrospect like brilliant foresight and prep Ianning was often the result of "Let's just 
try a Jot of stuff and keep what works." In this sense, visionary companies mimic the biological 
evolution of species. We found the concepts in Charles Darwin's Origin of Species to be more 
helpful for replicating the success of certain visionary companies than any textbook on corporate 
strategic planning (2002, 9). 
In "Juggling Entrepreneurial Style and Organizational Structure - How to Get 
Your Act Together," Slevin and Covin described the relationship between management 
style and organizational structure. They illustrated this relationship through the graphic 
that is shown in Figure 11. 
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According to Slevin and Covin, successful businesses cycle back and forth 
between cell 1, organic structures and entrepreneurial styles, and cell 3, mechanistic 
structures and conservative styles. In their words: 
The entrepreneurial firm , in say, the computer industry is very proactive, risk taking, and 
successful in its initial efforts . As it becomes more and more successful, it is forced to become 
more mechanistic in certain elements of its operations. Products must get out on time, quality 
standards must be upheld, control systems must be in place and so forth. Yet at the same time, 
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research, new ideas, and innovation must be supported. A truly successful firm manages to move 
back and forth between these key high-performing cells [cell 1 and cell 3] ( 1990, 46). 
Similarly, in Churchill and Lewis' small business development lifecycle, the 
challenge of Stage Vis: 
The corporation must expand the management force fast enough to eliminate the inefficiencies 
that growth can produce and professionalize the company by use of such tools as budgets, 
strategic planning, management by objectives, and standard cost systems- and do this without 
stifling its entrepreneurial qualities ( 1992, 270). 
Collins and Porras proposed that an organization's structure needs to build in 
opportunities for entrepreneurship (2002, 184-185). Collins suggested that a great 
organization has a high ethic of entrepreneurship and a high culture of discipline (200 1, 
122). 
Indeed, City Year and Citizen Schools strive to standardize and to innovate. 
Haugabrook describes Citizen Schools' challenge:" . .. how do we create the appropriate 
structures and leadership in the right people in these positions that will continue to help 
facilitate our mission but without, uh, squashing a lot of innovation?" (Haugabrook, 14, 
26). An example of the healthy tension between standardization and innovation is 
Citizen Schools' current efforts to standardize its writing and data analysis curricula. 
Every Citizen Schools campus offers a campus-wide apprenticeship focused on either 
writing or data analysis each semester. Until last year, campuses had free reign in 
developing these curricula. This year, for this first time, Citizen Schools has certified 
several alternative curricula, and campuses have selected from among certified options. 
Multiple options allow for both standardization and a certain level of autonomy at the site 
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level. However, only 75 percent of campuses were expected to use the certified 
curricula. Campuses could propose alternative curricula, which, if approved, would be 
used and tested. Thus, even while moving to a standardized system, Citizen Schools 
seems to be acknowledging that the system must allow for innovation. 
One way that City Year promotes entrepreneurship is through the Bill and Hillary 
Clinton National Service Innovation Award, funded through a $1 million endowment 
donated by Judy and Sidney Swartz.27 According to the program book for Cyzygy 
entitled, Cyzygy '04: An Annual Convention of Idealism, the purpose of the award is to 
" ... inspire, recognize, and support innovative ideas generated by the corps and staff of 
City Year" (City Year, 2004, 51). In 2004, nine projects were funded at a total amount of 
over $30,000 (City Year, 2004, 51). 
The insight for nonprofits seeking geographic expansion is that regardless of the 
expansion model that is selected, the organizational structure needs to support both 
standardization and innovation. The insight for funders is to support expanding 
nonprofits to continuously develop their organizational capacity for growth. Further 
research is required to understand how big is big enough. What is the ideal size for 
maximizing economies of scale and the power of the network without diminishing quality 
or local control? 
SITE ISSUES 
The literature focuses on the importance of site selection. In their analysis of the 
expansion processes of five small businesses, Barringer and Greening found planning 
27 The Swartz ' s are the parents of Jeff Swartz, chief executive officer of The Timberland Company. 
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around site selection to be an important factor influencing the ultimate success or failure 
of the expansion site. They wrote: 
A finding that emerged from our data is that managers are often surprised at "how different" a 
neighboring community is from their home site in terms of demographic make-up, customer 
preferences, the legitimacy of their business concept, and the potential legitimacy of the firm 
itself. A Jack of pre-expansion planning that might have illuminated these issues hurt Drug Store 
and the Women 's Shop. Both of these firms admitted to having committed blunders that could 
have been avoided through more diligent planning and environmental scanning, particularly in the 
area of expansion site selection. In contrast, both ApplianceCom and Family Counseling chose 
their expansion sites with painstaking care and tried to discern potential pitfalls prior to expanding 
(1998, 484) . 
Barringer and Greening concluded, " ... the evidence generated across the cases suggests 
that planning helps a firm develop a set of heuristics for expansion site selection, which 
helps a firm avoid placing a site in an undesirable location" (1998, 488). They also found 
that the firms that they studied purposefully limited the geographic distance between the 
headquarters and sites in an effort to maintain control over them. Taylor and colleagues 
suggested that nonprofits initially expand to organizations that are closer in distance and 
more similar in features that are relevant to the success of the program. In their words, 
"As you develop more confidence, you'll' want to test your approach in different kinds of 
communities to show that it's robust" (2002, 262). Dees and colleagues proposed that 
nonprofit organizations consider site receptivity in deciding whether and how to expand. 
In their words, "Receptivity can be thought of as the readiness of other communities (or 
key institutions in them) to embrace a particular social innovation" (2002, 1 0). 
City Year and Citizen Schools ' decisions around site selection include such 
considerations as political factors, financial factors, and human resources. Although 
distance was considered, it does not appear to have been a major factor in site selection 
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for City Year or Citizen Schools. The only time that distance was identified as an 
important factor was in City Year's decision to have Providence, Rhode Island be its first 
yearlong expansion site. While Citizen Schools primarily focuses on urban communities 
with low-performing schools, it has begun to branch out into other kinds of communities 
to test the model's applicability to their needs (Haugabrook, 14, 9). 
According to Bradach, "In the nonprofit sector, it is very difficult to pursue pure 
"push" strategies -literally, taking a program to a city without local involvement and 
support" (1999, 24). Furthermore, he wrote, "Even with clarity about where a program 
might best be replicated, it is still crucial to find local champions, who will exert the 
necessary energy and gamer essential resources" (1999, 24 ). City Year's early efforts to 
expand focused on pushing its way in to communities; quickly, City Year realized the 
limitations and repercussions of this approach. In Routh's words: 
. .. with some of the earlier sites, we landed without really generating the groundswell of need for 
us from that community. And, so after that, we improved on the model and we built sort of what 
are the guideposts that a city has to do in order to earn a City Year in their community. And 
flipped it, flipped the dynamics, required letters, the Mayor's support, corporate champions, three 
years' worth of funding, y'know, and so, we really tried to land more successfully and set up that 
site for success, um, from the start and that was a good best practice that we learned (Routh, 19, 
2). 
By virtue of using the affiliate method for expansion, the "pull" is built into site 
selection for Citizen Schools. Schwarz explains: 
. . . it sbouldn 't just be just them pursuing us, it shouldn't be- it definitely shouldn't be just us 
pursuing them. It's kinda- it 's sort of opportunistic at this stage. So we might hear about a 
community that sounds good for x reason and we so1t of float the idea and then if it takes and 
someone there says, "oh, yeah it's a great idea - let's-" y'know, and then they start pursuing and 
then we, we kind of pursue back (Schwarz, 2, 21 ). 
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In writing about small business geographic expansion, Barringer and Greening 
highlighted the importance of reaching out to local communities and becoming a part of 
them. They wrote: 
A consistent finding that emerged in all of the cases was the importance of networking to establish 
stakeholder relationships in expansion site locations. For example, when ApplianceCom opens a 
store in a new location, it encourages employees to join the Chamber of Commerce and participate 
in civic activities. Similarly ... the owner of Family Counseling went to great lengths to network 
with physicians in expansion site locations. In contrast, one of Drug Stores expansion efforts 
failed because the residents of the expansion site community saw Drug Store as an outsider and 
felt that the presence of Drug Store in their community threatened the existence of a local 
pharmacy" (1998, 486). 
Both City Year and Citizen Schools strive to integrate themselves into the 
communities in which they serve. They do so through their local boards and volunteers 
and by building relationships with local funders and organizational partners. Kate 
Carpenter gives a vivid description of the ultimate goal of integration for Citizen Schools 
in its affiliate organizations. She says: "It [Citizen Schools] needs to become a true like 
vein or body part in that organization and, urn, not something that you can choose to have 
or not have. It needs to become a necessary component of its identity and a necessary 
aspect of its operations (K. Carpenter, 10, 3). On a broader scale, Collins and Porras 
wrote that visionary businesses " ... have woven themselves into the very fabric of 
society" (2002, 4). 
Based upon the literature and the findings, the implications for nonprofit 
organizations seeking national expansions are: 
• Nonprofit organizations should embrace both strategy and opportunity in site 
selection. 
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• Nonprofit organizations should involve local communities from the onset. Strategies 
should involve both "push" and "pull." 
• Nonprofits should strive to become fully integrated into the local communities to 
which they expand. 
FINANCES 
The literature on financing nonprofit geographic expansion is scant. Bradach 
proposed that organizations seeking expansion must develop a financial structure for 
expansion sites. Taylor and colleagues discussed the importance of developing a 
resource mobilization plan (2002, 263). They proposed that the organization consider its 
financial and non-financial needs and sources for those needs. Further, they advise the 
nonprofit to consider how much responsibility local sites should take for acquiring their 
funds. In Taylor and colleagues' words: 
The answer is largely a function of the level of demand among local resource providers, the degree 
of local autonomy you want to encourage, and what tasks are easier for the central office to do. 
Requiring local leaders to raise all their resources is a powerful test of their entrepreneurial skills, 
but initial assistance from the central office can help create a sense of mutual commitment (2002, 
263-264). 
Fundraising is challenging for City Year and Citizen Schools, though both 
organizations have been quite successful in their efforts. The findings from this study 
suggest that the two keys to financial success are having multi-year grants and diversified 
sources of funds. Another major theme is building in planning for sustainability as a 
basic part of planning for expansion. City Year, in particular, is moving toward 
codifying its fundraising at the site, national, and international levels through the 
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production of its Development Handbook. City Year and Citizen Schools ' experience 
suggest that close partnering relationships with funders can result in a wide range of 
benefits, from funds to in-kind resources to the sharing of brand. 
ENVIRONMENT 
In the literature reviewed, surprisingly little emphasis is placed upon the role of 
the environment. The environment is included as a factor in Barringer and Greening ' s 
model of small business growth through geographic expansion (1998). Specifically, 
environmental turbulence is a moderator in their model that has the potential to affect 
expansion performance. The findings of this study suggest that the environment may be 
a source of threats or opportunities. City Year and Citizens show a proclivity for 
constantly scanning their environments to make their environments work for them rather 
than against them. The discussion of strategy and opportunity earlier in this chapter gave 
several examples of environmental opportunities. The cuts to AmeriCorps were a clear 
environmental threat that City Year faced head on, and to the degree that it was possible, 
transformed it into an opportunity. That is, City Year' s leadership of the Save 
AmeriCorps campaign brought prominence to the national service movement and 
demonstrated itself to be the leader of the movement. 
The implication for nonprofits seeking expansion is to stay attuned to the political 
and economic environment in which they function, at local, regional, and national levels, 
to take advantage of the opportunities it presents, and to minimize the threats . 
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ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING 
Organizational learning was touched upon earlier in this chapter as one of the key 
benefits for central offices of multi-site organizations. Both the literature and the 
findings highlight the importance of organizational learning. This section will focus on 
quality and continuous improvement. 
With respect to quality, the literature on nonprofit geographic expansion suggests 
that prior to expansion, nonprofits should be able to show evidence of success. Bradach 
has written, "Replicating programs that do not produce results is at best a waste of 
precious social resources and at worst a source of active harm to the participants. For this 
reason, the first question to ask is whether there is enough substantive evidence of 
success to justify replication" (1999, 20). Furthermore, he stated, "What constitutes 
'enough' will vary, depending on the nature of the program, its longevity, and the scope 
of the contemplated replication" (1999, 20). 
Organizational learning is a prominent theme in the relevant business literature. 
According to Rubenstein and Grundy, "Organizational capacity for growth is enhanced 
by the creation of conscious learning resulting from experimentation, from implementing 
new strategies and from undertaking new activities" (1999, 162). Similarly, Barringer 
and Greening explained that although all five organizations they studied characterized 
themselves as learning organizations, those that more consistently modified their 
behavior based upon their experience were most successful in their expansion efforts 
(1998, 488). Collins and Porras wrote, " ... the discipline of self-improvement stands out 
as one of the most clear differences between the visionary and comparison companies" 
(Collins and Porras, 2002, 199). 
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Collins and Porras emphasized the importance of research and development. In 
their study of visionary businesses, they found greater investment in research and 
development than in comparison companies (2002, 193). 
City Year and Citizen Schools are committed to organizational learning. Both 
organizations strive for continuous improvement which is largely led by their research 
and evaluation departments. Note that City Year's research department is, in fact, called 
Research and Systematic Learning. Citizen Schools University is an umbrella for several 
initiatives that are tied to organizational learning, including organizational learning and 
human potential, curriculum, the national teaching fellows program, and research and 
evaluation. Citizen Schools ' commitment to organizational learning also extends to 
disseminating best practices and sharing learning beyond the organization. For example, 
Citizen Schools is working to develop an afterschool academy in partnership with other 
leading afterschool programs. 
Khazei of City Year says: 
.. . we're constantly looking at well, what have we done? What have we leamed? How do we this 
better? We do .. . every year now a weeklong training academy. We bring all of our, uh, people 
together from all across the country. We focus on both sort of the goals for the year but we also 
do what we call these superchargers where we get all of our development people together, al l of 
our team leaders together, all of our program people together, etc. And say okay, what are the best 
practices? What have we leamed? What works? What doesn 't work? How do we do it better? 
Urn, we meet quarterly with our executive directors, we debrief everything, everything we do, we 
have sort of a- we do this exercise plus, delta, what worked? What could be better? Urn, we're 
constantly looking at our effectiveness. How do we improve it? How do we leverage what we 're 
doing? How do we get the biggest bang for the buck? And it's a huge part of our orientation 
(Khazei, follow-up, 5). 
The insight for nonprofit organizations seeking expansion is to develop systems for 
research and evaluation and for disseminating organizational learning. Funders seeking 
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to support nonprofit geographic expansion can do so by providing funds for research and 
development and dissemination of best practices. 
BRANDING 
According to Grossman and Rangan, "A strong brand name enhances an 
affiliate's ability to attract volunteers and convey reliability and is particularly important 
to donors because the integrity of the name motivates many to give" (200 1, 331 ). 
Bradach proposed that one of the central roles of headquarters is to protect the 
organization's brand (1999, 24). Wei-Skillem and Anderson found that the benefits of 
building the brand were initially greater than anticipated for nonprofit organizations 
pursuing expansion regardless of expansion method used (2003, 28). 
Branding emerged as an important goal of and means towards expansion for City 
Year and Citizen Schools. The essence of these discussions was that brand would bring 
City Year and Citizen Schools immediate recognition on the part of the masses and that 
brand would reflect both consistency and quality. Rose, of City Year, proposed that 
branding is about projecting a consistent look, a consistent feel, and a consistent message 
(Rose, 18, 25). The fact that individuals almost exclusively referred to for-profit 
companies and products, such as McDonald's and Coca-Cola, to explain brand, suggests 
that perhaps there is a need for more investigation about the role that branding plays in 
nonprofit organizations. What are the differences, if any, in branding McDonald's and 
branding Citizen Schools? While the literature relevant to branding and nonprofit 
geographic expansion is scarce, the fmdings from this study suggest that branding has 
value for expanding nonprofits. 
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REFINING THE NONPROFIT GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION MODEL 
This discussion of themes has raised several issues that are not fully reflected in 
the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model. Thus, a Revised Nonprofit 
Geographic Expansion Model has been developed to more accurately reflect the findings . 
The revised model is depicted in Figure 12. 
The revised model has six rather than five components. It includes all of the five 
components of the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model, growth drivers, 
expansion plan, site development, development of the national organization, and 
organizational learning. However, "expansion plan" is changed to "expansion planning" 
to emphasize that we are referring to an ongoing activity rather than a static document. 
The sixth component that has been added to the Revised Nonprofit Geographic 
Expansion Model is movement building and movement leadership. The revised model 
highlights the importance of movement building and movement leadership as one of the 
three major activities and responsibilities of national nonprofit organizations, along with 
site development and development of the national organization. 
Growth drivers remain as in the preliminary model with the following changes for 
the purpose of clarification. The growth driver, "mission and vision" is changed to 
"mission and vision connected to broad social movement." The "environment" is 
changed to "environmental opportunities and threats." 
For each of the other five elements of the model, a distinction is made between 
key activities and key challenges. In most cases, the components of each element from 
the preliminary model are included as key activities in the revised model while insights 
gleaned from chapter 7 tend to be included as key challenges in the revised model. 
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The key activities of expansion planning are the same as the components of the 
expansion plan in the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model. However, 
they have been changed to active phrasing, again, to highlight that these are ongoing 
activities, not merely components of a static document. Thus, "decision to expand" is 
changed to ""decide to expand"; "expansion model" is changed to "determine form of 
growth"; "essential elements" is changed to "clarify the model to be replicated"; and so 
forth. Two key challenges related to expansion planning are included. Both have been 
discussed in this chapter. They are: (1) Don't marry the plan: Pursue both strategy and 
opportunity; plans must change as new opportunities arise; and (2) Site selection 
strategies should involve both push and pull. 
The key activities of site development are the same as those included in the 
preliminary model. However, responding to local needs is included as a key challenge 
rather than as a key activity. A second key challenges that has been added based upon 
the discussion in this chapter is becoming an integral part of the local community. 
Several of the components included for development of the national organization 
in the Preliminary Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model are maintained as key 
activities in the revised model. However, others are included instead as key activities of 
movement building and movement leadership. Thus, the key activities of development of 
the national organization that are included in the Revised Nonprofit Geographic 
Expansion Model are: build infrastructure and organizational capacities; build the 
national network; acquire funds and in-kind resources to support national headquarters 
and sites; and build the brand. Several key challenges related to development of the 
national organization have been added to the model based upon insights gleaned in this 
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chapter. They are: (1) Roles of leadership must continuously evolve as the organization 
grows; (2) There should be a healthy tension between visionary leadership and 
management; (3) System needs to allow for standardization, customization, and 
entrepreneurship; and (4) Building a strong organizational culture and disseminating it 
throughout the network. 
As indicated above, movement building and movement leadership is included in 
the model as an added element. The expansion plan affects movement building and 
movement leadership just as it does site development and development of the national 
organization. Movement building and movement leadership and development of the 
national organization impact one another and movement building and movement 
leadership and organizational learning also impact one another. Key activities of 
movement building and movement leadership are speaking for the field; developing 
national public policy agenda; coordinating advocacy initiatives in the field to pursue 
public policy agendas; disseminating best practices; creating vehicles for sharing 
learning; and developing leaders for the field. Further research is needed to determine 
the key challenges of movement building and movement leadership. 
Finally, in the revised model, "disciplined innovation and continuous 
improvement" is changed to "develop and implement systems of disciplined innovation 
and continuous improvement" in order to more accurately reflect the activity of 
organizational learning. No key challenges were identified with respect to organizational 
learning. Further research ought to identify the challenges or organizational learning in 
nonprofit geographic expansion. 
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Figure 12. Revised Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model 
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STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study was designed to address validity and reliability concerns. To ensure 
construct validity, multiple sources of evidence were gathered. Furthermore, key 
informants were asked to review a draft of the case study report. To address questions of 
external validity, a multiple-case study design was used. 
The study has several limitations. Only two organizations were included in the 
study and both are Boston-based, youth-serving organizations incorporated since 1988. 
Therefore, the location of headquarters, the type of organization, and the time period of 
the organization's life are all limited. 
The study examines organizations that have expanded through affiliates and 
branching. It does not examine organizations that have expanded through franchi sing, 
although Citizen Schools is presently pursuing the franchise model. 
The study includes organizations that have expanded to multiple sites. It does not 
include examples of organizations that have attempted to become multi-site and failed or 
organizations that have chosen to remain single site. 
SUMMARY OF DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Chapter 7 has highlighted several important areas for further research. This 
section summarizes and further develops those areas . 
First and foremost, future research is required to test the generalizability of the 
Revised Nonprofit Geographic Expansion Model and insights that emerged from this 
analysis. Future research might also consider what factors differentiate those 
organizations that successfully grow to scale and those that attempt expansion and fail. It 
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might also explore the question of size: How big is big enough? What is the ideal size for 
maximizing economies of scale and the power of the network without diminishing quality 
or local control? 
One of the most important contributions of this study is its elucidation of the 
relationship between developing national nonprofit organizations and building large 
social movements. Further research is required to more fully explore this relationship . 
This study fell short of identifying the key challenges of movement building and 
movement leadership; future research ought to identify these challenges. 
This study found visionary leadership to be a critical growth driver for expanding 
nonprofit organizations. Further research is needed to understand how important 
visionary leadership is to nonprofit expansion and the implications for the professional 
development of visionary leaders and for the succession plans of expanding 
organizations. Further research is needed to understand the ongoing training needs of 
visionary leaders and entrepreneurs and to determine how these needs can best be met. 
Finally, this study found branding to be an important means toward and benefit of 
nonprofit geographic expansion. Further research is required to better understand 
branding as it pertains to nonprofit organizations rather than for-profit ones. 
SUMMARY 
This dissertation has explored the process of nonprofit growth through geographic 
expansion. Through the development and analysis of case studies of two nonprofit 
organizations that have grown from single site to multi-site, a Nonprofit Geographic 
Expansion Model was derived and then strengthened. This model fills a void in the 
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literature. It is hoped that the model and the insights generated through this investigation 
will serve as a guide for practice and a catalyst for further research. 
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APPENDIX A 
INSTITUTIONAL LETTER OF CONSENT 
Dear 
--------------------
As a doctoral candidate in the Boston University School of Education, I am 
conducting a case study of nonprofit organizations that have grown from single site to multi-
site agencies. I would like your consent to document the growth strategies and processes of 
your organization. In addition, I would like your consent to use the organization ' s true name 
and identity in the reporting ofthis study. I have attached to this form a summary of the 
proposed research for your further information. 
In addition to reviewing appropriate documentation, I would like to interview those 
who might assist me in understanding the growth strategy and process undertaken by your 
organization. Participation of every individual is voluntary and participants are free to 
withdraw from the study at any time. Individual participants will also be asked to allow their 
true names and identities to be used. 
Your consent on behalf of your organization for this study is most appreciated. 
If you have any questions, please contact me at 617.983 .1475. 
Sincerely, 
Audrey Morgenbesser 
Candidate for the degree ofDoctor of Education 
Boston University, School of Education 








INDIVIDUAL LETTER OF CONSENT 
As a doctoral candidate in the Boston University School of Education, I am 
conducting a case study of nonprofit organizations that have grown from single site to multi-
site agencies. As part of my research, I am interviewing people involved in these three 
organizations, including board members, the executive directors, staff members, volunteers, 
program participants, funders, and consultants. I have received approval from the heads of 
the organizations to conduct this study. 
By signing and returning the form below to me, you indicate your understanding of 
and your willingness to participate in a one and a half hour interview and, perhaps, a follow-
up interview in person or by telephone. In addition, signing the form indicates your approval 
to use your true name and identity in the reporting of this study. There are no known risks to 
participation in the study. By participating, you will help in developing a better 
understanding of the growth of nonprofit organizations. 
If you have any questions, please contact me at 617.983.1475. 
Thank you in advance for your interest and willingness to participate. 
Sincerely, 
Audrey Morgenbesser 
Candidate for the degree of Doctor of Education 
Boston University, School ofEducation 
I, , have read the above informed letter of consent and 
have received a copy of it. I have agreed to participate in the qualitative doctoral research 
study of Audrey Morgenbesser, under the auspices of the Boston University School of 
Education, of my own free will. The purpose of the study has been explained to me. I 
understand that my true name and identity will be used in the reporting of this study. I 
understand that, if I choose at any time during the research, I can change my mind, revoke 
my consent, and withdraw from the study, and that the researcher will not use any data I have 
provided, unless I so specify. 
Interview data collected will be held in safekeeping by the researcher. 
I understand that the results of my research may be published. My signature indicates 
my understanding of the statements above and my consent to the conditions of the study. 
N~e D~ 
---------------------------------- -------------------




This research is a qualitative case study of Boston-based, youth-serving nonprofit 
organizations which have experienced rapid growth through geographic expansion. This 
study will examine the growth strategies and processes taken by the organizations 
through site visits and interviews with senior administrators, board members, staff 
members, and constituents. Data will also be collected from the organizations ' Websites, 
annual reports, and other printed sources. A model of nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion will be developed through cross-case analysis of the cases and 
through comparison with the literature. This model will fill a void in the literature and 
may provide direction for future research and practice. 
This study seeks to explore and understand the process through which nonprofit 
organizations grow from single site into multi-site organizations. It examines the challenges 
and opportunities that nonprofits face during the growth process. This study documents the 
critical decisions that must be made throughout the process. The major research question is: 
• How do nonprofits grow from single site to multi-site organizations? 
Secondary questions include: 
• What motivates nonprofit organizations to become multi-site? 
• What challenges and opportunities face nonprofit organizations as they grow from single 
site to multi-site? 
• What strategies do nonprofit organizations take to become multi-site? 
• To what degree is nonprofit geographic growth planned? 
• What are the limitations of and problems associated with nonprofit growth through 
geographic expansion? 
• What are the ingredients of successful nonprofit growth through geographic expansion? 
The researcher will: 
• Read and review the literature pertaining to nonprofit organizational growth through 
geographic expansion. 
• Develop case studies of three nonprofit organizations that have experienced rapid 
growth through geographic expansion. 
• Generate a conceptual model for nonprofit growth through geographic expansion, 
based upon the case studies and the literature. 
• Propose directions for continued research. 
Research on actions and practices that promote successful growth can lead to 
models that have predictive value. Donald Sexton and Raymond Smilor, in writing about 
for-profit growth, asserted that such research "will help move the field .. . to one that has 
real-time practical applications for entrepreneurs trying to expand their businesses" 
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(1997, 97). It is the hope of this researcher that this study will begin to fill a void in the 
literature by generating a model for nonprofit growth through geographic expansion that 
can have pragmatic value for entrepreneurs in the nonprofit arena. 
Reference: 
Sexton, Donald L. and Raymond W. Smilor, eds. Entrepreneurship 2000. Chicago: 
Upstart Publishing Company. 
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youth. Organized outreach and awareness activities to educate the community about 
institutionalized children. Provided home-based play therapy to four children with developmental 
disabilities twice weekly. Assisted in teaching a course for social work students, supervised 
students ' practica, and organized an association for social workers. 
PETRU RARES AND GENERAL SCHOOL 3, SUCEA VA, ROMANIA 
Teacher of English as a Foreign Language, 9/93-6/94 
Taught conversational English to middle and high school students. Led numerous extracurricular 
clubs, events, and activities, including the production of the play, Grease. Established a 
computer room at the high school. 
VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES 
SOUTH NORFOLK COUNTY ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS, 
WESTWOOD, MA 
Steering Committee, Family Autism Center, 12/02-9/04 
Participated in monthly meetings of advisory board. Provide guidance and support to director. 
AMERICAN JEWISH WORLD SERVICE, BELIZE 
Volunteer, Jewish Volunteer Corps, 7/01 
Volunteered at HelpAge Belize, a national nonprofit organization that provides advocacy and 
support for senior citizens, for one month. Assisted with grant writing and recruitment of staff 
and volunteers. 
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